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[2) This b_:!< presents the basic knowledge of remctivs motion, the

fundament=1 principles of rocket construction solid and liquid fueilod

and the possible fields in which these could be used.

At the same time thI authors provide a systematical description end

a criticml mnelysis of the most characteristic rocket designs

treated in gen_rml literature and ir foreign patent specifications.

This book is intended for readers acquainted with eiementmry

mathem_tlcs.

I ,iii i ID iiP m Ii m dI IiI iiI

(3) P FI E F A C E

The accompllshmmnts of the soclelist organization guaranteed

the Sovlst Union important =rhievoments in ell scientific end

technical fields.

At present the development of rocket propulsion (rocket flight)

represents one of the recent and most complicated scientific and

technical teaks, ms this field of reseaurch has good prospects in

numerous fields of political economy and is of great importance to the

im ,rovement of the country's U_fensr.

Rocket-propelled aircrafts ere espr£ielly designed to Play

a dominant role in the field of exploration end conquest of the

stratosphere, In which the science of the Soviet Union holds first

piece in the world. Today sclentlts ere already discussing the

necessity to explore high altitudes, much as 80 - 100 kms, that can be

attained neither by etratoatata nor sounding balloons not to mention

propeller alrcrefta. Theme altltudm can only be reached with rocketed

equipment m _Ich necessitates further development in scientific research.

doc'llme) t. ()RIt;INAL PAGE I$

OF POOl{ QUALITY j
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Rocket moto;'s ol-emost efficient for developing stratosphere flight

and #eaching supersonic v_ocity and at s c_rtain stage (of aerenautics )

they will supplement end replace the presmnt aircraft motors in

certain flel_s,

At pruent solaJtiflc rmmmmroh work randpropagation of rocket

propulslon ie dmvelopW under the directlon of the csn_rml Council

of the Society for tho Promotion of the Al_ Force end Gee Oefonse of

the US,9_,

This book written by two of the most qualified specialists

in rocket technology t G. E. LangemBk and W.P. Gluschko, is I vmlueble

contribution to the llt_rature on rocket flight end is one of the

!

fi_et technical works on this question. !

The majorlty of questions treated in this work were exnmlned

for the first time in the Soviet Union end many of thm eme completely

independent original studies pruented cleemly, which is one of the

greet advantages of this book. It wlll provide e very valueble source

of rocket t_ohnm_egyend will p_omote scientific proses end mass

inventions in this field.

The I_rector of Rocket Group WNKZSeOAH SSSR M_-ku]ow.

am m e= ee _ aim _ ee lee _ m i _ am

(4) By the Authors

This work is Intended for m lemg_r rmade_ship interested

in the questions of _mctlve p_opulslon,

Thm authors set themselves the basic t_sk o? elucidstlng the most

important technlo_l quutlons oonnected with the remlizetlon and utilizat-

ion of solid ond liquid fuelled _ockets.

-2
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The reader should not expect to find the solutions to these questions,

for as it is well known the material for rocket experimentation is

very insufficient end the literature available concerns almost

exclusively "interplanstat_" rockets. This field has been excluded

deliberetelyj for we are of the opinion that rockets in low altitudes

present a completely different end extremely topical ta_.

The difficulties mhich the rocket has to overcome in order to assume

its rightful place in modern technology must be emphasizsa. From this

point of vie. our work represents a dark-room for inventors and

engineers.

The work was distributed among the authors in the following way:

chapters If, V, VI, and VII were written by W. Oluschko I the other

chapters and the general edition of the book were _on8 by G. Lengemek.

The authors jointly assume full responsebility for the contents of

the book.

8.8. Petropawlo_ekiJ had the idea of publishing this book and as

early as 1933 called upon the authors to carry out his project.

His premature death in the same year made any further participation on

his pert impossible.

The authors decLicate this modest work to the memory of this talented

engineer end wonderful colleague.

December 1934. The Authors.

-3
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INTRODUCTION

The rocket motor is one of the few types of m_hine where

the ener_/ contained in the propellent is transformed into Oropulsive

force without any trmnsfo_mtion (transmission) mechenlsm. The constructior
J

of _,ch a motor false vm_y importmnt dlfflrultiea although the duign of

the motor ep_emrs to be quite simple at first glance. To overcome these

dlffioultiu e comprehensive scientific and inv_tigm_ry study of quite

a number of n_ and complloeted technloml questions is required.

Thee qu_tions have not yet been treated by the techniclanm end

dulgn englne_rs.

The main difficulty is due to the f_t that s greet quantity of

(5) fuel has to be burned in the rocket motor within a given unit of time

to produce sufficient power.

The combustion products of the fuel ejected under pressure from the

combustion chamber produce the so-csll_ reec_ve thrust.

The technlcml problem p_ese_ed by the rocket has only come to

the fore-front quite recently, elthough the rocket hse been known

for several hund_d years ms the most slmple self-propelled mppmretus

produced by manklnd_ The development from flrework rockets to

rockets in thei_ pruent form is enormous. The solution o? the rocket

problem is e_eentlelly based on modern technological e_hlevmments,

_peclally in the field of thermal englne_rlng _ w_ll _ in the

meteilu_gy of sp_ial types of steel end of solid llght-metai alloys

(durmlumin, electrum end sim_l_).

-4
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The development of motors had to pass through sevnral stages

before the modern aircraft motor was r_ached and this was made possiblu

by increased power efficiency per unit weight of the motor. As ,_e shall

see later the rocket motor is far more advanced than any other internal-

combustion engine and it is therefore justifiably considered F£ ',-

motor of most advanced technology.

The distinction between the rocket motor and all other b;nown

motors suitable for technical purposes lies essentially in the fact

that the rocket motor can propel the apparatus connected with it

independent of any material medlum, whereas apparatus with other

motors can only move when an external material support (earth, water,

air) is available. For this reason the use of rocket motors has always

been associated with planned flight into rarefied regions of the

(6) atmospheI_.= and into space. Although these projects are scientifically

well-founded, they are still very far from being realized.

However, the rocket motor can be employed quite usefully nearer to

the earth, which represents a step {stage) towards the objective

reaching higher altitudes. The use of rockets in exploring the

stratosphere is such a step.

The second characteristic of the rocket motor is the

possibility it offers of producing a very high level propulsive

efficiency with an extremely low weight of the motor itself,

for short periods. In this respect the rocket motor can be

compared with an artillery piece, in which, as it is well-known, gigantic

work is performed within hundredths of a second.

Solid, liquid and gaseous substances can be used as fuel of the

rocket motor. Powder is most efficient solid fuel as it contains

the oxygen required for combustion and in this case the fuel consists {

only of one comporclt. _ii_
|

-- _J
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In motors with gaseous _uel rosdy-uade gss alxturm can be used

ss well as mixtures of gsso0us oxygen utth any co_ustible gas fed

sapm_ttaly into the combustion ¢hembar.

4
Motors _nto uhl_,h liquid fuels in the v_orized or atomized state are

• n_roduoed _o the combustion chamber and the oxygen rocpJ_ed

_s taken from the surrounding air or Prom a speoia_ comotnar on

the motor_ belong to the same category, Th_ kype of aotor 18

celled a cs_ou_or motor, PoP the Pus1 ts su_£N in the same

way as in no15m81ir_arnal_ombustton angoras. ;'he rocket motors

utth liquid pl_pellmr_ awe oF greatmt interest.

Th:Ls tern eppl:bl8 to motors in ahir.h the fuel _ _1 as

oxidizJ_g agent awe fed JJ¢o the combustion chembar it. _h8 liquid

state and 8r8 burned there. These motors 81_ £ncontemtably bettl-

tdlan poud_ moto_ blclume the liquid Pull has a heating _?JJ:iwCy

tKb=o or 3 t_ higher then poudar. In addition the gt-aduo.], supply

of Zicpid com_ulttJolo to the combustion chambe_ causes far ?suet i

ckm.f?:l_.u_.t£Nthen _o g_due_ lupl_],yff poudsr. A moro c_te_Le_

oon_e_ivo ex_ion of _o tuo types of moto_ can be f_nd bolow,

Thus the ?L-st task in eZebonmting the rocket pr_lm _onsiste in the

oonst_uotion of • poNrful end FeI:Le_o rocket motor. At presanl:

great attention _ being pald throughout the _ld to thai

problm_ 8 dozen prominent ungtnaers of c_Lff_rent ?t_Lds m

m_k:Lng on it :Ln d:Lf?l"wvtcourlkr£1s. A _ number of

technic1 books end ne_p_p_ _tcle_ d_l _Lth the rotation

of _tion Wopulsion (__c). In the c_Lt_l_t steam the

goverrmant8 N us11 ss+Wivate _nt_rpr_m spend /:mortent

emunt8 of money on expmdaems.
O_JG_A_ PAGE

OF,OO& .qUAIZ
-6
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(9) In forelgn countri_ the military authorities pay special attention

to the qu_tion of reaction propulsion, for rockets m-e of grit interst in

the field of warfare. It is c_ite charecte_istlo in the capitalisticcoun_i_
S

for the promlnet reaction propulslon experts who carried out important

prectlcal work in this field not to mention their results and

echievmente to the ne_mpapers, It can only be suppos_ that the

military authorltlea brought thldr influence to beer on the work. Soma

patents for inventlons apparently had in this field the same fete.

It is _t aur_ri_,Ingthat the important technical llter_ture

av_Llab!e concerning reactlon propulslon is still _Ite poor. ;ill

important works published at presentI* concern exclusively the

interplanetary pert of reaction propulsion. Unfortunately the

motor itself is treated l_t of all although st present it is

the easentlal problm.

In our work the rockets remain on earth, the atmosphere is

Includedt but we ecoord the largmt pert to the motor itself. Special

attention lhall be given to li_Id _opeilant motors t_at will

play without doubt the promlnlnt _le in rocket technology.

I)
A _umma_y oi'the mo_t important works can be found in the book by

P_ofmsor N.A. RyrLin "The Th_oP/ of Cosmic Flight", 1931, a

detailed bibliography is included in an oth_ book publlehed _*

by the sam autho_- "aatronavigation" 1932.

1978019232-013



CHAPTER -I-
i le

FUN_ENTAL m_N_IPLES AN_ CO,N_,ITIONB ,

I. RE_TIV E FO_ ANQ EX_T VE_OOITY

The essential part of the rocket motor is the combustion chamber

A (Fig, 1) ,hate the propellant is bur:_e_ under pressure,

The combustion product_ pass out through the duct into the adjoining

piece Bw called the nozzleo The rmactlon or back p_msur# which

oocurst pushm the ccxbustlon chamb_ in the opposite dlrectlon

to the outflow.

The size of the naxTom_mt exhaust _It: celled the crltloal

cross-section_ is celoulatad so that a given prasaure la pPodu_ed in

the combustion chamber; this pressure depends on the quantity

of propellent burned per second and on the propertlas of the

propallant.

As the combustion products of the propellant pass through

the nozzle duct they _pand, their prassure declines and the gem

pm_tlclm gain a conaldm_d_le v_oclty at the e_pense of this exparmion.

The purpose of _J_snozzle la to utilize as f_ as possible the

_penslon en_Pgy of the gasm in the motor Itself. If the gems

were to pass into the atmosphere immsdistaly after l_ving the

crltlcal cros_-sectional _s¢ a oon_Id_abls part of thei_

•n_Pgy _ould be lost, as they would expand outside the motor.

oox

-8
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Where, as a fault of axper,sion the pressure of the gases st the

Ixit cross section of the nozzle is equal to the _rs of the

eKte_nel mediume ice. to the pressure of the euzTounding airp the utilizat-

ion of energy is obviously g_eetmt. In this case the force o£ the

reaction Rt or the Mmctlvs force _s it is usually celled can be

expressed by the followlng equation;

u. CI)
g

G r_pruont8 the weight o£ the gases exhausted within a

unit or time or the so-smiled consumption per second; u- is the

nozzle exhaust velocity of the gases; g- is the ecceleration due to

gravlty°

(I0) In the case where the pressure P2 at the exlt cross section

of the nozzle is not equal to the exte_n_1 p_msure Pot the exhaust

veloolty is lowlr than in the preceding case and the reectlve force

is expreued by the following s_stlon:

" - _L_. * Fz (P2"Po) (2)
g

F2 being the area of the exit arose section or the nozzle.

The propellant can gradually be introduced into the

combustion chamber with the help of s pumpor a similar devt_e I

but the whole fual lupply amy also be fad into the oom_ustlon

ohamb_ provided that it ham the oepaclty to burn gradually,

The first mathod is empioyed when a llc_Id or gaseous propell_nt Is

uudl the second _h_n a selid propell_nt, in most oMe_ powd_

is usecl,

1978019232-015



In both causes the consumption rate per second G depends on the

size of the crltlcel cross section or the nozzlem on the pressure

within the combustion chamber end on the properties of the fuel.

The exhaust velocity for its pert depends on the rBture of the fuel

end (,n the degree of expansion of the gases in the nozzle.

The expansion of the gases is characterized by the so-celled pressure

drop (decrease of pressure) that is the ratio of the pressure P2

at the exit cross section of the nozzle to the pressure PI

in the c_bustion chamber. Whenm for instnnoem the pressure

within the combustion chamber is 100 kg per eq. cm and the pressure at

the exit (inlet) cross section is ecuel to the at_apherlc

pressure the pressure drop is 0.01,

At present the nozzle shape introduced by Level is generally

accepted (Fig. 2), it is a tube with a duct in the form of a cone.

Usually the vertical angle of the cone is b_t_een 10o and 20o.

Within these limits the drop in pressure end also the exhsust velocity

inoresses the greater the ratio of the exit diameter D of the

nozzle to the critlcel cross section of the nozzle _.

The dependence of the exhaust velocity on the retlo -L

&

is demonstrated in the diagram (Fig. 2) which shows that at the

beginning the exhaust velocity Incresaes very rmpldly with the

wJgmentetion of L but then becomes elo_ end is only slightly
a

notlcesble after_k_. - 4.

This dlegram eleo_ahe_ that the ratio P_ decreues very repldly in
Pl

_cordence with the inoremae of _..

- 10
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The different propellants with an equal degree of expansion have

different exhaust velocities; this is primarily dum to the heat

generating capacity of the propellant.

When on burning the fuel in the oombuetlon chamber no heat is

lost and the full expansion of the oombusltion products takes place

within the nozzlet the exhaust velocity may be expressed by

the following equation:

u = 91e53

(11) Hu being the lowest heat-generatlngcapacity of the fuel expressed in

KiloceloriesI).With the help of this equation the different types

of fuel can be competed when their Hu value is known,

The possible oxhauet velocltlee of propellants suitable for

use in the rocket motor are within the range of 1000 to 4500 m per sec.

Given this value_ it becomes evident on inspection of the squstlon

(I) that the value of the reective force R can only be influenced

by changing the consumption per second G of fuel. As the ettairment

of different rates of fuel consumption finally leads to the design of

approprimto fuel supply mechardjeut the rmactlvo force may attain any

desired value.

(12) This unlimited possibility to attain great propulsive

forces makes the utilization of the rocket motor very tesptlng.

I I I | I I

I) The lowest heat-grating cmpaclt¥ means the number of calories
given of? per unit weight of fuel, on condition that all
combustion products are in the gaseous state.

-11
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However, the means of attaining a great propulsive foroe, i.e. great

consumption of fuel0 is, as mentioned before, one of the most difficult

economic and technical questions.In not sufficiently well informed

circles, the other side of the picture is unfortunately often

dlsregsrded as the positive aspects of the rocket motor are

overemphasized.

This statement will be illustrated by an example. Let us oeloulate

the fuel consumption of a training plane U-2t supposing that it has

a rooket motor that has the sere propulsive efficlenoy _ the motor of thi_

alrpl_ne. Yhe propeller thrust of the U2 is approxlmately 200 kg.

Let us suppose that a mixture of gasoline and liquid oxygen is

used in the rocket motor and that the exhaust velocity of the

oombustlon products is 3000 m per sac. From the equation (I) we obtain

S=g R_ o
U

or when using num_,icel values

G = 9.81 200 " 0._ kg.
3000

Thus 0.65 kg fuel hava to be used p_ second, _ch

mounts approxlmetely to 2400 _3 fuel per hour.

On the oth_ hand_ the airplane motor with 100 h.p. consumes e-

23 kg fuel per hour. When taking also into e_count the

consumption ofoxygen taken from the airt fuel consumption troches only

approxlmetIly 100 kg per houri i.e. it is 24 times inf_ior to

that orthe rocket motor.

- 12 1
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This _mple elruady ehovm thet for the supply o£ fuel to

the combustion chamber o£ the _cket spaoisl methods and davic_ have

to be usedm quite _iffer_nt from those employed in internel-

combustion engines, i

Although fuel comsumptlon is vary impm-tent m the weight o£ the

motor itself 18 very low in comparison wlth the £on:s produced. To

sttein s propulsive fore of 200 kg e powdmr rocket mot_ consisting o£

soverel chambers filled with po1_le_P._ mounted on the training

piano U2. The weight o£ such s motor is no greeter than 15-20 kg

provlded it only has to function £or a few seconds, _hereu the

weight of s motor with e p_opell_ is 150 kgI)

[12) The che_ect_Istlo ability or the rocket motor to produce

high pe_ron_mom with a low weight makes it irrepleceebls in many

dlrfsrent £1elds.

The expression o£ the restive foroe R can be trarmformed into

anoth_ equation more conveniInt .for prectlcel celculetlons:

d k

C13) Here C is • constant Cinve_ie_lo) coefficient for the

$foressid conditions m depending on the composition o£ the

combustion products of the fuel.

F C__) is a furctlon who,e value Increases wlth the eugamntetlon o£ the

reti_ or the nozzle Ixlt oron section to the orltlcal orou section.

I)
Thus experiments with _ rocket motor mounted on an _Lrplane
carried out in 1920 in Germany.

- 13
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_:k " ia the e_ea o: the critical cross aectlon of the nozzle.

Pl - Is the combustion chamber preuure.

This equation makes it possible to calculate the value R if

the pressure in the combustion chamber is known, this can mtly be

measured wlth the help of a pressure gauge_ a crusher or oth_ sult_e

instrument.

It appears from the uxpr_aion (4) that the pressure PI_

the exhaust e_ea fk and the _tio _. have to be increased tod

obtain a g1_mter ree_Ivo force. Ho-kwevm- it must be remembered

that the prmsur_ in the oo_bustlon chamber end the exhaust m_m

should not be changed Independently of one anothere ea in $ given

fuel consumption the exit (exhaust) _ hem to be reduced to

obteln a hlgher p_Baure end v_.,eversa.

In order to incrme the values Pl and fk simultaneously it is

also nacuaa_/ to incrme fuel consumption. These three values-

p_msure 0 exit ar_ and fuel consumption - have e v_rYcompllcated

interrelationshipmhioh must be a_erteir_d through comp_ehenslve

experiments,

The _tlo __ dlloh determines the degl_e of expansion of the

games in the duc_ csn be fixed e_bit_lly.

Howev_ in pz-ecti_e • tot_1 drop in p_u_e should be the alto e

i, e, the presume of" t_ combustion products at the nozzle exit has

to be equal to atmospheric p_msure. Fo_ instanoe_ a_ a p_esaure

of 50 k_ pe_ eq . cm within the coWoua_ion ohamb_ the complete

- 14 i
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+

pressure drop is obviously 1/50 or 0.021J.l

It must also be taken into consideretlon that the coefficient C

and the function F (_ depend on the value P_, i.e. on the

°v
ratio of the thermal capacity of the combustion products under

constant _ressure end constant volume. As the value K may

be different at different temperatures end pressures, the values

C end F C_ strictly speaking, also dependt on the pressure

end tsmper_eturein the combustion chamber. Since the available

experimental date areinsu£flcient0 an average value is usually taken for

K during calculations; this value is considered constant within the

range o£ the process to be examined. For powder gases K = 1.2

is considered the standard value. When this is so, the theoretical value o

C is 2.24.

In table I the values of the function F (_ ere given for different
d

ratios of _. , K being 1.2.

ORIGINAL PAGE
oP Poo Qu,i

TaaLE"l"

Pz

I 0,553 3 0.778
1,5 0,665 4 0,800
2+ 0,715 5 0,820
?,5 0,748 b 0,835

I I I L I I I

+)
Apart £Pom the ratio _. the value oP the pressure drop dopendo also

on the hut cavity _ the gem (or the gAJ,_mixture) used, the
pressure end tho volume being constant. This ratio K - c_ varies

form gem to gas. The diagram e2 aho_ the general character o£ the drop
variation o2 according to__..

P1 dk - 15
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(14) This table is represented in Fig. 3 in _raph fort..The vslue 0 = I
dk

co_esponOs to the case _here the nit cross section of the nozzle

is equal to the critlcel cross sectiont i.e. when the length of the

cone is equsl to zm-o or then the nozzle is in the form of e tube with e

cylindric duct.

When 0 is increased from I the value of the function F (J_.)
dk dk

rises rapidly at the beginningt thent houmvez"t the increase

becomes slower. Therefore any value of __ greeter than 5 is
dk

not beneflciale since the insignificant increase of reactive

force that can be achieved thereby does not justify the bulky

long nozzle I).

(15) 2m Th_ spee_ ,??t_ rocket

Because of the high fuel consumption of the rocket _tor B

fuel represents the major pert of its weight.

Tha,'efore e considerable amount of energy is _pended to send the

fuel itself into spec% i.e. an appreciable amount not used

productively.Calculations show that this non-productive

_psndlture of energy is less_ the quicker the fuel supply is

consumed. Conseduentlyt that form of propulsion is consld_red as

nonaal for the reactive apparatus in whloh the whole fuel supply

or the major pert of it is consumed in the initial stages of movement i

and the apparatus attains a very high velocity within a relatively

short time end then continues its movementt like the artillery

shell_ merely through its inertia. It is quite understandable

that in these conditions the d_Ign of the reekere e.g. for

flying purposese has to be based on diffezant princlples to that

used for alrplanes.
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I) It must be taken into account that when increasino

D the chamber pressure has to be increased accordingly,
ok

(see diagram Fig. 2), in order that t_e pressure of the

combustion products at the exit cross section of the

nozzle does not descend below the pressure of the external

medium (air).

- 16a)
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Supposing the rocket moving in the eOsence of an _br dzeg end

gravitational force, the velocity ettalned by the rooket at the end

of fuel combustion is expressad by the following equation deduced

by K.E. Ziolkowsklj in 1903.

V-In(1+ _ )m

P

In this case V - is the desired velocity;

u - is the axhaust velocity of the combustion

products of the fuelm

_u . is the weight of the fuel.

p- is the weight of the rooket without fuel,

In - is the sign of the natural log_ithm.

This formu'.eis sometimes represented in the following form :

.__v = 1 + ___ ,
u p

8

O_ V m _ m

p

q - is the weight of the rocket with fuel,

e - the base of the nmtunll logmrlthms.

As stated above, the value u v_im between 1000 and 4500 m per sec.

accordlng to the different types of fuelo The weight OJ

sometimes called weight of the rocket-propelling charge, is

composed of the weight of the fuel and the oxidizing agent. The

weight Pm called peselvI wtLghtm cormists of the following porto :

- 17
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Pl - payload (passengers, mail, explosives etc.)

P2 - the casing enclosing the load

P3 - devices for the stablllzatlon of the rocket during flight

P4 - the fuel tank

- pUMpS and devices for fuel supply

P5 " the combustion chamber with the nozzle.

In powder rockets (_ is the weight or the powder charge, but P4 and P5

are missing for the Hole fuel supply is in the combustion chamber.

Therefore

P" Pl + P2 + P3 + P6

applies to these rockets.

The expression (5) shows that the velocity a rocket can

attain is proportional to the exhaust velocity and that it increases

with the inoresse of _._, i.e. with the increase of the fuel welght-
P

passive rocket weight ratio. H_nce it follows that

I) for rockets fuel with nlxlnum heat-produclng ospaclty has to be

used, for this capacity has the greatest influence on the value u m

2) it is beneficial to use a high density fuel for mlnlmum volume

and as a result a light weight fuel containerm

3) the p_sive weightmust be reduced toSmlnlmumm for which pUrpose

lightm hard materials are used for rocket parts. ""

Fig. 4 represents the curve that shoes the relatlon_ip

between the velocity V and _ with constant exhaust velocity u - 3000 m
P

per am:. The sme ralatlonshlp is ohown in T_le 2. In this table

the valu,_ v ere also indicatedm making the claculatlon of the
u

values V for any other exhaust velocity possible.

- 18
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These tables prove that very high velocities can be attained with a

rocket motor. However, the constructlon alone of such an apparatus in

which the weight of the fuel is equal to the tot-] weight of the

appaz_tus, ioe, _. - 1, _te_ _reat difficulties, These _Ifflcult_es
P

inczlmse with the relative quantity of fuel and for some relume of

__ the solutlon of the problm mey be impossible despite the high level of
P

modern technology. The limit of the poulble velue of _ must be
P

determined in every cue by Ixect calculation and ,-_rm_11y by

experlmentmtlon.

p V -_ _------ V V

u p u

Ool 285 0,0c3_ i 2079 0,693

0,2 546 O,J_2 2 3294 1.098

0.5 786 0#262 5 4]58 1,386

0.4 1008 0.356 4 482"/ 1,609

0,5 1215 0,405 5 5576 I,792
m L_ , o ._...

Let us recapltulate on lhet has bmm eteted in this paragraph:

I) The rocket motor is capeble of pro_Uclng a very g_mt propulsive

force with a very low _eight motor and of tz_mamlttlng • veloclty that

cennot be ett_lrmd by other motors to the epp_r_tue connected.

2] The fuel consumption per unit time la cormid_ebly hlgh_- in the

r_tion motor than in the norm_ in_ernel-combuetlonenglnm with

equel propulsive efficiency,

- 18
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3) A rocket engine working on high calo.-iFicliquid propellants

achieves the best results. The propellant must have a high _ermlty.

4) For the canstruction or the _-ta o£ the motor and oi'all

pexCe of the reeker light herd metals must be used.

_ H A P T ER ,__

THE NET EFFICIENCY OF THE ROCKET

I. The coefficient of net efficiency of th.e rgck.et motor.

The Function o£ the rocket motor as a thermal engine cormlscs in

converting the potential chemical energy of the jel into kinetic

energy o£ the trermlatoP/ motion of the gaseous combustion products

emitted through the nozzle.

During the convm-slon of m_mgy from one Form into another

a part o£ it is lost0 thec_ore in the x_cket motor, as in any other

motors the useful effect obtained From the combustion or the Fuel

is always lower than the potential effect.

Let us call: i

G - the weight o£ the Fuel burned per unit times

u - the gas exhaust velocity through the nozzle which shall be conalde_ed i
I

as an invariable (constant) value;

the lowmt heat producing capacity of the Fuelt IHu-

E - the mlchanical equivallnt of the heat

g - the grevlty ecoeleretion.

The potential _ of the quantity of Fuel consumld within lsacond

is GHE,

- 2O
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the kinetic energy of the products of combustion or their momentum

obtained within the same time is

Gu2

2g

From this we can ssy

Gu2 _ GHuE,
2g

or when both sldu of the insquailty ere divided by GHuE:

2
u .... _1
2g_E

The frection on the left expr_sing the ratio of offeot

obtulned to potential effect chemeoteri=m the degree of thermal

eFflolency of the motors i.e. it indicetu to whet extent the _

potential energy contained in the fuel has been converted into the

propulsive energy of the gMee. This velus is celled the coef?iolent

of net efficiency (K,p,d.) of the motor and is repre=ented by the

symbol _ 0 so thet

_- u2 • Ca)2gHuE

The practical det_inetlon of the exheust valoolty u

reprments a rather oompllcated teak0 therefore it is more useful _"

when oeiculstlng the velum _ to employ another exprmslon in which

is exps'usod u s ffunotlonof the reeotlve fot_ce.

Let us note the conditions in mhlch the irap_Iss of tho reectlvs force

and the dlmtenom of the ge_ _tion are equal

Gu • Rt. C? ;=
g ORIGINAI_ PAGE l_ )

OF,p_R .QU_ _ 2, i!
w,
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Given t = 1, _lch corresponds to consumption per second G1,

R o

G1

By substituting this e_pPesslon into (6)

R 2

2 _'_1 Hu

By substituting the numePicaL values for the constant values

we obtain :

R 2

87 G12.Ho {9)

This formula makes it easy to calculate the coefficient of net

efficiency of the motor, for the values R, 81 and Hucan easily

be ascertained experimentally.

When the formula of the net efficiency coefficient (K.p.d.}

was drawn up it _ assumed that the reactive force was only

developed at the expense of kinetic energy from the dlsoharge 6f gases.

Hot.vet, this is not al.eys the case, in perticui_r ihen the gas pressure

{19} P2 st the nozzle swit is not equal to the external pressure Po"

The exact expression of the reactive force is as follo_:

R =.._I_ u + F2 (P2- Po}' (10}
g

F2 - is the surface of the exit cross section of the nozzle

P2 " is the pressure at the exit of the nozzle

Po - is the pressure of the surrounding medium. "

In the case of P2 m PO formula {I) obviously applies. :_

i
- 22
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Hence it follo_ that when the existing pressure drop Cpressure "

difference) is not completely used, i,e. _en the expansion within

the nozzle does not attELn the beck pressure _ot the second

term of the ex_esslon for R can re_h considerable proportions,

(20} To continue with the above fonnulatlon of the K.p.d. {net

efficiency coefficient) of the motor, the value u from formula (10)

heustc be substituted for K.p.d. in expression C6):

r
-. _a (_"Fa(P2- Po11' •

GI

then :

_L"(_--F2(P2,Po112 (111

This equation shows which part of the potl_tial energy of the fuel

converted into kinetic energy from the comOustlon productse by 1

pcrtleily utilizing the existing prmssure drop.

In practice in this pertlcui_ case it is more important

to know which part of the potential energy of the fuel he_ been

converted into reactive foros, rather than to know the changes

in klnectic energy of the reaction_ regardless of whether this force

m p_odJcsd st the expt._se of the fi_t or the second term of the

ewpresslon for R {formula (I0_. In other word_e in this case one must

ag_Ln use the equation

R2

- 23
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(20) _ may have different values depending on the design and the operating

conditions of the motor.

The losses occurring in the combustion end expulsion of the gases

influence the value of the K.p.d. (net efficiency coefficient).

These losses ere due to the incomplete combustion of the fuel in the

combustion chsmber_ to the incomplete expension of the gases within

the nozzle, to the heating of the motor partsm to the friction of

the geese against the chamber end nozzle wells end finally to

vortices in the _hamber end nozzle duct. Of the less considerable

losses, those arising from radiation, from displacement of the gee _,_esses

within the combustion chember end similar, should be mentioned.

In the rocket motor the loss of heat due to incomplete combustion

of the fuel end to expelled gases is of major importance.

In liquid fuels the cause of incomplete combustion may be the

inadequate mixture of the fuel components in the combustion chember,

either due to the chember itself being defective_the fuel supply

system (injection nozzles) being insde_ete_or to the fuel

supply being too slow, to the reciprocel insolubility of the

oxidizer end the propellant, end so on.

Consequently this pert of the unburneO fuel ejected through the nozzle

is _eted.

The cereful mixture of fuel components in the oombustlon chemb_ is

indispensableoondition for the oo_rect functioning of the motor. It is

vary difficult to satisfy this condition because of the necessity

to mix lemge quentlties of fuel par unit time within a combustion

chember of restrlctsd volume.
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To facilitate this tas those types of fuel that surecapable

of furnishing the propulsive force required with the lowest posslble

fuel consumption should be used in the rocket motor.

(21) Remembering that the propulsive force is proportionsl to the _heust

velocity, s fuel with e high heat-generating c_oacity is most advantageous,

In order to r_uce the weight of the motor, it is obviously better

to introduce the fuel into the combustion chamber in the licpld

than in th_ gaseous fo_ or in the form of • mixture of the

liquid fuel component with the gaseous componentw for in the last

case strong compl_msors are required for the fuel $upply_ which

would incrme the weight and the volume of the _ole apparatus

to such an extent that the use of such • motor would become impractical.

In the existing llterature this Fact has not been ewplslnsd cles_iy

enough. In most of the inventorsjprojects it ass ignored and

almost all rocket motor projects have • supply of Fuel in the

gaseous or vsporlzed statee to the combustion chamber. The supply

in this state causes very little difficulty as far as the

relieble mixture of the componlmt8 is concerned t however, as

noted ebove_ it does not give high power sCFiolency per unit weight.

The losses e_ising From the decomposition of the combustion

promote are also due to the incomplete combustion of the Fuel.

Decomposition is cheracteristlc of" powder gases am well am of"

combustion products of llquid Fuels. This phenomenon is due to

the Fact that the associations of" molecules f'ormed during combustion

dlslntegrate under the effluence of teap_lture end pressure

chsngesp end some heat is lostB in this vmy,

-25
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In complete combustion the c oabustion produc_s of powder end

liquid fuel consist mainly of _ter s carbon dioxide and nitrogen_

if the oxidizer contains nitrogen. In certsin conditions the _ter

vapor as well as the carbon dioxide is capable of dlssocistion.

The reaction of the decomposition of water into its components

hydrogen and oxygen :

2 H20 _ 2H + 02 ',

is eccompenled by the consumption of 57.8_ kiiocelories of heat

per gram molecuim; in the decomposition of carbon dioxide

2 co2 _ 2co + 02

29.? celorles ere consumed.

Thus the dissoclstlon of the combustion products is

equal to the incomplete combustion of the fuel, v_ich results

in a decreese in the totel tempersture of the combustion products,

in their elesticity end thus e reduction of the exhsust velocity et

the critical cross section of th_ nozzle.

The degree of dissociation of the combustion products depends

directly on the tempereture end is inversely dependent on the preasure_

the letter being predomlnent. This makas it possible to bring shout

s reduction in the dissociation of the combustion products by

inoreeslng the prusure in the combustion chamber.

-26
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The temperature in the combustion chamber of the motor

may vary within the range of 2500 - 4000° (centigrade) as a function

of the fuel composition. Undo pressure of 100 kg per sq.cm the

degree of dissociation of water vapor reaches up to 13_ in the

aforesaid temperatures, end that Oi'carbon dioxide up to 50_.

In e pressure of 10 kg per sq. cm the degree of dissociation of

water increases up to 2_ in the same temperature end that of

oe_bon dioxide up to 83_. The degree of dlssocietion can be reduced

by increasing the pressure in the working space of the combustion chamber.

However, if too high o pressure is used dif?icultles arise ?roe

the increase in weight of the combustion chambec and ell the other

auxiliary devlcesp oonnected with the higher energy consumption of

the fuel supply to the combustion chamber.

(22) Another method consists in iowerlng the temperature in the

combJstion chamber by using types of fuel which burn at lower

temperatures but produce the same quantity of heat and large amounts

of combustion products.

One has to bear in mind that the phenomenon o? dissoolatlon

is not completely eliminated st high pressures end that

• certain quentlty of only partially burned combustion products

will inevitably be found in the gas mass passing through the nozzle.

Some of the hsat absorbed in the combustion chamber as • result of

dissociation is again liberated ,hen the gas moves for_d ir ne nozzlet

for the temperature decreases with the _panelon of the gases in the

nozzle. In connection with _his prooess the products of dissociation

may again form associetlons of molecules and give off heat.

O&IO[lqMrAG&IS
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Thus the nozzle not only functions as and implement utilizing

the radial pressure of the _panding gases but at the same time

as an auxiliary combustion chamber.

Considerable heat is lost in the rocket motor to the chamber walls

and the nozzle. As the value of these heat losses is proportional

to the su_e of the walls m i.e, of those wells that come

into contact with the combustion products m it is quite understandable

that in the design of the nozzle and the combustion chamber those

for_ .hlch have the smallest heating surface are chosen. As

far as the nozzle is concerned Lsvalms Coneshsped nozzle

is most advantageous in terms of heat loss and construction

simplicity. From the heat loss point of view a spherical or

ball-like form would be ideal for the combustion chamber.

An efficient means of redUcing heat loss is to use a heat

insulating layer on the inside walls of the combustion chamberm

preuenting the heated gases from coming into contact with the wells. :

It is not very dlffloult to provide the combustion chamber with

a heat insulating layer. However, the lask of insulating

the nozzle against the 8ctlon of the heated gases which flow at

a rate of 2000-3000 m per sac., is very difficult at present: in

these conditions all the types of heat insulating mLxbures tried
6

are destroyed through the joint effect of heating and friction

and are _pelled from the nozzle together with the gases.

When s ceremlc insulator is used the friction affect of the

gases could bm reduced by glazing the ccverlng of the insulating lever.

The knoun types of glaze, houmvmr, have a low melting point (below

:O00°C) and are not suitable for thi8 put'pose, _,
J

-28 i
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In addition to its property of reduaing heat losses, the heat

insulating layer is also a means of protecting the working p_s of

the motor from mel_ing, _hloh would occur in the high

temperatures of the combustion products reaching 3000-_O00oC. For

this purpose also the mtll-kno_ motor cooling technique of using

a flowing liquid can be used.

In the rocket engine it is most efficient to use the fual

itself for coolingt for this avoids useless deed load for the I
!

apparatus. In this case the conditions of fuel combustion in the I

combustion chamber ere slightly improved because the fuel is pre-heated. ItI

is of advantage to use that fuel component with the highest

consumption, specific gravity, heat ahsorption capacity and

boiling point for cooling. ]his should prevent the fuel from being

converted into vapor. To increase the permissible heating i

temperature the cooling liquid can be forced to flow under a I

c81_ain pressure. °

In powder rockets, in which design simplicity is considered one of the.
#

most impoPtant condltionsp heat loss is most _ssily reduced by _

using any kind of mixture, e.g. an asbestos coatI for the 'I'

lining of the internal w_allsof the powder chamber.

The importance of controlling the heating of the motor

eppesrs from the fact, that even in artillery pisces in @,i_h the i_

Icombustion process of the powder only takes hundredths of e second, the
|

energy loss of the powder gases due to cooling through the gun I"

I_mlls attains 5-6_.
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In the rocket motor inevitebie loeses also arise from friction

between the gases end the _ls ef the combustion chamber end _he

nozzle, end also from vortices in the gas flow.

To reduce losses due to friction the interne& shepe of

the combustion chamber hem to be suiteble, which is true in particular

for the pert situated beside the critlcel cross section of the

nozzle. In edditlon the surface of the nozzle end the combustion

chember bee to be cerefully treeted, i.e. smoothed or even polished.

There ere descriptions of rocket motors in which the working process •

does not teke place by e reguler fuel supply to the combustion

chember_ but in the form of individual explosions following one

enother in quick succession. It may be stressed in favor of these

motors thet the avarege temperature of the working perts of the

motor cen he lowered end the effort of forcing the fuel into the combustiog

chnmb_ cen be reduced. However, the intermittently worklng motor is

characterized by • fluctuating exheust velocity end e fluctuactlng

temperature of the working perts, by an abruptly occurring intermittent

effect of the reactive force end finally by • considerable decrease in the

power efficiency per unit weight.

The ,_umericelvalue of the K,p.d. (net efficiency coefficient)

of the z_cket motor may very greatly depending on the design end the work-

ing conditions of the motor. As in the rocket motor the exhaust energy
i

of the geese is directly oonv_ced into propulsive t'orce without

the help of any intermediate mechanlsm0 the K.p.d. can reach high

value unmttalnable with other hRt Ir_Inu.

-30
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The well-known American rocket expert, Professor R. Goddard

obtained a motor K.p.d. -f 0._ in _0cks_s by using smoteless

powder. This K.p.d. value can be considered as being little short of

the maximum attainable.

In normal conditions the value _ for powder motors does not

exceed 0.5. In rocket engines with llq_id propellant this value

can apparently be raised to 0.6 by using reliable means for controlling

the heat loss.

2. The flight coefficient of, net efficiency of the pocket

So far only the processes taking place inside the motor have been

dealt with and their effects on the K.p.d. of the motor as a heat

engine have been determined.However 0 in addition to the task of

converting the potentlal energy of the fuel into the kinetic energy

of the gas exhaust, i.e. into reactive p;ol_is_eforcet the motor

also performs the function of an undercarriage for the attached apparatus.

From the formula of rocket velocity:

V - u In (I + _ab )
P

it appears that the higher the exhaust velocity and the greater the

mess ejected the higher the velocity of the rocket. Thus one can

speak O? different degl-m of kinetic anargy utilization of the reectlon

for the propulsion o? the _ocket apparatus.

The combustion products do not release ell their ener_/ to

the apparatus, for on ISavlng ths motor they still have a certain

velocity in comparison with motlonlms bodies in s3ecs and are

ca_Izle of parroting external work. In the ?o_d movment of the I

mpDaretus in the sir this w_rgy :.s expended on displacing

- 31
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the _Lr p_DPticles_ on heating them and _o on,

Hence the tote1 po_ efficiency L developed by the motor

the sum of' the usefully amploytd power efficiency Ixpendsd on

making the apparatus move and o£ the lost power errlciency represented

by the non-utilized kinetic enemy of the geusdinchacgs,

ioeo

u. _v+ __ (. - v)2, C12)
2g

_25) R - is the reactive to_e (propull£vl force) developed by the Iotor t

v - is thl velocity o£ the apparatus st the moment o£ exancLnation_

G - is the weight of fuel burned pe_ unit time t

u - is the exhaust veloc ity from the nozzle of the motor.

The ratio of net _f_ciar_y Rv to gross efficiency of the

combustion pcocIJcts tl called the flight conFficier¢ of net

efficiency oF the rocket and denoted by % nt so that

q_ - Rv

2g

Taking J._¢o cor4tderetion that

g

and undlrteking the corrmpohdlno tremformetione we hays :

2uv ,

_n u2 + v2

ORIGINAl]PAGEIS
OE £OORqu_
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On the assumption that

V
-- " K
u

we can say :

I +K 2

It is possible to imagine the case share the total kinetic energy

of the gases is trsnsflr_ed to the flying machine, When fixing the filght

of such an object from any point on the ee_t.hthe gases will appear

in the form of s long motlonlus columo0 t_ing 0 so to Sl:)eal<o the

t?aJectory of tha apparatus.

It IS oleer that only shon the exhaust veloolty of the gases

is _lue.t to the forward speed of the flying machine are the

axhaustlng gases motionless in relation to the earth, In th_l

caso  assione C12)andC13)

- _ - 1.L - Rv; v - I ; n
U

Hence the condition for mexlaum utilization of engine plrrfo_Nmce

is that the Ixhaust velocity of the gases is equal to the velocity

of the apparatus itaelfo

As tha speed of the apparatus inGreesns steadily und_ the

affe:t of the r_tlon and the exhaust velocity is constanto thasa t_

valocltlas are only equal for an instant,

O_'ing the fast of the working period of the motor the wJleust gasas

have • clrtaln velocity in reletlon to the em-th and as a result not all

of thwi_ kinetic enargy la t_meaitted to the appmltus.
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As the rocket velocity usually chang_ du_ng the operation or

the motor_the value of the flight coe?fictent o£ net m?ftcilrr:, of _he

rocket is s v_ieble v_lue. It rimem £rom zero at the moment

movment begins in proportion with the Ino_eemlng velocity of thl

apparatust _aches I when the exhaust vllo_y end Che velocity of the

appe_stus e_e equal end then begins to deore_se _ the velocity

of the epp_atus conttnum to tncreeme. Table 3 shows the values

or the flight coefficient of net erflolency em 8 £unctlon o£ the

l
velocity _tlo v ii

u0 oelouleted acoorcLLngto the formJlS [13].

i

Table -_-
- I

0,001 -- 0,002 1,5 0,9_ -

0,01 0,02 2,0 Oj80

0,I 0,20 ._,0 0,60i

O,_) O,55 4,0 0,47

0,5 0,80 5,0 O,)O '

" 0,7 0,94 7,0 0.-?8

1,0 1,00 I0,0 0,20

Whenconsidering the fo_m_ mov_lnt of the sppa_tus in relation

tO I motionlII point in space the products of combustion through

the nozzle move in the opposite _tton to the sppm-stus during

the initial period of _v_m.t, they sre than motlonlms st the
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moment of eoual velocities and they finally move to the rear of the

apparatus. The data given on Table 3 make it possible to form an

opinion of the inexpediencyof using rocket motors as a

permanent m_sns of propulsion for lend conveyancej transport by water

and also pertly for air transport, i.e. in cases wher_ the values

of pe_missiOle speed are low in comparison with the exhaust velocities.

When in an exhaust velocity u = 3000 m per sac. we assume a

forward speed of a vehicle v - 30 m p_ sac. (108 km per hour) we

haJ_ •

1_ = 0.C2
K = 0.01 and n

When a rocket propulsion is mounted on an a_raft _ n

attains szightly higher values. Let us assume a flying speed of

the aircraft is 100 m per sac. C3_0 km per hour) so that

= 0.0o9K = 0.033 and n

Only at high rates of speed approauning the exhaust velocity

of the gases from the motor will ;he flight coefficient of net

efficiency reach sufficiently high values.

It is only worth using the rocket motor at low speeds than a considerable

propulsive efficiency has to be attained within a short pemloO,the
@q

,might of the thole propulsive apparatus being insignificant.

In order to calculate the profitability of the operation of

the rocket motor as a propulaive engine the average value of the

flight coefficient of net e?fioiency during the thole operating

period of the motor must be known. DRIGINAD PAGE
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V_en p and V_ the corresponding weight and velocity at the end of

fu_ combuuoion, and i_Jand u_ the conP_ponding weight of the _hole

fuel supply and the gas exhaust velocity_ece p_oportlonsjthe everage

K.p°d. of the rocket is :

2g
i i • i

M

2g

C27) and as

V-- u In (1 + _ )t
P

(I. C1 �)}2.C15}
p

This expression sho_ thet the value of the avePage K.p.d. depends

on the ratio __ . The curve of Fig. 5 is the graphic reprmentation
P

of this ratio.

Its highest velue results _hen __= 3.92, i.e. _hen neecly 80_
P

of the total weight of the apparatus is fuel. In this case _ s.v= 0._

end the rocket velocity at the end of the fuel combustion : ,,

V - 1°6 u,

i.e. approxlmstaly one and m half tim_ as high as the axhaust

velocity of the combustion p_oducts.
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To increase the flight coefficient of net efficiency of

those machines which move at low speeds, e.g. land, _ter and air

transport, it has been proposed to artificially reduce the exhaust

velocity by introducing inert substances {_ter, air) into the

combustion chember. On coming into contact with the combustion

pro_cts these inert substences extrect heat and mntion from thes_

products s the superfluous liquid substances evaporate end the whole

mess is used eu5exhaust product.

It is obvious that this way of increasing the net efficiency

coefficient is only advantageous _hen the inert substance is taken from

the surrounding medium. Otherwise the increase in the deed weight

{28) of the mechlne would ten{el eel the sdvengetes of an increased flight

K.p.d.

One method of using the surrounding medium as exhdust

meterleA is demonstrated in Fig. 5. In this case the center

nozzle connected with the combustion chemb_r Is surrounded by

e series of concentric headpieces of large diameter, with rlng-sheped

interspeces serving for sucking in the substances outside

using an injection nozzle.

The extlnt to mhloh the _rinciple of sucking the

surrounding aubstancw is profitsbl e cen be ep,_reciated from the following

explanation.

Let us essume 0 - the fuel consumption per unit time end u - the

exhaust velocity of the combustion products t

GI = eG - the mixture oonsumptlon per unit time,

uI - the mixture velocity

v - the velocity of the rocket.
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From disregarded minor losses an equation of kinetic energy can be

formed :

2g 2g 2g 2g

in which the energy of the medium flowing in at a velocity v and the

loss arising from the impact in mixin9 are taken into account.

We can deduce that :

2 2 2

%_1 = a+±

When V_u, uI = u, ms a result in this case the suction produces

no net efficiency.

There will be a maximum increase of the reative force when

the rocket is motionless, i.e..hen V = O. In this case it results

from formula (15a) :

u1 = 2u _ pO0_ -_"_"---'
a+l

The reactive force of the motor without suction is expressed

through the equation R . G u. In the case of e suction, v being O, the
g

reactive force will be :

K,
• & a+l 8,+i

When the e_laust mass has become 18 times largo due to suction,

the r_tive force increases

..--_,--_'- =: _--.'-.:=_" = --- ...... "-" = 1 ,?£ tim(_s

rq _ _] |& +I
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Such considerable increase of propulsive force is worth

e_iou8 coneideratlon.

When V - 0t we have

i.e, when V incresses the propulsive force decreases.

Tn the for_d movement of the apparatus the net efficiency of

the motor will be lower with suction of the eunrounding Bubstenoes

end when the exhaust velocity becomes equal to the speed of the

apparatus the suction will be of no profit. In flights at low

speeds in the lo_er regions of the etmoepherep where the air is sufficien_

densep the use of the surrounding m_lium as ewheust materiel is

very promising for mejor fuel savings I) ,

The value of the flight coefficient of net efficiency of the

rocket is else strongly influenced by the losses _islng from the

air drag occurr_ when the apparatus moves through the air,

The work performed by the motor in overoomlng grevlty has the

same effect. This _mtlon will be dealt with more thoroughly below.

3, The .eoonom.ic_Qefficient of net effi_lenoy of the rocket

The net efficiency of the rooket Is calculated from the kinetic energy

ettelned at the end of f_el combuation. The potential energy of
2g

the fuelt mounting to _E m is pertly usedm ee we have seenm to

t_nsmlt velocity to the rocket and Is pertly lost unp_oduotively.

The _etlo of net efficiency to available enemy che_ecterlze$

the economy of the rocket. This ratio ia called oconomlc coefficient

of the net efficiency of the rocket.

* I) Such an opportunity may orise , e,g., when o rocket motor is
used to bring the oircn_ft to toke-off speed.
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Itis: PY

•

By multiplying the right side by u2 end dividing it by u2we

can write : IA2 P V2

or on the basis of C6) end C14):

lw=t ° °
Hence the economic coefficient of rocket efficiency is the product

of the K.p.d. (coefficient of the net efficiency) of the motor

end the eversge flight K.p.d. of the rocket.

- 0.55 thisAssuming the greatest value of = 0._0 and of _av

gives the highest value of the economic coefficient of the net efficiency:

"_ = 0.50 0.55 = 0.325.W

One has to beer in mind that in the formulae stated for the

coefYiclent of efficiency the effect of gravity end of the air

drag have not been teken into eccount. These two lectors result

in a decrease of the K.p.d. of the rocket. Their disadvantageous

effect can be pertly neut_allzed by streamlining the recket, by

using heavy trensverse loading and by produoing sufficiently high

ecceleretion. Howev_, when one tekes into account the losses

arising from overcoming the air drag and gravity, the economic

coefficient of net efficienoy of the r_et does not exceed

- 40
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From the foregoing stetements it is apperInt _ich means

of echieving high velues of the economic coefficient should

be used. The most important meesures ere : 1} complete mixture e? the fuel

components in the combustion chamber, 2) efficient nozzle design,

3) heat insuletion or fuel cooling, 4) sufficiently high pressure in

the combustion chember, 5) high relstive velues of fuel weight, i!_l.
!

C30] 6) suction of the surrounding medium, ?) streemlined epperetus, i

8) heevy transverse loading of the epperetus, 9) construction of e powerful

motor to echieve high eoceleretion. If

THEUSE ROCK

I. Generei St_temsnts

It is still quite difficult et present to enumerate ell the

fields in which rockets ere _ikeiy to be used. Ho_eve_, our

present knowledge end the results of experlmentetlon end the

indications of Future development give an idea of the greet importence

of the rocket in the Immediete future. In lltereture priority is eccorded il

to the military use of the rocket, but it would be &_ong to

estimete the importence of the rocket only from the mllltery point of

view. There is no doubt thet the rocket motor as e powerful source

of propulsive ?orce is likely to play an importent role in numerous

fields o? technology, espeoleily in the ?leld of elf trsF?ic and

apace trevel.

However t it is necesaery to warn the re_dera egelnat excessive

enthusiasm sometimes e_prmsed in literature with respect to the propegetlom

of reective motion. _,:i- 41
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Authors expressing such enthusiasm try to replene euertythin9

by the rocket motor, at best many of the existing motors. The

view expressed in books that the rocket is capable of

completely replacing actual artillery and that the rocket

motor will inevitably replace the propeller in aviation is totally

vmong and prejudicial, for it misleads public opinion end

furnishes the inventors subject-matter for unrealizable projects.

The capitalist press often divulges sensational news of certain

rocket projects end experiments predicting flights to the

moon etc. in the immediate future.

As in other branches of technology_in the field of reactive movement

fundamental problems cannot be settled throught the ingenuity

o£ individual inventors, not even by the most talented. This

requires persevering consistent work of a v_ole teem, a work

necessitating lengthy laboratory and shop tests.

Bearing in mind that the rocket motor is capable of producing

propulsive efficienoies end travel velocities unattalnabie by

other motors, it should be clearly understood that this motor

should never be used and _lil never be used to perform those

tasks that can be carried out in a satisfactory way by exiatlng motors--

the gasoline and electric motors. Machines provided with those motors

have e higher coefficient of net efficiency in normal conditions of use

than the rocket, hence they are more economical. This quotation

has already been dealt with in detail in the preceding chapter

and it should be emphasized again that the fundamental

appropriation of the rocket motor is by no means competition with

other motors. It should only be used in the fields in which the other

meeJ'B are unsuccassful.
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However there is also another extreme view according to whlch

the rocket motor has no prospects because of its low profitability

due to its extremely high fuel consumption. Let us examine to _het extent

that point of view is tenable, for which purpose the fuel consumption per _

unit time must first be determined.

The exprRsslon of motor power efficiency with a fuel

consumption of I kg per sac. can be stated as follows :

R = _ It._ "R
( 16 )

_- is the coeFFicient oF the net eFFiciency o£ the motor ,

Hu - is the heat-genaratlngcapacity of the fuel

E - is the mechanical equivalent of heat.

When using a mixture of liquid oxygen end gasoline as fuel

,Jhose Hu = 2200 Cal. per kg and as_=ming _-- 0.5 we have :

N m 6250 h.p.

when substituting into equation (16)

The Fuel consumption per horsepower per second will be :

= 0.18 kg

8290

An airplane motor has an average fuel (propellant) combustion

or 230 g per ho_aepo_ per hour. When taking into account

that it consumm flrteun tlmu as much air For oxidizing the

propellent we rlnd that the Fuel consumption per second per

horsepower is in th_,acase :

36O0
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Thus _he airplane motor consumes 6 times more fuel per unit

power then the rocket motor.

Howev_ when the fuel consumption is considered in proportion to the

unit of propulsive efficiency developed by either motor_ the picture

is different.

According to formula (I) and C6) we can state :

R = 91.53 G

g '
_Ich results in this case in :

R = 9.33 _ = 310 kg,

SO that the fuel consumption per kg of propulsive efficiency

amounts approximately to 3.2 g per sac.

The eirpla, propeller, on the other handt produces a

propulsive force of 0.8 kg per horsepower at a speed of

360 km per hour, hence the fuel consumption per kg propulsive efficiency

will be :

0___ = 1,5 g

0.6

i.e. 1.8 times leas then in the rocket motor.

Hovmv_-, $t very high speeds end high eititud_$ the rocket

motor is eup_-ior, for the coefficient of the propeller

efficiency d_rwm _pidly under thee conditions,
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If the comparison of the motors is finally based on the .might

ratios with respect to the unit of po_ or _nit of propulsive

efficiency, the rocket motor, as demonstrated by the comparleon between

the powder'motor and the airplane motor (chapter I), has all the

advantages, its dead weight per unit of propuislve efficiency

is 10-15 times lower,than that of the airplane motor.

Thus it may be stated once more that the rocket motor is of

most use tilersa high efficiency with low motor _eight is

requ:l_ed.

Let us finally compare the powder rocket with an ordinary artiller

shall, taking a ?6-ramcannonball as an example:

it has a weight of 5.5 kg, a charge weight of 0.9 kg and an Initiml

speed of about 500 m per so[:. To determine the chugs necessary

to give the same speed to a rocket of the sine weight, the fon.ula

stated in chapter I shell be used :

W/l)= e_'/u - I,

_hence /

: p( eTM - i).

Assuming an exhaust velocity u - 2000 m per sac. for smokeless

pewder, ,hen one substitutes the numerlcal values into the right

side of the above fon.ula, we have

W. 8.5 ( 0.3_ 1) - 2._ kg,

which proves that the rocket missile re_ires s two and a h_lf times

greater charge weight than an ordins_ projectile in otherwise equal

conditions.
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This e_ample already shows sufficiently cleerl_ that the hope of

replacing the ordinary artillery by rocket missiles is extremely )
i_

utopian. In spite of all this e number of important ertlllery !_

specialists (e.g. the Italian engineer G. Penis and others)

prefer rocket systems to all other means of airplane armament.

2. Solld _nd liquid fuelled rockets

At the beginning of this book it ms stated that it is possible

to use solid as well as liquid and gaseous fuel in rockets. It

appes_s sufficiently clearly from the given formulae and numerlcel

examples that as a result of the high fuel consupption the use of

gaseous mixtures does not result in a potful (efficient)

motor m for the energy consumed for the compression of the mixture

before burning would absorb the major part of motor power.

The so-celled sir-breethlng rocket engines in which the air of the

atmosphere is used as oxidizer for the fuel, have a special position and in

them the velocity pressure occurring on the heed glecs of the

rocket is used to compress the mixture in the combustion chamber.

This type of motor has considerable advantages: in the first piece

its r_letively simple design m in the second place its relatively

smell fuel supply, for its main component - the oxidizer- is taken from

the air, However, the indispensable condition for the operation

of an air-breathlng rocket motor is the acceleration of the

apparatus to obtain the velocity pressure that secures the compression of

the mixture.

O_G[NAI_ pXO_
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This considen_blylimits the range of use cf this motor end

means it is only possible to use it on different apparatus in

combination with another form of propulsion, e.g. e propeller, a

catapult, s cannon etc.

As we move to solid fuel rockets it should be pointed out

that black powder (smoke-emitting powder) exclusively has been

used up to the present day. Ordinary gunpowder in the form of fine

grains is unsuitable for this purpose for the burning surface

of the charge is _ery large and thus develops too high a pressure

in the rocket chamber. Therefore In powder rockets the chs_ge is in the

form of a powder cylinder compressed under greet pressure end

inserted tightly into the chamber. In that type of construction

the charge burns only at the end so that the gas supply per unit

time is not very greet. For a further reduction the development

of ge_ an extra mixture with mcre sulfurs then usuei is edd_

to the powder mixture. A powder so treated is celled a forced

mlxtm-e.

Recently projects for rockets _d.thsmokeAess powder have

been published in t_.hnblogi_al and patent literature.

A comparison of the advantages [propm-tles) of rockets with bAack

powder and those with smokeless powder will be made in Chapter 1V.

It shell only be pointed out here that black powder is a very

unsuitable material from the point of view of fuel performance.

It is sufficient to state that its combustion prod_=ts consist of

only 4_ gaseous prodUcts _herees the t'lmeining 6_ are composed

of liquid and solid bodiet ; smokeless po.-d_r_on the other hand,
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produces only an insignificant quantity of solid products.

Lioreover the exhaust velocity of the combustion products of

black powder is almost twice as low as that of the combustion

products of smokeless powder.

These two types of powder have almost the same temperature of

combustion, it varies between 2200 end _O0oC depending on their

composition.

The heat-generating capacity amounts to approximately ?00 cal.

per kg for black powder and approximately 900 cei. per kg for
i

smokPl ass p,ade1". ,I

(3_) Black powder and smokeless powder are the only fuels that

can be used in rockets and which contain the oxygen necesseury

for burning. This is due to the fact that in addition to the

satisfactory burning rate 0 they have the capacity to burn

g_dually or, as it is termed_ to burn in parallel layers;

ho_ver, the smokeless powder only has this _.operty men produced

in a special way.

The other explosives conteing oxygen used in gunnery end bleating

operations (dynamite, picric acid, trotyl) ere quite unsuitable for

rockets, for tP,eir rate of decomposition is too high to allow

the developing gases sufficienttime to leave the nozzle, h_ce the

rocket cheer would be destroyed.

The powder rocket is the simplest apparatus with a

rocket mo_or: its fuel consists .° only one component, i.e. the

powder oh_r'ge placed in the combustion chembu% the combustion

chamber is thus the sole fuel container.

-48
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The fundamental advantage of the powder rocket is its simplicity.

Yet this is also its main defect: the combustion chamber serving

as fuel tank has to be of an appropriately large size and has to be

designed for the working pressure. Therefore in powder rockets the

combustion chamber forms a cor_iderable pert of the total weight.

If the charge was stored in a special container and supplied

gradually to the combustion chamber, the chamber couid

be smaller and the powder container could be lighter.

This solution has repeatedly been proposed t but as yet no design

sufficiently simple and reliable excluding all risks of explosion

has been submitted. However, it is not worth introcbcing a

complicated distribution device, as this would cancel the main

advantaoe of the rocket - its simplicity and low price -

and would not have any significant effect t for the energy of

powder is considerably lower than that of liquid fuel mixtures.

Hence in the powder rocket the whole charge has to be

stcred in the combustion chamber.

Elementary claculation shows that even when smokeless

powder is used the range of action of the powder rocket is not

very large. In fact, the gas exhaust velocity of smokeless
.q

7

powder is usually not greater than 2000 m per sac. As demonstratedt

the other value on which the speed and consequently also the range

of action of the rocket depends- the ratio U_ of the charge weight
P

to dead weight - cannot be raised beyond certain limits. With the increase

of the charge the dead weight increases as the chamber weight is one of

its components and since this component is comparativeiy important the

ratio _a increases slowly with the increase in the charge.

•"_ ORIGINAI_ PAGB l_
oE I)OR
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It should be stated, that a considerably greater variety of

products suitable for combustion in the motor chamber of liquid fuel

rcc_ sz_ a_i_ble. A survey of the most important of these products appears

in _apter V, it shoulo however be noted here that at present we

do not know of any liquld substance containg _=ufficient oxygen for

combustion and capable of burning without explosion. Therefore

a liquid "monopropellant" does not yet exist and at present

_ only have propellants consisting of two components: the fuel

and the oxidizer.

It is obvious tht,t the combustion chamber cenr_t be used

as the tank for all the liquid fuel which has to be fed into

the combustion chamber as a continuous jet or in successive portions.

In an efficiently designed fuel supply system the fuel tanks need

only withstand low pressure, thus they may be light.

[36) In this way a compiicateU design is useful as high values

of _ can be achieved end since the exhaust velocity of the combustion
P

products of the different types of liquid fuels reaches 4000 m per

sac. end more, the range of action of the Iiquid-propellent rockets is

oor_iderably wider then that of powder rockets.

There is no reason to demonstrate that a liquid-propellent

motor is completely unsuitable for smeller machines intended for

shorter distances, fo_ in this cas_the weight of the auxiliary

machinery would form the major part of the weight of the apparatus.

In addition the complicated design will not be profitable

in this case.

ORIGINAE pA_GI_, I_"
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The comparison of the most characteristic properties of the

rockets with solid, liquid and gaseous fuel allow the following

conclusions to be made about their use.

Solid fuel [powder) can be used when a simple, inexpensive

propelling agent that operates for a short time is required.

Liquid fuel should be used chiefly in machines intended

for long range and high altitude work. Field of application-

long-range rockets, spacecrafts.

Of the motors with gaseous fuel only those with rocket motors

which use the surrounding air are likely to be used.

They should be used mainly for space flights provided that they

have previously been speeded up [accelerated).

Let us look in detail at these fields of application.

3. Rocket artille_

Modern artillery is ch_u-acterized by their great variety of

(37) systems and calibers to perform the various operations.

The years following the imperalist war _re essentially used to

modernize the artillery. Modernization consisted in the first place in

Improving the ballistic properties of shells by reshaping them in order

to reduce air resistance; secondly:,in the increase of the relative weight i

of the charge and the simultaneous increase of pressure in the gun to

obtain a higher initial speed;

thirdly_ in improving the quality of the steel used for the gun to

reduce the weight of the whole artillery piece, and finally in the e_tensi_

use of eutomization and motoriz_o n in order to inc:.ease the rate

L
of fire and the maneuverability.
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Yet these measures, Although very et_f_ientl do not remove ell the

obstacles presented by the artillery. As for as increasing the

effective range zs concerned, the obstacle is presented by the

p_ysicel and chemicel properties of the available powder _ich was

first created more then 50 years ego end has been used in ell

countries with very little change.

The meneuverebillty of the gun is directly opposed to the

requirements of a powerful shell end a high initial speed,

for _h the increase in the shell weight end the speed the welght

of the gun and the mount increases extremely sharply.

For this reason the problem of long-rsnge fire raises considerable

difficulties and it can be supposed that the r_ults achieved by

the Germans with their _eil-known "Big Bertha" which shelled Paris

in 1918 at a distance of about 120 kin,almost reach the

bounds of an ordinary cannon.

For the very same reasons it is very diffioult to create

efficient close-range artillery.

As the modern armies ere very abundantly equipped with technical

means for attack and defense, even smell infantry subunits -

battalions, companies and even squads need the close support of

efficient artillery fire. However, the requirements of mobility

end camouflage allow only smeLll-cellbe_edguns to be

allotted to thle units.

OPJO_A_ PXOZ lff
OF POORqUALIT_
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The problem of powerful artillery armament in airplanes and

airships has not yet been solved and the armament of light vessels;

armored combat vehicles and armored cars is not yet certain.

Because of their heavy weight and the destructive effect of the

recoil end of the gas jet which ignites after the projectile has

been fired, it is not possible to mount medium- end large-calibered

guns on these vehicles.

The rocket overcomes numerous difficulties which arise in

modern artillery.

The rocket is a self-propelled apparatus which requires no ordinary

gun for launching. To launch the rocket in the desired direction

e verysimple mount suffiCes that has to stand almost no tension

in launching and can therefore be of very light construction.

No recoil mechanisms ere required for such a mount. At the same time

the effect of the gas jet on the surroundings is considerably wes_er

than in the gun as in the rocket the consumption of the fuei charge

takes some time, several seconds or in some cases even minut,_s, whereas

the combustion of a gun charge is accomplished within hundredths of a

second.

When liquid fuel is used the range is generally unlimited which

makes these rockets more capable than any other long range machine. "

It is clear that these rockets must have a large caliber to be efficient,

for otherwise their complicated design and their relatively high i

cost would not be worth while compare_ with their effect.

The powder rocket makes it possible to perform quite a

number of artillery tasks.
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Air-force armament should be mentioned firstly for in this

field the rocket is absolutely unrivalledI).

The low weight of the launcher, only slightly greater then the

weight of the rocket, the ebsence of e recoil, end finelly

the insignificent effect of the ges jet on the elr-creft materiel - ell

this made it possible to equip airplanes end airships

with medium - end large- caliber missiles without causing any

disa_gentage to the other functions of the apparatus.

The rocket mount can be installed on any point of the aircraft

but care should be taken that no delicate elrcreft parts ere

situated immediately behind the rocket.

This also makes it possible to equip civil planes of any type with

rockets.

Equipping the air force with heavy-caliber rockets is of

greet importance for air combat with the enemy, especially in mass

attackst and also for the bombardment of ground targets st long

distance i.e. in the fight against enemy troops end objects

outside the range of the enti-elrcraft artillery.

I

This application of rockets has been va_ittenabout for • ong

time. One of the first important works in this field _s written

by the Iteiien ordnsnce expert G. Penis (see "War and Technology"

1927, No. 11).
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In flying apparatus rockets eu-ealso used in conjunction with

aerial bombs .

It is _e.ll-kno_ that in order to destroy modern concrete constructions

a bomb with a very high failing speed is necessary. To attain

the required speed the conventional air bombs have to be released at

a very high altitude which results in greatly reduced accuracy.

This difficulty can be avoided by using a rocket air bomb _hose charge

is ignited shortly before impact with the ground and gives

additional speed to the bomb.

C38) ;_iedium-and heavy caliber rockets are likely to be used as aircraft

armament as well as for the armament of light naval vessels D of light and

heavy tanks, armored cars end trains, end so on.

The extreme lightness and mobility of rockets makes them

an irreplaceable _apon of small infantry subunits for _hich

the/represent an efficient artillery support.

Rockets also play an important role in gas ettocks.

In this case the possibility of concentrating a huge number of rocket

units on a small front sector is of special value, for the secret

preparation and lightness of the material is ensured.

In comparison with ordinary projectiles the rocket distinguishes

itself by its low rate of acceleration due to the long burning time of

the charoe. Therefore it is possible to use metals of lower quality

and certain very sensitive explosives in rockets that are

unsuitable for charging ordina_ projectiles.

In addition rocket fuzes can be strongly simplified for the some

reason,

|

2) This combination _as proposed by the Gez.man= Captain Ritter

Csee : Rynin: Super-alrcraft weapons and Superertlil_ry I p. 118.) -
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In the field of artillery devices the rockets have doubtlessly a

monopoly position. Light flares, signei flares, smoke bombsj

inoendlery bombs, tracer bullets, camouflage projectiles, i

agitation projectiles, siege-projectiles and others ere best

executed in the form of rockets, for in these projectiles

the pert of the charge that produces the effect is usually e rather

complicated construction composed of several per,s, _hlch

do not stand the high acceleration rates of c_nventionel guns.

Furthermore the lightness of the mount is of particular value for

these projectiles#for in many cases they h_ve to be fired by

one or two mena

[39) In ewemining the conditions for the use of rocket systems

the opinion is frequently ewpressed that extensive use of

rockets is not expedient because of the high costs involved.

Certainly the rocket projectile is e little more expensive than a

conventional projectile of the same _ight. However, Hen

calculating the price ratio of firing, one must take into

account the fact that the rocket includes the shell casing,

so that the total firing costs have to be considered;

moreover the costs of the rocket "gun" are so low in comperlson

with the conventional guns that in the calculation of the amortization of

the gun the costs of firing the rocket may even be lower

then that of an ordinsry certrldge, especially of large caliber.

Teklng into consideration the aforesaid indication of 8 possible

diminution of the quality o_ the me,el, the explosive end the fuze in

rocketst we may conclude that the quutlon concerning their

economy Is at loeat disputed. It is also evident that the

cost of the rocket plays a minor role in oases wher_ 1

- B5
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it has no substitute.

Hence there are two possible ways of using the rocket as an artillery

shell :

long-range liquid fuelled rockets and short-range multi-purpose powder

rockets. As far reaching experiments are still lacking it is

quite difficult at present to determine the e_act limits of

range t force and callberf however_ it may be supposed that the

use of liquid fuelled rockets is only justified at distances of

80-100 km and more.

Powder rockets of medium caliber w e.g. of 100 mm and more

are most suitable for combat_ for ordinary g_ins of smell caliber have

no high absolute weight and the advantages of the rocket mount

ere of no _mportance. The range of the rocket projectile depends

on the ratio of carrying capacity to rocket charge. As the powder

(4C) has a low calorific value and the combustion chamber that is

also the powder container is heavy, one cannot expect at present

distances greater than 10-15 kin.

This short enumeration of the p_ssibilities of rocket use

shows sufficiently clearly what an excellent and versatile

weapon it is. It is clear however that rockets are not

likely to be used as conventional artillery now nor in the

immediate future. Both weapons have their uses and are complemantsry

in performing their task successfully.
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4. The use .o£ rockets by the air f.o.rce, and in aviation.

A_onautloal engineering _,iv_¢ impetuousJy du_lr_and after the

and even today this evolution is not complete. The struggle and

the competition between countries for control of the air goes on

along three main lines : lifting capocity, flying speed and

the _ight altitude.

The limits of lifting capacity have oppa_ently not yet

been attained, although even today records ere este_iished

less and less frequently and many projects of well-known companies

and excellent engineers concerning giant aircraft remained

unexecuted.

Velocities of 400 km per hour are no longer records but

customary speeds, but further,development in this field has come

up against major difficulties connected with the tremendous

losses due to the air drag and with the decrease in the net

efficiency coefficient of power aircraft at high velocities,

Altitude flights are the blind spot of modern aviation and further

increase of the ceiling advances extremely _=lowlyin spite of the

remarkably thorough efforts of perfecting engines for altitude

?Z ht.

The development of the three efficiency factors of the air force is of

great economic, slcientific and military importance and the assertion that

contr_l of the air belongs to the country disposing of the

speediest aircraft that reach the highest altitudesI is obviously

snd undoubtec&y vNL].l-founded.

ORIGINA_ pAGE IS
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In the d_elopment of each of these three factors the racket

motor must play an active and pm-t. However on the strength of

what has been said in Chapter li the use of the rocket motor must be

restricted, as it should not be used for low altitude flights at

usual speeds. In fact, low speeds ere acoompanied by extremely

low net efficiency coefficients of the rooket apparatus and as a

result by high fuel consumption, which results in an extremely

limited range of action.

The caloulatlons show that already in speeds of 800-1000 km

per hour the coefficient of the rocket engine (rocket aircraft)

is higher than that of a propeller Cairplane) and that only at

these velocities is the rocket engine economlcele

Modern aviation has established an altitude record of

13 km and e little more, and a notable increase in this figure

is not expected in the immediate future if propelle_-drlven alrcrafts

continue to be employed. The flying speed is not high at these

altitudes regardless of the low density of the air, for in hlgh-altltude

ai_oraft the liftino surfaces and the tail plane as well as

the motor with the auxiliary machinery are very large and

hesvy end a large mount of energy is co_umed because of the

r_iiJ_ air compresslon in the motor.

The operation of the rocket motor I$ almost independent

of the density and tmperature of the outside air and its force

even increases with the Altitude. Therefore the rocket motor

is of me,or importance to the conquest of space and hasa monopoly

(41) position in altitudes over 35-40 kin.
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Certelniy, at present the use of the rocket motor for

high altitude flights relses many diffioulties that have to be

overcome. One of these diffioulties can be seen in the fact that

for the initial flying range, i.e. for the lower ieyers of the

atmosphere ,hich have a high air density end in _ioh speed is

low0 the operation of a rocket motor would be inexpedient for

the aforesaid reesonao Obvlouely, the problem of take-off

and climbing to a certain Altitude has to be settled either by

combining the rocket motor with a propeller system or by towing

the racket aircraft with en ordinary aircraft until it has

reached a certain altitude.

As concerns an increase in the load capacity the use of the

rocket motor i_ connected with taxiing b_ore take-off. It la

well known that in almost ell aircraft the force required for take-off

is considerably greeter then the force required in flight

for attaining a normal speed. Tn other words- not a single

aeroplane utilizes its total cerrylng cepocity in the air

_ich has0 of _ourse0 negative effects on its range of action

Cfuel supply) or on its armament (number of cartridges or

bombs)o

as the rocket engine has a low weight p_r unit power it

is quite useful to employ it during the take-off period in

combination with the propeller. The cerrylng capacity of the

airplane can thu8 be increased conaiderebly end at the same

time the take-off time end run can be shortened and the aircraft

can thus become independent of the ground end the see=on.
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After the climb the rocket engine can be dropped in order to

remove superfluous ballast.

Experiments of this type had _r_o_ been performed in Gez_nanyin

1928 and the/ yielded quite satisfactory re_its.

One of the various methods of rocke_ application for the

climb is the rocket catapult. The catapult is a guiding device

in the form of rails with s carriage on _hlch the aircraft is

ins_elled, After a sufficient take-off speed has been reachedB the

aircraft separates from the o_m-iage and continues its movement

by means of the propeller; the csi_risge,on the other hand,

is slowed down. The use of the rocket engine to move such a

c_i-riageis the simplest solution.

In th_ foregoing part long-range liquid-fuelled rockets

have been mentioned in the discussion of artillery rocket:_ rhls

type of ror,ket_ _hen sultably shaped is essentially a rocket-

propelled high-sltitude apparatus that differs from the rocket

aircraft only by its hlgh_ speed end different construction.

Within the next few years sltihJdes of 80-100 km are expscted to

be rueched with these rockets although at present it is still out

of the question to use the. for civil aviation,

Finally rockets with wings must be mentioned

.hen desllng with aeroplanes with rooket englne_. These are mschlnes

that climb to a certain altitude with th* aid of a rocket engine

and then glide down in a sloping line like a sailplane.

ORIGINADPAGEIS
OE POORQUAIZ_
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The use of the gAiding flight for the downward flight makes it

possible to obtain long air routes with low engine pOwe_ anJ this

consitutes the advantage of this apparatus.

Wing rockets for combat have been proposed repeatedly and

eareknown ms aerial torpedoes.

Moving on to selecting the type of _ _et engine for flytng

machines it should be stated that in most cases a motor with

prolonged operation is required, i.e. =hie" a licNid fucl

engine and _hen a preceding take-off run is desirable- an

aiz--breathlng rocket motor.

This choice is also based on the fact that it is important that

fl/ing machines have an economical motor in tez_ns of weight

end consumption of fuel carried by the machine and the above

types satify th_ requirements b_t.

For starting the aircraft before take-off e powder motor i,_

most efficient for it is very simole in its design ana employment

and is capable of developing a high propulsive efficiency in the

short time of operation required.

In aerial torpedoes the type of motor has to be _hosen in every

individual case according to its task. L_awing the conclusion from Hat hoe

been said in this chapter it should be stated Lhat the questions

of the use of rockets for land v_hlcles and w_ter crafts have not

be_,_ examined . although these cases ere frequently written about

end are especially mentioned in the inventors _projects.
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On the streng_ of the considerations and numerical exemples

provided in Che_ter II one may essily conclude that the _rojects

on rocket motors as independent trection epperetue for motorcars,

railroad vehicles, shipst naval tol_edoes end the like end

even more so for fixed installation such es hemmerst are inexpedient end

the exeminetion of such p_oJects is a _ste of time.

However in fielcLsin _hich the use of the rocket engine is _-ll-

founded for economical ressons_ it does not replace any achievement

of modern technology, it orEy fills some positions unoccupied up

to now.

C43) Iv

POWOERROCKETgESZCN

I. Gener.alo.b._._rvations

As stated es_ller, powder rockets can be used in combat in the form

of dif"erent types of mrtillery projectiles end as euxilisory

propelling egents fer s_craft, In tkls case the _cket is permenently

connected with the p_opelled epperetus and consists, in general_

only of one chember conteing the rocket propelling charge end

provided with the ignition device.

The rocket projectilesI es cen be underst .od from their

assign, ere composed of two maln perts:

I) tke rooket cherubS-containing the powder c_er3e end

2) the casing enclosing the _rh_d_ an _plosive che_ge, s lightlng

mixture etc. ORIGINAD PAGE 1_

OE POORQU._._,T3G
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In most c_ses the two parts of the projectile are firmly

conna_.tedand move togetherfrom the moment of firing until impact with th!

ground. The design of these two p_rts and their arrangement in

relation to one another may vary considerably. In this chapter the

warhead design shell only be examined as fe_ as it characterizes the

projectile as a rocket projectile, for in the principal points

the werhesd [explosive charge) does not differ very much from that

of usual artillery shells. The following design characteristics

of the rocket projectile shell be discussedhere :

I) the design of the chamber and the rooket_propellingcharge,

2) the ez_rangementof the rocket chomber and the werheud in respect

to one another,

3) ways of firing with rocket projectiles,

4) the devices for stabilizing the projectile during flight0 and

5) special purpose powder rockets.

Some of the designs described are taken from the patent literature.

For the readers who want to get a more thorough knowledge from the

original sources, the country and the patent number is indicated

in bracketsI),

2. The desiflnof the '1_cketchomb_.,end ,theroc._ket__.propelllnfl

UsueLllythe rocket chmmbmr is cyllnd_ic_l in shape (Fig. "7),with e

fixed bottom end booomlng narrow at the oth_ end to form a nozzle.

• ,,, i l i i i

I) The foilowlng abbreviations will be used:
e,P, = English patentI d.R. German patente and f,P. = French patent.

ORI' "_,_T,, I_ ,,._ _r" f,q
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To facilitate construction the bottom ms well as the contracting

pert may be made separately and may be Joined in some wey_hecylindrical

part, e.g. by means of s screw thread, welding and the like.

The materiel of the chamber and its strength is determlned

by the highest permissible pressure in the chamber.

Black powder with an increased sulfur content, called force mixture,

has always been used to load the rockets. Recently projects for

rockets with smokeless powder have been published in the

technological and patent literature.

The force mixture (strong sulfur mixture) burns at s low

pressure of some atmospheres, end therefore the casing of the rocket

chamber may be very light_ e.g. made of pressboemd, thin sheet metal

and so on. The smokeless powder und_goes normal decomposition in

the rocket chmmber only st s pressure of several tens of atmospheres,

which mesns s resistent material such es steel end duralumin hms to

be used for the rocket chamber.

Rockets with black powder can cane/ relstlvely large weights

of powder charge, i.e. values of _, owing to the light weight of the
P

chember_ however e they mrs not superior to rockets with smokeless

power, fimstly because of the low pow_ of black powder (its power

being three times low_ then that of smokeless powder), secondly

because of the low _rensverse loading of the rocket and finally

because of the low rellaoiilty of black powder.

The low rellebility of black powd_ rockets i3 due to the fact

that black powd_ is only capable of burning in parallel layers when

it has been compressed under heavy pressure,
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However, even a small creck in the charge ceu 3ed by a factory

fiaw or other factors, e.g. a defect or shock during transport, may

be deterlmental to the correct burning of the charge: the charge

bursts e the gases penetrate into the fissures, the burning

surface increases, an abrupt increase of the pressure follows

which for its part accelerates gas formation resulting in an

explosion.

The smokeless colloid powder is sufficiently reliable in this

respect, for t even at very high pressures, it does not lose

its capacity to burn in parallel layers. Therefore black powder may

be used for smaller short-distan0e rockets.

(z_5) Such rockets are used as signal flares, firework rockets,

some light flares etc.

There are various methods of charging.

The simplest method consists ia completely filling the chamber with

powder. In this case the charge burns only from the front end facing

the nozzle and the burning surface remains unchanged throughout the whole

burning period (Fig. ?as) Also rockets with s closed cylindrical

or cone-shaped duct in the axial direction of t ,barge (Figs.7b

and ?c)are widely used. In these the powder bur, on the cross

sectional part as well as within the duct. As the duct is enlarged
Q_

by burning the burning surface increases ehlch increases the reactive

force and consequently the acceleration of the rocket.

In order to keep the burning surface the same it has been suggested (a.p.

S_9B 1879) that the duct should have a stem-shaped or ribbed crosm-

section as shown in Fig. 8. More complicated forms of pressed

rocket-propelllng charges are shown in Figs. 9 and I0,
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In Fig. 9 (d.p. 243 483) the charge consists of several chombers

4t

made up of hollow cubes , that burn one after the other and

give an almost unchanged burning surface.

In Fig. 10 (f.p. 431 794) every prism represents a compressed

body with a ring-shaped duct and an intermediate jamb. Such

a combination offers a sufficiently large burning surface.

Regardless of the shape s the charge is adjacent to the

chamber wells and the latez_ surface must not burn. It is

quite convenient ot ez-range the ch_-ge that way, for the

charge pressed tightly into the case cannot move within the

case, end consequently there is no risk of the charge being

displaced through the combustion products end of being expelled

through the nozzle.

However, the major defect of this method is the greet difficulty

in preventing the lateral surface of the charge from igniting.

For even an insignificant non-uniformity in the tension of the

chamber material, the heterogeneity of the mass and finally

e crack in the compressed msas may result in the gases penetrating

between the chember walls end the lateral surface of the ch_e

end may cause the rupture of the chamber as a result of an abrupt

pressure increase in connection with the enlez'gament of the burning

surface.

To obtain greeter uniformity in pressing the charge, it is

easier to produce individual compressed cylinders that are then

forced into the rocket chamber. In this case the cylinders,

as shown in Figs. 11 and 12, may either be solid Cf.p. 3S5 709) or

may be provided with a duot to form a pueege (a.p. 2M88 t 1903),
I I I I Im I

,,X-

prisms according to Fig, 9. - 67
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In both cases s heat insulation layer is pieced between the

chamber wells end the charge to prevent the chamber wells from heating end

asbestos or cardboard disks ere inserted between the individual

cylinders to localize a possible penetration of the gases.

Figo 13 shows yet another type of rocket loading in _hich

the charge may burn from one cross-sectional eree or from both

[f.p. 395 709). The powder cylinder is enclosed by a strong

elastic case e consisting of rubber or any other suitable materiel that

prevents the lateral surface of the charge from igniting. To

achieve e higher level of security the lateral surface is c_vered

by a binding agent t e.g. paint or varnish. A charge produced in this way is

inserted into the middle of the chamber with the help of wedges.

If desired the elastic casing may be provided with a bottom 0

in v_ich case the charge burns only from the open end of the cross section.

^Ithough this method is quite ingenious it has no real advantage

over pressing the charge directly into the chamber.

However= it may be used successfully in scientific reseeroh t

especially when studying the ccmbustlon of the charge in a monometrlc

bomb.

It is considersbly easier to insert the che_ge loosely into

the chamber so that burning takes piece on the whole exposed

surfsce. In this case it is sufficient to use e firmly pressed

powder cylinder with or without • duct I which is sho_ in Fig. 14

(f.p. 395509). Burning tak_ piece on the lateral surfaoej within

the duct and at the ends and the combustion products, filling the

unoccupied specs of the ohamber flow out of the nozzle.
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In s cylinder of adequate length the _Jrning surface is almost constant

throughout the whole process which tonsures uniform propulsive

force of the rockmt. A charge consisting of severe& cylinders

or tubes s as suggested by Godd_rd (f.p. 4_?_7) has even greater

advantages. In his rocket (Fig. 15) the charge consists of

several threads of nitroglycerin powder Ccordits) tied together to

form a bundle and pieced into a closed cylinder with a series

of smell holes for the exit of the combustion products.

The cylinder is made of a solid slowly buz'ning materiel_ e.g.

celluloid.

Tn the discussion of the different methods of placing

the charge into the rocket chamber it should be pointed out that:

Generally speaking these procedures are suitable for black powder

as well as for smokeless pO_cer,provided that the latter has

(4?) sufficient plasticity to fill the volume of a given fo_m without subsequent

deformation. It is well kno_ that guI_otton powder does

not possess this property, for after having been pr_sed in the

mould its grains war) and lose their regular form in the

subsequent drying s due to the evaporation of the solvent.

Therefore ordinary ouncotton can only be loosely filled 1z

into the chamber s but the protection of its lateral surface

according to Fig. 13 is not a_cluded. On the other hand

it i8 most convenient to press black powder tightly into

the chamber for it is much lass firm than smokeless powder end

decomposes easily.

r

i
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The form of pressing depends on the tactical design of

the rocket. Taking into consideration the stability during

flight and the camouflage in firingt attempts must be made

in the case of m live projectile to obtain the shortest

possible operation of the rocket-propelling charge and at

the same time a maximum acceleration of the projectile

so that the projectile attains its highest speed near the

gun. For this ourpose it _s most efficient to make a

passage or a rlng-_haped duct in e tightly inserted charge

[Fig. I0), and to use a charge composed of several cylinders

or bands in a loose insertion. In the letter case measures

have to be taken to prevent parts of the charge from being

ejected through the nozzle. For this purpose a lattice

orifice plate placed between the nozzle and the charge

[48) can be use Ca.P. 329229), as shown in Figs. 16 and 17.

However, in other cases, e.g. for the take-off run

of aircraftw "hen excessive acceleration may be detrimental

tc the apparatus and the crew, a tightly inserted rocket-

propelling chemge is recommended and .hen the charge is loosely

inserted to use a few or even only one slngle powder cylinder.

3. The eurrengemsntof the rocket chamber and

t.he exoloaive cheque.

For the forward movement of the rocket the combustion

products must be ejected into the opposite direction to the

movement. Therefore it is most netu_tl andlmplest to locate

the chamber behind the explosive charge so that nothing inhibits
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the free expulsion of the gases. This arrangement is also

supported by the fact that the center of gravity of the

whole projectile is continuously displaced as the charge burns,

so that the ez_rangement of the rocket chamber in the tail

of the projectile assures the displacement of the center of

gravity toward its head. In non-rotating rockets this

results in increased flying stability.

Fig. 18. shows e projectile Cd.P. 305150) consisting of the

head (I) including the explosive charge (2), and the chamber C3) connect,_

with the head and including the rocket-_ropelling charge [4).

The chamber has a cone-shaped nozzle Ca) _hich sealed by

the plug [6). The device for igniting the rocket-propelling

charge can be introduced through this plug _hich is ejected through

the powder gases at the beginning of the combustion process.

The head of the projectile is provided with an ordinary

percussion or time fuze.

In addition to this simple design, numerous other projectile

designs are practicable end it depends on the pe_i_uleh use,of

the proJectlle _lether or not they can be approved.

In the cases of a rocket-propelling charge and consequently

a chamber that is smell in proportion to the carrying capmcity _hich

applies to short ranges, it may be of advantage to place the chamber

within the head of the projectile to achieve e greeter

projectile length. An example of such a projectile (f.p. 491940),
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is shown in Fig. 19. In such a construction measures have to be

taken to avoid excessive heating of the explosive che_ge through the

chamber wells_ thich can be brought about through an asbestos

casing suz_roundlngthe chamber.

The French patent No. 502 560 CFtg. 20) suggests a rather

peculier design. The rocket-_ropelling charge is located in the

head [I), The combustion products escape through a ring-shaped

split (2) formed by the head end the chamber well. This margin is

made of elastic steel and is capable of bending laterally under
i

(50) the effect of internal pressure whereby the passage is enlarged, ii

The purpose of thls device is to regulate the chamber pressure

by allowing superfluous gases to escape inceuseacreck ocours }

in the chm_ge or g_u penetrate between tleewslle end tleeletlr_l surface i
|

of the charge.
!

Fig, 21 shows a rocket proJeotiie like the Germen patent

No. 305096. In it the rocket-propellingcharge [I) is also located

in the heed, but unlike the preceding projectileI the combustion

products escape through the nozzle C2) pointing in an axlel

direction and passing through the explosive charge (3).

The advantage of thls design is the short projectile length as the

long nozzle is inside the projectile. However, this gain is

obtained at the expense of the volume of the cerryin3 cepaclty.
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In addition this arrangement requires e tapering rocket-propelling

charge _hlch causes consldereble trouble in e loose charge.

Of the other arrangements of explosive charge end rocket-

propelling change the possibility of placing the former inside

the letter, as shown in Fig. 22 Cf.p. No. 491940)t should be

mentioned. In this case the explosive charge placed inside a

long shaft CI) is surrounded by a sheathing (2); the chambers

(3) are located in its cavity they are connected through e quickly

burning fuse (4) that serves to spread simultaneously the fire to the

charges of all the chamOer_.

_'_en the rocket chamber is situated in the tall end of the

projecti] e, which is the normal and most frequently found type of

construction, the exhaust exits for the combustion products are

generally placed on the back floor of the rocket.

From the constructional point of view it is ees._-

to use a nozzle sltumted in the exlml direction of bhe chamber,

e_ shown in Fig. IB. However_ it may be necessary in certain

cases to use several exhaust ports arranged symmetrically

to the center of the chamber floor. The old model of the three-inch

light rocket CFig. 23) had this type of construction. In this

rocket the chamber is closed by a double floor_ in the

center of which is e threaded hole for the stick that stabilizes

the rocket during flight; the exhaust _o.ts for the gases

are arranged around this threaded hole. :

_:

-, "3 _-

/
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Fig. 34 shows a projectile wlth ports on the beck _nd front

pert of the chamber (a.P. from the years I?34-'i076].

The charge has a through duct end there is apace for tne

p_sege of gases between the heed end the chamber.

In this proJectlls the use of e felt pad or another sealing materiel

in the headpiece is recommended to protect the explosive charge

from heating during the combustion of the powder. The headpiece

has e large diameterI so that the chamber forms e sort

of dome over it inside _hlch spiral ribs ere installed.

(51) The inventor of the patent intended the pressure exerted on these :
i

t
ribs at the exit to cmuse the rocket to rotate about its axis.

Fig. 25 is a similar design (o.P. from the years 157b-1800),

_Jt with a charge inserted into the chamber Kith en interspace.

These two chamber designs are only mentioned hers out of historical

interest, It may be supposed that they have no prectical signlflcence

because of their complicated design end the signiflcent energy losses

of the gases under the dome of the headpiece. .

Hence it may ba concluded that in most uases the chamber r

_LII be installed in the posterior end of the projectile and s nozzle

situated in the axial direction will be used. The importance of

the cone-shaped duct for better uti_Izetlon of the Oas energy

has already been discussed in the first chapter. Tt should i

only be emphasized that for constructional reasons, in particular <

the possible shortening of the totsl projectile length, an

e_eealvely long nozzia will not be used in most cases.
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Tht losses will bs insignificant for with the increase in

nozzle length beyond a cer_aln range the gas _.<haust velocity

increases very slo'_ly- in this case the ir.:re_se of exhaust

velocity dos not justify the increase in the v_oirjhtof the

nozzle representing the dead weight.

For the connection of the chamber with the explosive

charge any of the approved methods can be osed according to

their arrangement and their casing material:

a screw thread m weldingj soldering_

a bayonet Joint and the like.

One more thing must be taken into consideration; it is

a matter of course for the ordnance experts but is sometimes

neglected by the inventors. There are quite a number of rocket

projects that provide for the detachment of the rocket chamber

from the projectile after combustior of the rocket-propelling

charge is complete in order to obtain a greater tonga by

decreasing the weight of the projectile. Without entering_

into the more complicated design it must be said that the very

idea is ba_ed on a wrong presupposition. It has been

demonstrated in Ghapter I that the rou_et projectile attains its

highest velocity at the end of the combustion of the rocket-propelling

chert:e: and then continues its flight as a free-flight body.
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In vacuous space the flying dioter.. does not depend on the

weight of the body end therefore it is use]ass to drop e

projectile pert in vacuous space. In atmosphere the loss uf speed

of the projectile is greeter as a result of the ei_ resistance

the lower t_e transverse load of the projectilem i.e. the weight per

unit ez-eeof the cross se_tlon. It is evident that _hen th chamber

he_ been dropped a p_o_ectile pert with the same cros_-sectionel

eree has a lower transverse load than the fired projectilem

and conse_,ently the range of the projectile pert will be

shorter. Thus it would merely be disadvantageous to drop

the chamber. The situation is dlf_erent _hen the remaining pert

that continues the flight =n the same direction still contelns

a p_rtion of the rocket-propelllngcharge. In this c;sem which

occurs in the so_celleO combined rockets u considerable effect

may actually be produced. It will be =_xamin=dat the etd of this

chapter.

4. The methods of firing rocket projectiles

The rocket projectile is e self-propelled eoperat_s end

therefore no additional impulse is re_Ired for leunchinu.

That type of rocket launching in _hlch only the rocket's own

reectlve force is used for its f'Jrvmrdmovement is celled stertlng

or launching from zero. Hov_ver, there ere numerous projects

_hich p_ovide for : the firing of the rocket projectile from

en ordine_ gun so that the rr_ket-propeilingchez_ only

becomes operative at e certain dlstence from the oun on

its trajectory. This typ_ of launching is celled leurching with
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initial speed. Let us examine the advantages and disadvantages

of these two methods.

The combustion _f the rocket-propelling charge in the rocket takes !
!

quite a long time. Contrary to the burning time of an ordinary

artillery shell which on average lasts 1/100 second, the burning time of

the charge in the rocket is usually measured in full seconds.

As a result the acceleration of the rocket is ten and eva_ a

hundred tim_ lower than that of Jordinary artillery shell and

therefore a considerably lower stability of casings and content is requirec_ '

in the rocket .la,.in the artillery shell, The launching device for

rock. is n_- slbJect to any tension in the case of a launching

from zero and it may be cho sen in the form of a smooth tube,

a rail or two slide bars that serve for 9'_'ing the rocket

the desired direction at the beginning of the movement.

These two facts-namely the simple design of the rocket

ac ell as of the leunchlng devlc_ end the light weight of

the latter represent extremely important advantages of

_ launching from zero. They also determine the tactical valu_

.?# oo

_0 _C[ a high rate of firing and a _ry easy operation of the launching device,a_

0_ Launching w_th initial speed has two major advantages:

In the first place, in rocket3 with a giv@_ weight and

carrying capacity a longer range can be obtained than in launching from

zero and ocher different conditions; in the second place, the

rocket has a higher muzzle velocity when fired from e gun then

in launching from zerot the length of the gun Cberrel) being the

- same. Thus _he conditions for flying s_ability are improved.
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This launching, method has many considerable defects,

The design of the p_jectile becomes compllcated, for devices

protecting the rocket-propelling charge from the action of

the gun gases are required I and because a type of time

fuze is necessary to ignite the rocket-propelling charge after

the projectile has left tne gun barrel. In addition s in a

given carrying capacity the total weight of the rocket-

propelling charge has to be higher than the weight of an

ordinary projectile for the same gun; hencej in order to obtain the

same initial speed the weight of the gun has to be considerably

increased, and if one wishes to maintain the former weight of the gun

one has to content oneself with a lower initial velocity and

a lowez payload.

There is another important factj namely in the case of a failure

in the ignition of the rocket-propelling charge s which often occurs

with defective time fuzes_ the projectile will not reach its

target and may hit one's own troops. Yet confidence in one's

o_ weapons is one of the most indispensable conditions for

the morale of _he soldiers.

Acknowledginw that flawless mothods of igniting the rocket-

propelling charge will be devised t e.g. by simultaneous ignition

of the rocket-Dropelllng and the gun charge I it should be pointed out

that when firing with initial speed a high degree, of accuracy

cannot be expected. This becomes evident when one bears in mind that

even with good stability every projectile shows fluctuations in its
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center of gravity during flight, so that in general its axis

will not coincide with the tangent of flight path. In a

rotating projectile this phenomenon is called "the flutter"

and it manifests itself through the axls of the projectile

(53) moving conically throughout the duration of the flight in space.

Non-rotating projectiles usually flutter vertically. At

the moment _hen the rocket-propelling charge becomes operative,

the reactive force which has the same direction as the projectile axis

forces the projectile in the direction as the projectile axis at that

instant which generally does not coincide with the tangent

of flight path. As it is impossible to know beforehand which

position the projectile axis will have at the moment of charge

ignition, it is also impossible to control flight path deviation.

The value of deviation depends on the initial speed of the projectile,

(54) on the reactive force, and also on the precision with which

the projectile wee made. In an> case, for projectiles for

special use, such as light and signal flares and the like, which do

not require a particular accuracy of fire, this phenomenon is

of no major importance and they can unhesitatingly be launched

with initial speed.

Calculations show that this type of firing is advantageous

for projectiles with low initial speed, e.g. for bomb-throlers

and mortars I for in them an insignificant increase of speed

resulting from the operation _f the rocket-propelllng cherpm results

in a relatively high increase in the range.
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Let us take as an example a mortar with an initial speed

of 100 m per sac. and a field _un with an initial speed of 5C0 m per

seo.j both using the same rocket proJectLle which attains an

additional velocity of 100 m per sac. because of the effect of the

rocket-propelling charge, In the first case the total velocity

will be 200 per sac, and in the second case 600 m per sac,

The table given on page 71 indicates the longest ranges for

_ither case provided that the projectile is ?ired at e quadrant

elevation of 45e and that the ballistic coefficient is equal

(54) in all cases.

Thus in this case the range of the mortar is increased 3.5

times and that of the fielo_gun by less than one fifth. In

reality the increase would even be smaller in the field-gun

and would doubtlessly not justify the more complicated

projectile construction and the loss of carrying capacity.

Hence all experiments aiming at an increase in the rar_e

of the existing long-tahOe guns by using rocket projectiles

are likely to yield quite un-,.atisfactoryresults.

As for t;_ezock_ gun designs, for firing from zero as well

as with an inztJ_i _peed_ the indications given in Chapter III

are sufficient. There it was stated that as the body of the gun.

does not have to stand any tension_ it may be shaped in the

form of a simple thin-welled tube on a light mount provided

with a launching reck and aiming end sighting mechanisms.
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qecoil mechanisms are nct required for the mcunt. These particular

features of the rocket gun allow it to re used on apparatus _hich do not

stand the recoil of the ordinary guns, i.e. aircraft, small sailing

vesseis, motor vehicles and the like.

Guns for firing rocket projectiles with initial speed are

quite similar to the usual artillery guns and may differ from them

only in the parts involved in the use of reaction projectiles.

Further below some fairly or_Q_nal desir_s rf rocket guns

and rocket projectiles will be given.

Fig. 25 shows the design of a rocket muzzle projectile for a

trench mortar (f.p. 50255C). The explosive charge is placed

' into the head piece [I) previded with a time fuze (2).

The rocket-propelling char n the form of c pressed cylinder of

nitroglycerin [cordite) is tightly inserted into the chamber (3)

insulated on the inside with a layer of(ellulose acetate. The

(55) chamber is equipped with a l_ng cone-shaped nozzle (4) that has

eLr_ng (5) of adapters on the end (6] _ich grip the rifles in the

bore of the gun and serve to pass on the rotation to the

projectile on firinz, The stabilizing surfaces [7) aFe installed

on the chamber, They have a helicoidal surface to produce

additional rotation under the effect of air resistance in flying. The

rocket-propelling charge is directly ignited through the gun gases, ..

We consider it useless to pass on the rotation to the projectile

in this design, for the existing stabilizing surfaces are sufficient

for low speed projectiles to obtain satisfactory stability°
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It hardly seems useful to connect the bore of the gun directly to

the rocket chamber, for this requires a very thick-walled and therefrre

heavy chamber. Anyway, the pressure used for the rocket-propelling

charge is by ao meeJs as _Igl as for the guns.

Fig. 27 gives anoth_' design for firing with a mortar (f.p. 503006).

The projectile has a large head lodging the explosive charge, whereas the

rocket-propelling charge is placed in five chambers, the middle

chamber (I) being the longest I and s_rving as a rod that enters

the mortar tube on firing. The other chambers (2) are symmetrically

arranged around the former. The nozzle of the middle chamber is

sealed by a double floor (3) into which an igniting mixture

has been pressed tha_ is ignited by the gun gases and transmits the fire

to the rocket-propelling charge of the middle chamber after the departure

of the projectile. From the middle chamber the fire is transmitted

to the charges of the small chambers. As the burning starts

the double flocr (3) is expelled from its pcsition by the gases.

In this way the rocke_-propelling charge is protected in this

design from the direct action of the gun gases. The patent does

not mention the way in which the chamber is loaded nor the type

(56) of powder used.

Fig. 28 shows e different fuze system for igniting the

rocket-propelling ch_ge (a.p. 14000, from 1875). As in the

preceding projectile the fuze is tightly inserted into the

outlet of the nozzle. Inside the ignition tube we find a firing

pin (I) fixed on the floo_; when the f_oor deflects under

the effect of the gun gases the firing pin moves forward. Thus

displaced the firing pin breaks the percussior, cap (2) which

ignites *he primer (3).
- 62
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Outing storage and transport the floor may be sealed through a

cap that can be screwed on to protect the fuze from scciOentel

shocks (a.p. 330493).

Launch- : maximum speed _ : maximum range :Increase

ing : m per sec. • Km : of
device : .... :" . - :. range, ,

: without : with : without : with :
: rocket- : rocket- : rocket- : rocket-:
: prop.charge: prop. : prop. : prop. :
: : charge : charge : charge :

Mortar : 100 : 200 : 0.55 : 3.3 : 250
Field

: 500 : 600 • 10.2 : 12.0 : 17.5gun

,i .. ,i . , | • , .. , i . - -dml'

}

The e.P. No. 1450 (Fig. 29) is a quite ingenious design. The

rocket-propelllng charge is located in the tail end (I)

_hich has a smaller Oiemeter than the head [2) containing the

explosive charge. The tail end is introduced through the opening on

the bottom of the gun (3), the charge of the gun, on the other

hand, is located between the head of the projectile and the

bottom of the gun. The rod (_) with the propeller Cs) on its

posterior end and a friction device on its anterior end

passes through the projectile. When th_ projectile is propelled

forward on firing through the _ff_ of the charge of the gun,

the propeller starts rotating under the influence of the air

reslstence outside and dra_ back the rod. The rod through its

friction devloe causes the friction mixture in the tail end of the

c_temberto _, it_ er_thus ignites the rocket-propelling charge.

DPJGrNA/J PAGE IS

.QUAL .
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The trensmission of the fire to the explosive charge of the

projectile, e.g. to induce the charge to explode, to eject a light

flare etc., has not yet been discussed. The devices usually

employed, blasting fuzz.s, percuss_.v.lfuzes and time fuzes, art

not always indicated here. For in blasting and time fuzes the devices

employed as safety and cocking appliances are usually based on

the law of inertia. They consist chiefly in a freely swinging

body in the form of a firin_ pin that is held in the secured position

by a spring or _ similar contrivance capable of deformation under

the effect of inertia.

The moment of inertia is developed by the firing pin in the

(9?) accelerated forward movement of the projectile. As a result

of this deformation the firing pin is displaced and breaks the

percussion cap. In conventional proJectLies acceleration is

sufficiently high to &flow the use of a strong spring for the

device based on t_ law of inertia, in order to secure the time

fuze in case of an accidental impact_ a shock and a shot. However,

in rocket projectiles the accelErration, as mentioned repeatedly,

is some ten times lower and therefore the devices based on the law

of inertia cannot be used for safety ..easons.

A solution can be found for rotating projectiles by using centrifugal

safety devices w hlch are already employed in projectile fuzes.

A suitable ignition system for the explosive charge of non-

rotatin W rocket projectiles that functions reliably and

offers sufficient security, has not yet been elaborated.
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In most of the known devices of that type the gases of the i

!

rocket-propellingcharge serve to ignite the explosive charge. 1

The afore mentioned three-inch rocket (Fig. 23) is the simplest 1l

example to illustrate this procedure. A metal disk (I) is fixed 1

in the anterior part of the rocket chambert in the opening of _ich I_
4

the (time) fuze (2) enclosing a compressed ignition mixture is

inserted. The fuze is placed in a central position by means of crushed

sulfur (3). After the combustion of the blind remote part of the rocket-

propelling charge, the ignition mixture is set on fire transmitting

the fires a certain time to the bursting charge in the head of

the rocket.

In spite of its simplicity and reliability this device

is unsuitable in cases where the explosion ha_ to take place at

a precise moment, e.g. on the impact of the projectile with the

armor plating or when the prolectile enters the ground in a

certain way. For these purposes a blasting fuze is required

as it is very sensitive end enmb_s more precise timing

and its operation does not depend on the burnino _ut of the rocket-

propelling charge.

3. Stebilizatiqn systems for _ro.iect_es.in fli._ht

(58) As any other longitudinal body that travels in the air,

the rocket requires special measures end devices to secure its

stability in flight, i.e. the maintenance of e determined

direction of its longitudinal axis. At present two _rocedures

are used for the stebilizatlon of projectiles. The first

is the utilization of air resistance; for this purpose

the projectile is provided with tall stabilizino surfaces in the

form of wings or with • long shaft which receives the pressure
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of the counterflow air and prevents the projectile from nosing

over. The second method uses the gyrostatic effect m i.e. the

capacity of a swiftly rotating body to maintain a given direction

of the axis of rotation even under the effect of external forces.

In the rocket both procedures may be used in quite different

forms. The simplest stabilizer is a wooden stick tied or attached

in some other way to the body of the rocket. Fig. 30 sho_ a

rocket with a stick firmly attached th_ rlcket Cdop. 215319);

in Fig. 31 there is an interspace between the rocket and the

stick so that the body may be inserted into a projector

(a.p. 1994£_3);finally, in the three-inch rocket, as shown above

in FiW. 23, the stick is screwed into the bottom of the rocket

chamber. The use of the stick yields ver/ good results, but this

procedure is only suitable for small rockets, for in large

rockets a very long stick would be necessary _ich would make the

whole apparatus very bulky,

In small rockets the sttck has an additional function

as it may be used as a launching device by E_-mply fixing one end,

at any desired angle in the ground. This procedure is usually

employed fom launching firework rockets. Fo- rockets with an

i

initial velocity the use ofastick is obviously difficult,

ever,the use of e fol Jing, e.g. telescopic stJ_k (a.p. L_ 493).
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Stabi[i/_rs in I;heform of wings (stabilizircj surfaces) which

c_reinstalled on the tell parallel to the longitudinalaxis of

the projectile are much more convenient for they offer e large light weight

surface, Fig. 25 gave an example of the construction

of the controlling surfaces. Frequently a combination of the

stick and the wings is used I llke in the well-known mine of

Oumesil,

(59) In the e.P. No. 202238 of 1905 the wings (stabilizing surfaces)

of the stabilizer are attecheO to a sleeve loosely a_plied to the

stick, Before firing the sleeve is p_aced at the anterior end of the

stick which makes it possible to insert the stick into the projector.

On take-off the sleeve is shifted to the posterior end of th_ stick

under the effect of air reslste=_e, lhis ingenious device means

that small wings suffice 0 for the useful effect of the stsbilizer

is greeter the further away it I: fr_m the projectile's center of

gravity,

Fig. 32 shows e rocket projectile with lonv n_rrow fins

arranged ljngitudinally on its body (a.P. 129 5?5). These fins are set

into grooves in the launching device and thus serve as e guiding

device for the projectile. In this case it is not necesssry to

use a tube t for the p_jectile is sufficiently well centered through the b

wings,

In order to reduce the measurements of p_jectiles provided with

controlling surface_a.P, 854 from 1913)t folding wings that

spread on firing through the action of s_rlngs_ have been a_gge_ted.
i i i _ i

I) In thls rocket the force mlxture is ignited with the help of m 8ickford

fuze through the duct in the _headPiece of the chm-ge.

(Translator's note : place of footnote uncertain.)
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Modern engineering disposes of quite accurate procedures for

the c_eful manufacture of stabilizes 0 _ich is very important s for an

indispensaOle co ditlon for the stabilizer to function _ell is the

exact symmetry of the _rlngswith respect to the longitudinal

axis of the p_oJectile t as well a_ tho solidity of the wlngs

themselves. 1.e, their capacity _ re_ twisting and bulging.

Fig. 33 sho_s the cross-sectional view of stsbil&zers representing

e hollow trlmnguler prism, This form makes it possible to obtain

(59) extremely resistant wings even _hen using thin sheets.

The second practicable method of obtaining a unlform

flight I uses the gyrostatic effect and thls has been employed

in quite a number of very different constructions. We shall only deal

with the most typical ones. These constructlons may be classified into

two groups:

I) those in _hich the whole projectile rotates during flight, i
and 2) those in _ich only a p_rt of the projectile notates, i

i
Each of hhese groups is subdivided accc rding to the method of _fectln9

the rotation.

The momel with helical wings that serve to peas on rotation to the

projectile by mlans of the counterflow of air has alr_dy been

discusse_ briefly (Fig. ,_). In this projectile nozzle a_p_rs

_e used _ich slide in the rlfles of the gun.

It hem also been suggested that the tall end of the stick made out of

soft metal be ins_-ted into _he gun, On firing this piece would

be compressed by the gun gases, it fills up the rifles in the bore

of the gun randthus forms adapters (f.p. 455906).
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The use of helical fins or _ings is frequently found in projectiles,

mines m aerial bombs m torpedoes etc. with respect to projectiles end

rockets this way of transmitting rotation is vet/ _steful, for quite

apart from the complicated construction of the hmlical wlr_s it causes

considcrable loss of speed due to the elr pressure.

The use of ready-made grooves is quite appropriate because

of the simple procedure and of the effect of o_taining satisfactory

results m provided that the muzzle velocity of the projectile

is high enough to achieve the rotative speed necessary for stability. _

(60) Nume_rous projects also exist to use the combus_tlon pl-Oducts :

of the rocket-propelllng charge to transmit rotation to the projectile I
)

or to s pert of it, Fig. 24 shows an example of this and we have i
i

already pointed out that this construction is not economical, i_

A similar yet more ingenious construction i; described in th_ !

German patent No. 215319 invented by the well-known Swede Colonel t)

tinge.Helical fins(1) arc rlxed in tlle duct of the nozzle (fig. 34) |

which serve to produce s rotational movement of the gases.

The resulting reaction makes the rocket rotate in the opposite direction.

The cormtruction in the German patent No. ?_786 is quite singular, it

suggests transmitting a fast rotatlve movement with the help of

an electromotor to the gun tube or or&y to the projectile befors

flri_3. The Engllah patent No. 3@2 lays down s similar project.

It is not necessary to prove that in spite of their ingeniousness

these projects have no practical value,
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In the French patent No. 4919401 alterS/ dealt with in Fig. 22,

two rookets (5) ere used to make the oroJecti_e rotate. They are fixed

on the lateral surface in such a way as to position their _ in the

cross-sectlonal plane vertical to the projectll axis. Obvlousl_ this

mode of operation is like that of the _egner wheel,

The cormtruotion shown in Fig, 35 (a, pe 142 611) is quite

frequently used, The outlet of the chembe_ is closed by the

cylinder LI), In the cylinder slanting Jets (2) ere bored _hich are

arranged in such a way that the axes of every pair of opposite jets

lie in a differs., pJane,

As a result the reactive force is transmitted, to the axial force

operating in the _xial direction of the rocket and to the forcf

couple in the plane vertical to the axis, s,"that th_arocket is set

rotating slmultaneou-_iy with the forward movement,

I_. chls grou,, of projectiles which e:'¢ set rotating by the

rocket-propelling charge, Heil's conatructlon (a,p, 2_9"7) of "39_3

dessr, ves g_eatest attention, The rocket cnember (I) (Fig. 36) sho_,s a

free hollow space (2) in ._.tsanterior part, the walls around this hav_

tangential ducts (3), The rocket-propelllng chai_ge has a though

duct so that the combustion _oducts flow out simultaneously

through, the axial Jet (4) an_ through the duc_s (3),

It 16 evident that in this case also, the axlol force and the *" -

rotatlng couple are effecttve, In another project (Fi_ 39) the

hollow apace (2) is separated from the rocket-propallirg charge by

a partition wall (5) and p_o_..ad with its own ch_rgf (6).
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Aport from the extremely simple const_Jotlon the advantage of Heil's ._

rocket is that the rats of rotation can easily be changed:

._
for t: is purpose only the measurements of the tangential ducts

have to be detarminsde The second project (Fig. 3?) makes it

possible to attain the same objective by using charges of different

shape end thickness in the hollow specs (2).

Or the projectiles in which only a part is set rotating the

construction according to the German patent No, B7329_ represented in

Fig. 38. SheLIIbe mentioned, The projectile body is pieced inside

a casing (I) and connectea through it with the heed end the talle

yet free retatien remelns possible. When the gases flow out

through the thread grooves of the oylinder (2) _hioh is exactly llke

the above desoribN 0 the body of the projectile rotates which

gives stability to the whole system _uri_3 flight. There is an intermediate

air space between the body and the c_slng ensuring the fleatability

of the projectile when dropped into water. This means the projectile

can be used M a torpedo,

Fig. 39 sho_ the design of a projectile devised by Gerassimow and

patented in s number of countries. In the tail piece of the rocket chember

there is a hollow space (I) in ,hlch a turbine _hee_ is mounted

on an axlee it is set rotating by the combustion products of the
qq_

che_geo This whell serves as a gyrosoope in the flight of the

projectile whloh itself does not rotate..To ensure that this ,heel

rotates at a sufficiently high rats, at the moment of exit of the

projectile (from the tubs) the rooket-propelilngcherge is made up

of two parts (3) end (4). The first pert.is in the form of a solid
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cylinder and only burns at one end of the grain (cross-sectional

end)w producing a quantity of gas per unit time which is not _,

sufficient to accelerate the rooket; the second parts on the

other handI which ignites after the first pert has burned outo

has a large burning su_sce which ensures the acceleration

required. It should also be mentioned that in this construction

two slide b_s cennected by rings have been provided for the

launching of the projectile. On this device the projectile slides

with its guide pieces which are attached on the lateral wells of

the chamber, The disadvantage of this projectile is its complicated

construction end significant dead weight constituted by the turbine.

Moreover t it is unlikely that a reliably functioning turbine with

a powder gas flow of a temperature of about 2500aCt will be obtained.

After examining all the methods of stabilizing e rocket

projectile one comes to the conclusion that the most efficientt simple

end economical for non-rotating projectiles is the use of tell

surface stabilizers Cteil stabilizing fins)_ end for rotating projectiles _

the use of ready-made attachments on the projectile for firing t
!

from an e_tended launcherl and transmitting rotation to the I

projectile by the effect of combustion products as in Hall's !
i

rocket of the choice of method depends. In each case on the
F

CS3) requirements.

6. Powder rockets for s_ecial ouroosm

In this part the reader will become familiar with some rocket

models that do not belong to the above types.
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In chapte¢ II it was pointed out. when dealing with the net

efficiency coefficient thatB in cerCaln cases, a consderable effect

can be achieved from using the energy of the charge by increasing

the ejected mass and at the s_e time reduolng the exhaust velocity

of the combustion products, Fig. 40 shows a model of a projectile

based on this principle (a.P. I_258). The rooket-propelling charge

is enclosed in the chamber (I) which is placed inside the body (2)°

This body contains the explosive ch_geo Between the chamber and "_

the explosive projectile there is s free hollow space (3)

which is connected with the air through the slanting ducts (4)

and (5) bored into the anteclor and posterior end of the

projectile. In the forward movement of the projectile through

the elf the counterflow of the air penetrates through the slanting _-

anterior ducts and reaches the chamber (6) after passing through the

hollow space (3). In the chamber it mixes with the combustion

products of the oha_ge. Because of the slanting position of the

ducts (4) end (5) the projectile begins to rotate.

Fig. 41 (f.p° 499710) shows a similar construction used in

navel torpedom, It differs from the above only by the fact that

the suction ports for the su_oundlng medium ere installed on the

latecel surface of the torpedo and the torpedo does not rotate when

moving forward,

The winged rockets 0 sometimes celled aerial torpedou.

have a special place among rockets. They have, so to speak.

an intecmediete position between ectillery she_ and aircraft,
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They are the same as the former in their operational employment and the

high rates of travel, but in their appearance the aerial torpedoes

resemble aeroplanes, for most of them possess wings and an automatically

operated controlling device.

The French patent No. 502562 (Figs. 42 and 43) shows c_ite a

detailed study of an atrial torpedo with rocket motor.

The body of the torpedo (I) (Fig. 42) containing the

e_piosive change end the fuel supply, is provided with wings (2)

and has stabilizing surfaces (3) on its tail and rudders (4) and (5).

The rocket motor (5) and nozzle (?) together form _he extension of

the body. A mixture of gasoline and nitrogen tetroxyde is used as fuel,

each component is sbocket in a separate tank in the torpedo body

end is fed into the combustion chamber by means of electromotor-

driven pumps. A storage battery provides for the feeding of the

electromotor end the drive of the gyroscopes _hich operate the

rudders. All auxiliary machinery is placed in a special

compartment (8). To avoid a substantial displacement of the

torpedo's center of gravity due to fuel consumption, the fuel

tanks are arranged symmetrically to the center of gravity. Thus

the tanks (9) are intended for fuel and the tanks (10) for the

oxidizer.

To impart an initial velocity to the torpedo e special

catapult (Fig. 43) is used for launching. It has the form

of an inclined slide bar (I) held in piece by two supports (2).

-94 I
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The torpedo is put on special sliding carriages (3) that slide along the

inclined slide bars, A pole (4) with a piston (5) on its anterior

end is fixed on the bottom of the sliding cez_riage, This piston

(a_) enters a cylinder fixed on Lhe slide bars,

In its central portion this cylinder has several openings in the

lateral wells underneath the piston. A small powds_ charge is

pissed, When this charge is ignited the powde_ gases push

the piston and the torpedo carriage forward simultaneously.

After having passed through the cylinder opening the piston

compresses the air inside the anterior of the cylinder _hereby

the cec_riage is slowed down t _hereas the torpedo takes off from

the ce_mriage as a result of inertia. The rocket motor starts

operating at the m_ment of take-off, To initiate the ignition

of the fuel a small charge of slowly burning powder is placed into

the combustion chamber, Thls charge is ignited by a Bickford

fuze before the launching of the torpedo,

This powder charge heats the heat-insulating cover inside the

chamber which serves to ignite the liquid fuel fed into the

chamber. In order to use powder fuel in that type of torpedo so that

operation of the rocket motor is uninterrupted the following

appliance (f,p, 512_77) has been devised, Finely ground powder

is put into the container (1) (Fig. 44) and passes through s,

special valve [2) in small quantities into the combustion

chamber (3) where it ignites as it falls on a heated screen.
t
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The plug of the valve is set rotating with the help of a

transmission gear opeceted by an ordinary wind _eel mounted [
!

on the snterlor section of the torpedo, This motor construction I

is not st all tellable t for if the gases accidently peuss through the I
I

valve the charge in the container may explode. i

i,
Fig, 45 shows an aerial torpedo with folding wings (fop, 522 861] i

The rocket-propelllng che_ge is in the tall section (I)i i:
I:

_lich is divided by shesrlng _ells into sev_ai chambers (2] each [

provided with a nozzle. The explosive charge is located in the central Jl+

(3). Thep,op l (4) f ed on (S)and iven by

the counterflow of air is mounted on the head piece, The nut (6] connected

with the valve rods (?) which erosfor their pert connected

with the link structures of the wings, can move along the screw, ii

The wey in which this device operates is clear from the diagrams.

The construotlon according to the French patent No. 492660 (Fig. 46)

should also be mentioned. The torpedo body consists of t,o pm-ts (I)

and (2) whioh are firmly connected by bars (3). The explosive ohe_ge (4}

is located in the anterior pm_ and concentrically to it two

circular hollow spaces (5) and (6) _lich are also Bepa_ted by s

circulal- int_s_ce and consist of independent chambers (?) packed

tightly with a powder mixture. A turbine _eml (8) which hss

s common shaft with the pcopeller (9) is mounted on the posterior

p_. When the charge burns in th_ _ket the powder gases set

the turbine lheel and st the seinetime the propeller rotating

as they draw along the air _ioh penetretes through the cimul_

spsce "d",

i
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In the present case the author of the project _ntended to

utilize the reectlve force of the powder g_ses and

the propulsive force produced by the propeller simultaneously i.e.

to obtaint so to speskt double efficiency from the charge.

Projects of this type are not r_e and this construction will therefore

be dealt with in detail to demonstrate the inadequacy of the

ides of a "double" utilization of the charge.

To begin witht when the turbine or to be more correct the

support shaft rotates under the effect of the gsaes a reaction

occurs in the opposite direction to the movement of the

app_atus. This reaction almost completely neutralizes the

propulsive fore produced by the rockets.

Furthermore, because of additional energy losses arising

from the heating of the turbine _heel due to friction in the

bearings etc._ not ell the energy of the gases is transformed

into propeller thrust. In the end that system may be more

economloel in certain cases than a simple rocketI but not

(b_) because of a "double= qtilization of the energy of the gases0

only because of an increase in the mass discharged by the propeller

and the reduction of the velocity of discharge in comp_rlson with

a simple rocket [chapter III pare, 2),

It is evident that in the present case the benefit obtained

involves a far more compiexe construction, i

Of the peculiaurmodels of rocket proJectllest the French

patent No. 590626 (Fig, 49) should be mentioned. The rocket

chemb_ (I) is provided wlth two twisted knees [2) for the i
!

exhaust of the combustion products _hich set the rocket rotating, t"
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A propeller (3) producing an axlally directed propulsive force is

firmly connected to the chsmber,

When the charge burns in the chamber the gases flow through the bent

knee and set the chamber rotating togethsr with the propeller,

Such a pro_tile must have e small net efficiency coefficient and

should only be used when a @low vertical teke-off with ample

stability is required, This is likely to be the case in signal

flares and tracer bullets (smoke shells).

There is another even more peculiar project Ca,p. 17839 from

1907) consisting of a boomerang shaped rocket filled with explosive

and lighting charges. _uch a projectile may at the utmost be used for

fireworks but it is quite difficult to imagine it being used in

_N_rfaree

C68) At the beginning of this chapter combined rockets were mentioned. :

A combined rocket is an apparatus in _hich the individual

parts are dropped during flight to reduce the weight of the

apparatus. It has already been oolnted out that it is only useful

to drop parts _hen the remaining parts contain a rocket-propelling

charge, i
I

Fig. 48 sho_ the simplest model of a combined rocket. (I) and 1

(2) ere the rocket-propelling charges located in two separate I:lchambers t (3) is the payload t (4) the addltionel charge that ignites

after the oombueti_n of the charge (2) and effects the dropping of the
|

posterior chamber and the ignition of the charge (I]. Only

the upper part of the rocket continues its trajectory in the same

direction as before.
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WI denotes the weight of the charge in the upper pert of the

rocketp

W2-the weight of the charge in the lower part of the rocket t

P1_the deed weight of the upper part,

' p2-the dead weight o£ the lower part.

By applying formula (5) for the velocity of the rocket we obtain

the following expression for the velocity of the (combined)

rocket at the end of combustion of the lower charge :

b/
2 ).

V I = u In (I +Wl + Pl �P2

Obviously also the upper part of the rocket has the same speed

at the moment _I_ the lower pert is dropped, The velocity imreese

of the upper part due to the combustion of its own charge is :

I{2 = I/ in (I + _--_),

and the total velocity of the upper part :

= 2 i OJ1 :'
%' 1/'I + %'2 = U In (1 +Oj--_-.-+-._-l_p2 ) + 1:1 1 + P--"_[I?)

If the low_" pert of the rocket is not dropped at e certain _,

moment w the rocket velocity at the end of the combustion of both

chergem would be :

V' = u In ( 1:_. + 2 _}
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By substituting and comparing these equations it is easy to

demonstrate in general that in any value of the charges and the dead

weights in all oases

V_ V

Without enlarging upon these changes a numerical e_ample will

be given and it be assumed for the sake or slmpilclty that

L_I _2
= = Pl = P2

1.e, that both parts of the rocket have the same weight m that the

weight of the charges is equal to the deed weight,

Taking into oonsld_atlon that the sum of the logarithms of two

numbers is equal to the logarithm or the product of the numbersm

we then deduoe from lquction (19) that V - u In 2.669 d 0.98 u

and from equatlon (18) that V I . 0.69 u.

Hmce the velocity of the upper rocket which drops its iowa

chembe¢ at the end or the combustion or the charge is hlghs¢ than

the velocity of the Whole rocket with the same total charge which

does not cast off a part,

This also applies to a rocket composed of any numbe¢ of parts _"

lhich are dropped one after the other.

A sufficiently studied combined rocket demign is not yet available

only some proJm:t8 have bg_l publiBhed in diagram fo_m in the _rks of

Celonel goddard and otharm,
ii _ II II I I I

Photm of aome of thesl _OjICt8 mcLnly concarning _ketl with liquid
fuel hive been publilhed in Professor N,A, Ryr_Ln's book (The Rockets)
from 1929, ,_
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The theory of this problem was thoroughly treated, in the work

of K.E, Ziolkowskij '%he cosmic rocket aircrafts" in 1929.

The main technlcai _robl_ of combined rockets corgis=r,

in designing a device for the sepluration of the peat tc ue _-op_ _ I

end in securing the stability of the remaining part at the moment

of separation and during continued flight. Therefore it does r_t

seem worth constructlng powder rockets in the form of combined

[?O) rockets t especially not r___ets for warfare _hich should be i_

easy to construct end in addition be reliable and have a high

accuracy of fire.

Fig. 49 (f.p. 406185), shows a combined rocket I more

accurately s combination of an artillery shell and a rocket.

[71) The design of the rocket is similar to an ordinary shrapnel.

The explooing elements are rocket shaped and mounted on the shutter

(1) inside the body end are secured by m wooden disk [2),

When the primer (3) is ignited by the time fuze the shutter (I)

springs forweurdI tears off the had of the projectile by means

of the Frlm_ry igniter (4) and ejects the rockets mhich are

given additlcnel acceleration by their own charge which is ignited

by the OaSeS of the primer. Each rocket (Fig. 49a) consists of

e body enclosing the rocket-propelllng charge end the stabilizer

mhlch can be pushed out, This stabilizer is llke a tube with a rlm I

and slides within the ring connected to the body, This

projectile is used for firing at a_isl teurgets.
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on by the pilot in the cockpit. On the outside of the body there

are two rinps -(6) to fix the rockets onto the airplane, As can

be seen from Fig, 51t the rockets may either be fixed on the wings

or directly onto the fuselages.In the second case the nozzles ire

arranged in such a way as to for.: an angle with the axis of the

rocket to prevent the gas flow from touching the stabililtzing

flns or the propeller.

The number of rockets, their size, their position end their

order of op_ratlon ere determined in every specific case by their

C?2) task and the construction of the airplane.

It 13 obvious that the fundamentel principles of rocket propulsive

use are the same for ell other machlnes-ter_restrielor navel apparatus-

only the technical details which are determined by the features of the

sppez-atus_r_llbe _Ifferent.

CHAPTER -V-

ROCKETMOTORSWITH LIQUI_ PROPELLANT

I. _..enero.l,cormldermtlonm

(?3) In the first chapt_ns it was pointed out that rocket motors

with a high efflclenoy p_ unit weight can only be obtained with

liquid propellmnta ,here the propP._lantis fed into the combustion cham_er

in the liquid and not in the vaporized state, It _ _lso emphasized

that rookets with liquid p_pellants ace mcinly used for high-

altitude flights; tharef©re the utilization of alr 88 an oxidizer

18 likely to c_se difficulties,
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In the simplest cases the liquid fuel is a homogeneous liquid

lhloh has the property of libfating a great number of gaseous

products on its decomposltlon at high tmpfetures and that contains

the oxygen rqoeesemy for combustion (monopropells_t). Such

substances Ire known leog, nltroglyoerin) but they are highly

explosive and very dangerous to handle and for these reasons

they cm_not be used in rock_cs°

Therefore the use of propellants consisting of two oomponents -

the fuel and the oxidizer - is at prment under discussion. These

two oomponents are stored eepemately in different tanks and are mixed

in the combustion c;mmber of the motor or before anteing it,

Propellmnts composed of severaL1 oxidizers and fuels are more

complicated, In this case the two components are _lth_ _tored separately

or dissolved one in the other,

The combustible of a rocket motor has to fulfll all technical

and _ractlcal requirements, It must have a high heat-generatlng

capscity which is of major importarce for the exhaust veloclty

of the combustion products, At the see time it must heve a high

density in order to reduce the size and the weight of the fuel tank

dllch repr_mts a deed night.

The boiling point and the heat capeclty of the llquld p,

propellant heve to be very hight for the propellant is used for

cooling the heated parts - the cembustion ch_ber and nozzle of the

motors The boiling point of the propellant nhould be higher then

normal for the handling of liquid gasm is rather difficult, _'

DIUGINAI_PAGEm
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For a better mixture of the components of the propellant {to i
i

obtain a homogeneous operating mixture in the combustion cherubs) t;

it is desirable that these components dissolve jointly. The I.

individual components must not have explosive or toxic propertiese
4

Lastly the components of the propellant h_ve to be Industrleily

accessible and inexpensive.

Such propellant that meets entirely all the aforesaid

requirements is as yet unknown. Therefore one has to choose from i_

the great numb_ of known fuels (propellants) and oxidtzsz's= those

combinations that m-e likely to produce the best results in given
i

working conditons of the motor,

2. Liquid ,oxid.izers ["

Oisrega_ding the substerces that yield an insignificant I
!

heating effiolenoy in fuel mixtures and those _hloh are not easily :

acceaslblst the following single and compound substances used as

oxidizez's for any fuelI rosybe chosen,

For the evaluation of the relative and absolute thermal values

of these oxidizers Table 5 indloetes the temperature of combustion

of the mixture of each of these oxidizers with the same propellant0

namely toluene C?_. The given values of thermei efficiency of these

mixtures apply to g_esus combustion pnoducts end also the liquid

state of all oxidizers has been taken into account0 as well as the heat

of formation of the oxidizer and the propellant.
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TABLE -4- i
|| i,

0 in @
Tempera-sches Ge. Graden

_)ChemJ_che wicht In )$chme!z Siede_ ) tur der
_ - _ Ent-stehung

Bezeichuu_ig Formel flfissigem punkt punkt Bildung]
Zus tand kal/kg. [

Salpeters_urc
HN05 ' ,52 -42 P6 42,4 :

|6)Wasserstoff- ZersetztL_

Superoxyd H202 _,_6 - 1,7 sich bei
,o2

--l_Tetranltro- ' ' 1OO 0 44,5

methan 0(}[02)4 I,65 +13 !26 _ .7
_) ,_]tickstoff-

Tetroxyd N2 C 4 1,47 - 9,3 22 5,02

Saue stoff 02 1,14 -227 182,8 0

_4/Ozon_ 03 1,45 -251,4 ,_112 -34,5

{ Oxidizer 8] Molecular heat of f-or-marion i.n

Name kil_am-calories :
Formula 9 Nitric acid
S pecifio grawity in 10 Hydrogen peroxide
the liquid state 11 Tetranltro-mmthane

5) Temperature in degrees 12 Nitrogen tetroxide
centigrade 13 CKygen

761Melting point 14 Ozone
Boiling point 15 Decomposes at 100° _

As can be seen from Table 4 the first four oxidizers mrs liquid !

at normal tempmratura, Among them nitrogen tetroxlde and |_ir

tetranitromethsnehave the highest and almost equal thermal efficiency. _

Nitric acid, in spite of its high oxygen content, yields a lower

thermal effect which can be explalned by its considerable heat of

formation. Hydrogen peroxide ham an intermediate position in the

generation of heat.
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The liquid state of the oxidizer at normal temperatures is a

very useful property. Therefore the properties of the first four

oxidizers should h_ exemlned thoroughly.

Concentrated nitric acid is e rather stable compound with

a high specific gravlty e it preserves its liquid state in a

convenient temperature range (from 42oc to + 86oc).Of all oxidizers

it is the most accessible end inexpensive product of the chemical

industry.

)"A e L E...-5-

._OPELLANT COMPOSITION THERMAL EFF_-IEN_Y, cal/kg

i i ] i i ii...... i _ . ...... Ilia I i

36m_03 + 507H8 1460

_2o2 + eta8 _60o

30(_02)4+c7_ _?_o
_i_2o4 + 2c,_a _72o
_02 +C7118 2280

_ _?B8 2B20

ORIGINAl)P_GE IS

• In resctlve apparatus intended for flight within the atmosphere _,

nitric scld is likely to be the most competitive of all oxldizu-s. In

hlgh-eititudm apparatus more efficient oxidizers ore recommended to bring

about s reduction in the fuel supply.

Hydrogen peroxide H202 is a very unstable liquid which decomposes

by bubbling at I00oC and gives off heat. Under the influence of

light or heat it decomposes into water end free oxygen.
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Hydrogen peroxide can be stabilized by adding small quentltles

of cert_Ln chemical compoundst e.g. aci_0 soap_ some e_hers end the

like. The use of stabilizers ensures the formation of a _oncentrat_d

end at the same time stable hydrogen peroxide° Porous and puiverous

substances, many salts_ lye solutlons|metals and their salts on

the othew hand_ ere catalysts promoting the decomposition of hydrogen

peroxide° Lead oxid% the metals of the piatlnum group end others

ere examples..Thel-efore a s_ies of measures have to be taken when

storing and handling hydrogen peroxide to prevent it from

decomposing°

In addltlonj since hydrogen peroxide is a very expensive _roduot

difficult to procurem it is quite evident that it is unsuitable

for the rocket motor.

TetrsnltromethenE C(N02)4 does not burn, does not mix with H2O

and has a v_ry high rate of evaporation. An important disadvantage

in its use is the high temeprature at _hich it turns into the solid

state. HoweverI this disadvantage is easy to eliminate by adding

substances to lower its melting temperature [melting point).

Since this oxidizer has a high specific _ravityt furthermore a high

boiling point and a high thermal efficiency when mixed with the propellant=

it has to be counted among the most advantageous oxldizers° The

only reason Why tetranitromethane has not yet been extensively used

in rocket motors is that there is no mass production.

However_ the situation may change, for tetrenitromethem_ is not

only a useful oxidizer for rockets but also a component of efficmceous

explosives. Mixtures of tetranltromethaneand naphtha p_o_uots

have alresdy been suggested by Vinand.
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(75) Nitrogen tetroxide N204 has the same thermal efficiency in fuel

mlxtures as tetranitromethane, but it has a lower specific gravity and

a lower boiling point which make it difficult to use in the _arm season

(s=mer).

Modern technology has complete command of the production of

nitrogen tetroxide. In foreign countries nitrogen tetroxide is extensively

employed for peaceful and military purposes. It is used for the )

production of highly concentrated nitric _id as a bleoching agent I

ss e component of high explosives etc. Explosive mixtures of pure nitrogen

tetroxide wlth any other fuelI e.g. carbon disulfide t hydrocarbons

with nitration products of aromatic hydrocarbons t vegetable and

animal oils and organic fatty acids had already been suggested by

Professor Turpin in 1878 end have become known under the name of

panclastites. In the last years of the imperelistic war nitrogen

tetroxide mixed with gasoline and other combustibles was used in

France for charging aerial bombs.

Although the qualities of nitrogen tetroxide in the rocket motor

are inferior to those of tetranltromethane, nitrogen tetroxide because

it is an easily obtainable oxidizer is of great interest at present

for it produces more effective propellents than nitric acid.

The fact that nitrogen tetroxide can be mixed with many organic

substances that serve as fuel, e.g, gasoline t toluene and others o

is very important and is likely to improve the burning condi_ns of the

fuel in the combustion ohamber of the rocket motor,

?_GE IS

O_ I,oOY"
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The main draw-beck of nitrogen tetroxide is its relatively low i-

boiling point (+ 22=C). As to the solidification temperature (-9.3oC), i,
!_

the slightest impurity makes it fall by some ten dec_rees. Of the

other short-comings of nitrogen tetroxlde the destructive effect of ,

its vapors on some metals _nd its toxicity has to be mentioned. However, it ,_'
iv

must be born in mind thet the working conditions of the rocket motor i

iJ
parts and its euxili_ry machinery, e.g. the pumps end pipes which i

!
only come into contact with the fuel when the motor is in operation, !

make it possible to use a metal with a low chemical resistance.
w

This results from the short operating period of the motor, lasting

only for several seconds or minutes.

t
A higher chemic=1 resistance is required, only for metals

used to fabricate the tenks for the etorsge and transl.- of the

oxidizers. Modern technology has metals at its disposal that

can resist the corrosive effects of nltrogen tetroxide for some time.

(For instance, VEA steel, "Energe 6" steel from the "Eiectrostal"

plant, duralumin and others).

I
In the discussion on liquid oxygen and ozone it must be pointed out

that these substances, as shown by Tables 4 and 5, when mixed with

propellents yield fuels with a hlgh_r h_t-genereting capacity.

Thorough examinations prove that nitrogen tetroxlde ms it is

a heavier oxidizer can successfully compete with liquid

oxygen and can in certaln cases obtain a longer flying range
m

with the same propellant and a rocket of equal weight and construction.

Tetranltromethane, still heavier than nitrcgen tetroxlde, always

produces a greeter effect than liquid oxygen.
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The admlxture of ozone increases the density of liquid oxygen

and is therefore desirable,

[78) Moreover mhen taking into account that oxygen is a liquid

gas with a ve_/ low boillng point, which makes it very inconvenient to

use, and furthermore that in the combustion of pure oxygen very

high temperatures are produced _ich have a destructive effect on the

martial of the m_tor, it becomes evident that the role of liquid

oxygen as an oxidizer in rocket motors has been given more atter_ion

then it deasrves,

The main draw-back of liquid ozone is its instebillty as an

endothermic compound, Moreov_ this aspect of liquid ezone has not

yet been sufficiently studied and th_ore the solution or the

problem or its profitable use in rocketry necessitates a series

of investigations in order to examine its physical and chemical properties,

For e complete understandlng or the properties of these oxidizers,

some characteristic date are given in Table 6 on the assumption that

toluene I) is used as the fuel,

F_0m this table it appears that in fuel mixtures hydrogen pm-ioxide

end nitric acid have combustion temp_atures with the _eat_t

generation of gas, Tetranltromethane end nitric acid farm the heaviest

mixture and oxygen and ozone the mixture that produces maximum heat,

.... | ] ell

1) The numbers in the lut column of the table have been c_culated
on the understanding that the net _ficlency coefficient
of the motor is 0,5,
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TABLE -6-.

...........................................
..... I .-._.ne.;, ,._r ..._.s .._;..,u -- ] F.;i . :£_,._f; ra%lR" ._;;;}r_J.n- ,
_.)XVO..,FI.T..IODS-_,..... _ } ;' .] .,,
'-.J,.. b t,,, .L. I _ --A.m, | ...... _"--" .......... _*" ' _

laes u_--_:',,r..Oxy-I _:_. ,_e- d_,_- V_.,r-- idea- keit
I '.a:[scb.es!_,-q_,:i--1%rJ.eb::-.k]eml.- brrr:.-- !en d::s'

• _.it " .?,<smi1--Istoff scb_'s n:_n-r:':.-Vet- [';],%-
Toluol "tel Kal/kgl pr'.....4."_kbren- s tr_-

_) %e bei nung :aens -
g] {,:{.cbbei _,Isek

' bl._i.--. _l e .i r.h "
bende_o Ibiei
Druek ibend e._:

Druek

_Sazpet er-_) :

super- 1,52 87,0, 13,() ' 1600 922 5070 2590 .
oxyd

T_fr,_- IO) _ . ,-,-
'met hart ) !.

St., _.k., ,.offI_

i(Sa"tpe'ter?) i !,31 81,8 !8,2 1720 686 4420 2680iTetr oxyd

._auerstef 1,06 75,8 2'4,2 22.90 650 5200 3!00 "'

_zone. 1,25 '75,8 24,2 2820 650 6000 84-30

11 Oxidizer2' SpecifM gravity of the mixture with toluene
3 6hrav_e_tic ratio
4 Thermal eff&ci_ncy of the mixture kLt.og_m-ceCorie8

5 Volum_ of combustion products mt cor_st_ntpressure _,
6 Ideal combustion t_mp_ature at constant pr_sure
? Exhaust velocity m p_r s_.
a of oxidlz_
b of fuel
8 Nitrio _id

9 Hydrogen peroxide

101 T_renitr_-_hane

11 Nitrogen tetroxlde
I_ Oxygen

13) Ozone
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3. Liquid fuels i'

(Propellants, combustibles) ii

Of the Fuels which only yield gaseous products on combustion t [
P

the hydrocarbons end pure hydrogen deserve g_setest attention. !

Since the heat of combustion and the volume of the combustion

products of hydrogen is greater and the combustion tmpecature lower

than that of carbont hydrogen is a more useful Fuel than carbon.

For the same reason the hydrocarbons ere superior as they have a

hlghe_ hydrogen than cembon content. However, this observation

is not true of all hydrocarbons.

It is well-known that the compounds with the highest hydrogen

content ere the open-chain saturated hydrocarbon compounds (of

a Fatty nature) with the type Formula CnH2n+2° This clearly shows

that the lower mmbe_-s oF this series whloh contain the smallest

number of carbon atom have the relatively highest hydrogen content.

Table ? provides some data of saturated hydrocarbons and

For the purpose of comparison the same data of unsaturated

end m_mtic hydrocm-bons e as well as of alcoholse In all

(78} cases liquid hydrogen man used as the oxidize:-.The table

gives the lowest thfrmal efficiency that cor.r,sspondo to the gaseous

state oF the combustion products.

This tabie permits the evaluation of different hydrocarbons

as a pPopellant. It becomes clear that the heat-generatlng capacity

o£ the hydrocarbons with a relatively high hydrogen content

differs only slightly From the heat-generatlng capaclty of the

other members of this series t so that the choice of one or the

other of these compounds is exclusively determined by their me o£
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handling end their low price. Evidently_ napthe constituents with

their considerable density_ high boiling point and low viscosity

are most advantageous, Gas oll and petroleum may be cited as

examples i they evaporated within the range of 150 - 300°C I_
I

and when mixed with oxygen they yield a heat efficiency of about I

22B0 kilogram-calories, "

Because of the considerable negative heat of formation lli

of .ethylene and acetylene_ these compounds have the highest heat-

generating capacity among the known carbon end hydrogen compounds,

Both compounds can be used in the form of liquid gases, Other

members of this series are difficult to obtain i have a low_ heat

efficiency than the two aforesaid members and are therefore less _'
!

interesting. [

One has to bear in mind that the. _able indicates the heat t

efficiency of Ikg of the mixtures of propellant and oxidizer

l
Coxygen) different to the usual data given in reference works I_

|,

which give the heat efficiency for Ikg of propellent on the understanding

that the oxidizer (oxygen) is taken from the ambient air.
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TABLE -?-

in lelstg. |_'raft-- sche iBest,_.ndtel! .___ tig- _ _J
-'.toll Forme3 aE'-_o-n"_J-iias-- keit Graden rvon 10j_

len- set- in S]'eae- iSc_,elz 1 kg 71

stoff stoff fl_s OUllkt punkt doGe- A

I
stande |

i_j_e- Methan I_) CH 4 66,7 33,3 0,415 -161,4 i -184 2250- I

sit iPenthan C5H12 88,33 16_67 0,621 28,0 I -151,5 2280

Llg 40kthau [C8H18 84_2 15_8 0,707 - - 2280

_e JDekan C10H22 84_5 15,5 0,747 174 - 32,0 2270

Parafin C20H 4 85,1 14,9 0_778 205 33 2280

12) ,.n-,_thylent_ C2H4 85,7 14,3 0,566 -103,8 -'b.q,,4 2400 I

_e_IDekaty].en C10H20 85,7 14,3 0_763 160 - - 2230-;_tI
t_zetylen C2H 2 92,3 7,7 0_451 - 83,6 - 85 2750

l

IE_ _;o P.enzol l_ C6H 6 92,3 7,7 0,878 79,6 5,5 2300 I

_a.-,Toluol C7H 8 91,5 8,7 0,866 110,5 -95,1 2280 _.i'
.i- ,Xylol C8HI0 90,6 9,4 0,879 144 -27 2280 1

;ch_4Naphtalin CIoH 8 93,8 6,2 1,145 217,9 80:1 2260
L_

.e Ia].kohol CH40 37,5 12,5 0,792 64,5 -97,8 1825

.__A!kohol C2H60 52_2 15,0 0,789 78,5 -117,3 2030

1) Fuel 2) Formula 3) Gravimetre- ratio , _ e) Density in the
liquid state

4) of carbon 5) of hydrogen 9) Temperature in degrees centigrade

8) boiling po$3t 9) melting point 10) Heat efficiency of I kgmixture C_l

11) Saturated 12) _ethene -Pentane -Octane - Dec_ne -Paraffin

"3 unsaturated 14) Ethylene- Oecyl - Acetylene

15) aromatic 16) Benzene - Toluene - Xylene - Naph.thalene

I?) Alcohols 18) _ethyl alcohol -Ethyl alcohol.

ORIGINAL PAGE 18 --115
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With respeot to their hest_-germating capacity the n_omatic

hyd_erbom (be_e_e m tolu_e and others) are equal to the nephthe

and terndistlilatea and from this point of view they sz'e euplclor _ they

are eeusi_ to obtain and less exp_tvs,

The _lcohois0ethet_ m re:ida and other organic compounds which

contain oxygen m here lms chance o£ being used in rocket motors I

for their oxygen content and their high ro_tion heat _s evidence

of partlel combustion m d_ich makes the potent_ energy o£ these

propsllsnts lowe_ than that o£ the above.

(_o) To corclude it may be stated that o£ eli organic compounds

that _Pe liquid st normal tuaperstu_ m the heavy but not pertlcul_iy
(
)

viscous naphtha distillates m e.g. petroleum and gemoline eros the i).
most advantageous and dss_ve the most attention, Co_espondtng i

)

dlstiiletes of bltumlnous cosiest and lignite tar can be used i

)
with equal success, !

It should be stated that in some cases the use o£ solid i

ihydrocembon8 dissolved in llquid propell_nts t e.g. o£ r__ene

in toluene or pot_loum m _y be edventag_so The density and

f

boiling point can thus be incr_ed without changing the heet

efficiBnoy of the fuel.

0£ the most liquld g_m_ul hydrocarbons only ebhylsrm and

eoetyierm _e worth mentioning, Acetylene mixed with oxyg_ produces

19_ more heat th_n s corresponding mixture of naphtha distillates,

Yet thQ low dermlty of this substance pc_ents it From being highly

efficient, Petroleum Which hob a louer hu_genersting cP_Jecit),b_t

a hlohur dormity effects a longer £lying range in a rocket them the

a_oresald llqu_isd g_ in the same rookS.
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Light fuel requires tanks of cor_sld_rahle volume end weight, The

pipe system_ the pumps and the c_bustion chamber have to be large.

As a result the dead weight c? the rocket apparatus may be quj_e

consl_e_ablw I sometimes .unacceptable, Thus the the_ efflr.iency

per unit volume of fuel is one of the most important factors determining

the choice of the fuel,

Liquid hydrogen has s Ji,Jtof extremely useFul prope_cles. It

hem the highest th_ efficiency and gas development of eel knoua_

propellants, The temperature produced by its combustion is lower

than any othe¢ fuels dealt with, However m the extremely l_w

specifi_ g_svlty of liquid hydrogen (0,0_" cancels eel its

positive properties as fuel,

Let us give a comDecatlve ev&tuatlon of two fuel mixtures:

on the one hand liquid hy_-ogB _,with Iiquid oxygen t on the oth_

hand gasoline with the seme oxidizer, The specific gl_avlty of the _

hydrogen-oxygen mlxtuce is 0.43 e the then_ee efficiency of I kg of this

mixture is 3030 ceeoriss, The corresponding veEues of the other !
;

mixture are 1,00 and 2280 caiories, _

lAs stated before I the maximum speed of the rocket is

BxpressBd by fol_mJla (5)| V 12,3.11_ '_ + _J-- )0= p

Supposing u_en _amining the two fuels that the weight

of the rocket p and the volume of thB Fuel tank are aquae 0 thich

is in accordance with the facts m for one fuel

_J

-,:_ ( 1 + _"---Vl = Ul ,, 1 )
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and for the other fuel:

v2 = u2 In (I + w2/p).

Whe_ever VI ) V2, VI/V2 > 1

and consequently I_

In(i+ l/P) !
Ul must be i. i

u2 in (I + w2/p)

In an equal n_ efficienoy coefficient of the motor the uI
u2

ratio for the two fuels chosen is 1.15. Supposing the volume of the fuel _,i

tank equals one s the values WI and W2 are obviously equal to the specific

gravity of the fuel concerned I i.e. WI = 0.42 and W2 = I. Hence

the lest expression (inequality) can be mitten as follows:

in (I, O--,-.t3.
P

p
This ex_cassion (inequality) applies to p 0,001, so that the ratio

WI , in the present case 0__43, has to be greeter than 430.
P P

Hence the rocket with hydrogen fuel will only develop a

higher speed than a rocket of ecplalweight with gasoline when

the fuel weight is more than 430 times greater than the rest of

the rocket weight, !_

In p_actice, however, the ratio of fuel weight to rocket I

weight does not exceed the multiple of one and it is probably i_

impossible to achieve such an swoellent value for the ratio, +

W as was calculated above, From this it appe_-s that the idea
P

of using liquid hydrogm as a propellant should be rejected.

OBIGINAI_p_GE II
0_,_POORqUAt_T_
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This example clearly proves the _treordinary importence of the

thermal efficiency per unit volume of the fuel.

By simi1_ calculation it can also be established that the use of

other liquefied g_sesI e,g. of methanei ethylenet acetylene as fuei

is impracticableend thet the proporties of liquid oxygen ere

inferior to other oxidizers. This fact deserves speciel ettention

for many authors only focus on the enumerated constituents of fuel.

Thus we come to the conclusion that the following substances

wiil be of the highest practical value in the immediate future

to rockets with liquid fuel; nit_-icacidt nitrogen tetroxide

end liquid oxygen among the evaileble oxldiz_rst and the heavy yet

not particulerly viscous naphtha end teordistillates among

the propellents. In the case of e bulL',mveilebility of

tetrenltromethenethis oxidizer togeth_- with heavy propellents

is likely to be the most efficient fuel o7 ell,

4. The orocedures of improving vhe quality of fuel.

we also think it necess_r_ to de¢l with L,ne of the existing

possibilities of proOucing a fuel with e high h_t-generating

cepecity end at the asme time increasing its specific gravity.

This procedure consists of using heavy solid subst,_nces_hich give

off conslder_ble heat on combustion, These substmncl_ include i

• number of metals and met_llolds cited in Teble 8= I

I
I
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T,A. B L E -B-

Name' Specific Heat of combustion of the Combustlon

gravity products- cal/kg products

i • i ii_ i n[ illI

Beryllium 1.84 5500 BeO

, i , . ,|it |

Lithium 0.53 4690 Li20
L I ---- i I _ • II II I I I I[ L Im | L

Boron 2.5 3950 8203 :-
i i i.. ' | , i i | i l

Aluminum 2.7 3780 AI203

i i i i i p ,, = ,, i i i .... " ....

Magnesium 1.74 3580 MgO

, ,,, ,, , , , , = • | .......

Sil icon 2.34 3300 8102

(82) The elements mentioned in the table produce no effect =hen

used in the pure state for their combustion products ere not volatile

substances. One has to make s compromise by combining the solid

propellant with a liquid propellant, e.g. with one of the propellants

_amined above, so that the heat of combustion of the solid admixture

is transmitted to the gaseous products of the liquid propellant and causes

an increase in the exhaust velocity. Noways•, difficulties of e purely

technical nature inevitably arise. To ensure a sufficiently quick

transmission of the heat of combustion of the solid partlclls to the

gas in the combustion chamber and the nozzle of the rocket engine t

3
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the size of the particles has to be sufficienc_ly small. In addition

a complete mixture of all the fuel co_oonents, (hydrocarbons, solid

admixture_ oxidizer) is necessary. In this case only the admixture

burns completely without affecting the regularity of the gas flow.

The supply of powdery substances to the combustion chamber

is difficult and not very useful for it is impossible to obtain

a sufficient reOUction in size even with the finest powder and

to achieve a homogeneous opm-eCb_g mixture in the combustion chamber.

The best results can be obtained by using a solid propellant in the

form of a suspension in the liquid hydrocarbon. However in this case

also the flne-_rain quality of the admixture is likely to be insufficient-

a part of the substance fed into the chamber will not burn fast

enough end will be ejecte_ through the nozzle, however, part of it

will accumulate on the inside of the nozzle wslls, i.e. will be

consumed unproductlvely.

It has been recently suggested that hydrogen compounc_ of

the elements mentioned in Table 8 should be used as a propellant,

in pertlcular silicon hydrides and boron hydrides as well as

the metalloid and metallo-nrgenic compounds of these elements.

However t the chemical compounds which can ectueu_ly be used are not

very numerous. Many of them have the following properties in common:

heterogenoua composition, spontaneous Inflemmabilityj to_iclty m

are not avalaible in bulke and a series of other prop_rtles

impeding the practical use of these compounds.
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On account of thAs it was suggested that the elements cited

in Table 8 should be used in the form of colloidal solutlons in a

liquid propellent. In this way the required homogeneity of the

soiution and a mmxlmum fineness admixture can be obtained and

at the same time the _ecific gravity of the fuel can be increased

considerably.

Of the e_aminfd elements beryllium end aluminum, which ere

technically available, are of the greatest importance for use in

colloidal solutions. Boron is also of interest es it forms an oxide

wibh a relatively Iow boiling point and is therefore volatile

under the conditions prevailing in the combustion chamber and the

nozzle of the engine.

A high content of metal or metalloid (admixture), yielding solid

products on combustion is desirable to increase the thermal efficiency

and the specific gravity of the mixture, but this percentage is

limited by the value of the permissible combustion temperature

and the conditions required to ensure e regular gem flow in the Jets

of the rocket engine (the solidproducts are carried along by the

gaseous products).

Table 9 clearly illustrates the effects of the admlxturea

on the heat-generating capacity of the fuel. A fuel consisting of

nitric acid and petroleum with the admixture of metallic beryllium

(83) was chosen as an example. The product of the thermal efficiency of lkg

fuel and of the specific gravity "d" of the fuel gives the thermal

efficiency of one unit volume.
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For the compilation of this table, the _entity of oxidizer

necessary for the combustion of the main fuel and the solid

admixture was used. It may be noticed that non-volatile

admixtures reduce the vclue of combustlon products per unit weight of

fuel mixture. Therefore not only the increase in the heat-generating

capacity of the mixture but also the reduction of the volume of

its combustion products has to be taken into account in

oraer to evaluate the effect of the solid admixture on the

quality of the fuel correctly.
O_O_A_ PAGE

T A B L E mg-

[" |

Fuel r._ermal efficiency per Increase Content

• .-
Unit _ight unit volume

cal/kg ca]/kg

e -- llj mmmlmumllmm

HN03+Petrodeum 1440 1920 - -
I _ _ I i mill ; l ii

HN03+ Pel:roleum +
3._/_ Be 1990 2430 aS._ 10

; - i ii ii _ ii i

HNO3 + Pel:roleum
9.2 Qt_Be 2130 _)(_0 54.1 20

,a

HN03 + P_roi_m
1o.8%Be _80 _20 _3.3 aO .i

..... I • I

0 This ahart surv_ of liquid fuelE shows that there is quite a

wide choice of fuels for rocket engines. Not eli of the afore-

se_d substances ere evslai01e at present and a series of experiments

have to be undertaken to ensure the efficacious use of several of them.
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H@wevert tl sv_Llab_e fu_s _ _ to solve tie actual

technical problems.

CH, APT ER -VI-

The construction of liquid-fuelled rocket engines

1. Introducto_ observations

Judging from the data published so far the problem of

constructing florid-fuelled rockets has not yet been solved if the few

experiments of propelling test apparatus that have been

undertaken in foreign countries are disregarded. This type of

experiment is frec_ently preceded by large-scale publicity but they

inevitably involved accidents and explosions. In almost all cases

they were due to the irregular operation of the engine.

This chapter deals with the fundamental prlnciples _hich in our

opinion must be accepted, of the construction of liquic_fuelled rocket

engines and the different models of the most important mechanisms of

the engine will be examined.

The most important problems in the elsboretion of the engine ere: fuel

supply to the combustion chamber, the combining of 8n operating

mixture in the chamber, ignition of the mixture, protection of the

engine from the effects of high temperature end the choice of the materiel -.

for the engine. These basic problems are discussed in the following

section.
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2. The supply of propellant to the combustion chamber

The task is to produce an excess _ressure to force the liquid

propellant into the chamber _ere it burns under pressure.

This pressure difference, the so-called supply pressure, is used to

overcome the resistance to the forward movement of the propellant in the

pipes and to inject this propellant into the combustion chamber.

Later the different systems of sypplying liquid _opellant

to the combustion chamber will be examined on the assumption that the

(85) chamber pressure is constant.

The liquid fuel, esstated above, consists usually of two

components - the oxidizer and the propellant t stored in separated

tanks for safely. For the same reason the two components are supplied

separately. The supply system is essentially the same in both

component s ; therefore the supply system of one compo.ent will

be exsmined in the following, this component b_in_ simply called

fuel.

To feed the fuel from the tanks into the combustion

chamber the following methods can be employed:

A. The fuel is directly forced from the tank into the combustion

chamber by means of compressed gas. There are two oossibilitles.

In the first case (Fig. 52) the come'eased gas is above the fuel
,Q

level (2) in the tank (3). The initial pressure of the gas has

to be chosen so that the volume being forced out of the fuel, the

pressure in the tank is el_ys higher than in the combustion chamber.
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To maintain the pressure constant in the combustion chamber a

reducing valve [_) may be used. In the second case (Fig. 53) the _

compressed gas (I) is in a special bellocn (2), celled e pressure .

accumulator. The gas reaches the tank [4) through the reOucing valve [3)

which maintains a constant pressure in the tank.

In comparing these two models it is quite clear that it is

not e_pedient to place the compressed gases and the fuel in the

same tank_ for the hlgh initial pressure of the gas demands

a heavy-weight tank. The second model is charecterlzed by

steady supply pressure, simple design and, as a result, reliability.

Hence this procedure may be employed in laboratory research work on rocket

motors and on Iow-efflciency rockets for short-range flights. This

procedure is inexpedient for high-powered apparatus because

of the heavy tank and pressure accumulators.

In the propellant supply system whlch uses compressed gas,

those gases should be used v_ich do not react with the propellant

in the tank. Such neutral gases ere: carbonic acid gas_ nitrogen

and rare gases. The utilization of air, hydrogen and several

other gases may result in an explosion in the pipes and tanks,

when the gases are allowed to come into contact with components with

•hlch they react. .,

Also the specific gravity has to be taken into account m for as e

result of the high pressure in the pressure accumulator the weight

of the gas becomes en important factor.

J

J
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This is evident from Table 10 which gives the weight of I cubic

meter of several gases at a pressure of 200 kg per square centimeter,

at normal temperature.

T A BU e -10-

3as Weight of 1 cubic Gas Weight of I cubic

meter in kg meter in kg

li i i I ._ ...... i .i i I Ill,

_ydrogen 18.0 Air 259

HalSum 35.5 Oxygen _5

Neon 180 Argon 359

Nitrogen 250 Carbonic 395

acid gas

Nitrogen is the most convenient of the neutral gases because

of its availability and its low specific gravity. The high critical

(87) temperature (+31oC) of the carbonic acid gas makes it very inconvenient.

It is very tempting to use hydrogen as it is 14 times

lighter than nitrogen. Hydrogen con be used without hesitation for

the propellant supply t but for the oxidizer supply safety preosutions

are re.3Jired. One such safety precaution is to separate the liquid

oxidizer from the gaseous hydrogen by means of a movable reliably

sealed partition well 0 as is shown in Fig. 53. If thls partition ,"

is missing0 a mixture of the oxldizer end the gaseous hydrogen,

that is an explosive mixture t may reach the combustion chamber

_hsn the engine comes to rest. If this explosive mixture ignites
4

fire will spread through the pipes to the tank and thus cause

an explosion. The same may happen in the propellant supply using

compressed air.
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In the promellant supply system whlch uses a pressure accumulators

the compressed gas _hich reaches the fuel tank cools due to expansion

end more so_ the qulcker the fuel is consumed. When the components

or one of the components of the propellant is liquefied gases the

cooling of the supply gas increases. This phenomenon has to be taken

into consideration when detaining the required quantity of

compresssd gas or its pressure.

In a propellant which consists entirely or pe_tially of

liquiefied gases the boi_Lng point of the supply gas at the supply

pressure has to be considerably lower than the temperature of the ii
!

liquefied gases which make up the propallont. Thus the use of nitrogen

is unsuitable for the supply of liquid oxygenp for the boiling point

of nitrogen is only by 13°C lowe_ than that of oxygen.

It is evident that at the temperature of liquid oxygen nitrogen vaporn

will have a very low elasticity and the_-efore a considerably higher

gravimstric ratio of nitrogen has to be used to obtain

the required pressure in the tank then in the supply of liquid at

(88) non_i temperatures. It is more adventmgeous to supply the liquid

fuel hy means of hydrogen _hoss boiling poin_.is ?O°C lower

than thau of oxygen or even better by Inert helium.

The prooedurs illustrated in Fig. 54 is a veuriant of the fuel

supply system using compressed gas. In the accumulator (I) liquefied

gas (2) _s found instead of compressed gas and the vapors pass

into the fuel tank (4) through the pressure _-educer (3).

Here the volume of the accumulator is considerably reduced.
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given off by the motor itself can be used to evaporate liquefied

gas in the accumulator t by diverting some of the combustion _roducts

of the fuel from the combustion chamb_ of the motor. Heating

can also be effected by electric current.

Tn all cases this method requires devices to regulate the heat

supply to the supplying liquid exactly.

Tnstead of the liquefied gas also solid and liquid substances

• hich ere capable of releasing e sufficient quer_lty of gas on chemicel

dr_composttton, can be used. Ordlnez_/ smokeless powder can be taken

as an example. Ho_mver, It is difficult to obtain a reguler

combustion of the powder and such a supply system cannot

r_l ated.

_. FueJ supply by pumps. Fuel supply by pumps has the advantage

of freeing the fuel tank of ir_nal pressure and thub allow a reduction

in dead weight.

The capacity of the Dump required for pumping in I kg fuel is

w = 10 [P +_}

75 %H

(88) P-belng the p_ssure in the combustion chamb_, p- the supply 6.

_ressure (excess _saure), _ H- the net efficiency coefficient

of the pump.

When P . 25 kg per eq.cm. P " 25 kg per sq. Cmt _H " $'_'

the p_f_e of the pump for 1 kilogram fuel pumped per second is :

W = 1_'50 _ 13.3 h.p
?3' 0.5
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As the fuel consumption in a rocket motor is measured in

kilograms and even in tens of kilograms per second the necessary

pump performance will amount to some tens or even hundreds of horsepower. !

The pump may be driven by an independent motor t but in this case |'

the sypply mechanism is bulky and complicated. It is much easier to use I

the energy of the rocket motor itself by diverting some of the combustion

products of the fuel from the combustion chembe_ tc set the pumps

in motion.

Let us undertake an approximate _Iculation of such a fuel supply

system for the particular case discussed above, in _hich the _equired ix
i

i
pump performance for 1 kg fuel pumped per second was 13.3 h.p. I.

i
Supposing the net efficiency coBffi_lu_t of th_motor coupled with I
the pump and _riven by the combustion products of the rocket motor,

equalled 0.2, an energy consumption for the supply of 1 kg fuel results

_ich corresponds to the force of 3_. 66.5 h.p.
0.2

When, on the other hand, the fuel has a h_t-gene_ating

capacity of 1450 kilogram-celoriea (mixture of nitric acid and petroleum)

and the net _fflclency coefficient of the rocket motor is 0.5, the

performance of this motor at s fuel consumption of I kg per second _LII

be according to formula (16):

N = _SO " Ores ..* 4_ = 4130 h.p.

75

The exper_iture of energy per second nece_ to force the fuel

in emounta to :

= 0.01_
4130

!
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i.e. to 1.6_ in ell of the performance of the rocket motor.

The edventege of this design lles no doubt in ,:elight-welght

construction of the muxliiery motor, In e fuel with a higher celorific

velue the relative energy consumption for the supply of fuel is stii_

lOWer,

The use of so-celled explosion pumps like the Hemfr_-OOer type

also oeserves attention.

Fig. 55 shows a diaqrem of this type of _ump, A certmin

quentity of one of the fuel components Pesses from the tenk through

the feed velve (3) into the pump chemh_r whereupon this valve shuts

end a smell cMentity of the other component is injected into t',le

chember through the valve (3), e.g; when the oxidizer is pumped the

propellent is injected; with the vapors of the oxidizer it fo.-ms en

explosive mixture. Follbwing the ignition of this mixture, e.g,

by meens of s 8perk, the pressure in the pump chember rises

eOruptly _ich causes the fuel to be ejected through the valve (4)

into the combustion chember of the motor, whereupon the inlet ve_.ve C5)

opens end the pressure in the pump chembe_ drops to etmospheric

pressure. The velve (3] regulstlng the supply of explosive mixture end t_

veive (Z] serving as the outlet for the gas from the ptk_p cylinder

efter the ejection of the fuel, have to be controlled by e epsciel

distribution mechanism. The valve (2] of the suction pipe and the

velve (4} of the pressure pipe mey ooerete eutometicslly in the

(90} chenglng pressure of the pump chember.
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The main deficiencies of the explosion-type pump are the

complicated distribution device for the valves, irreguieur operation

and as a result irregular supply pressure and finaZly the risk

of explosion in the case of the gases passing from the combustion chamber

through the v_.ve (4) into the pump chamber. These deficiencies can

be remedied to s certain degree by coupling several alternatlvely

operating pumps end by inserting gas valves into the suction and

pressure p_;_ lines.

C. Other supply systems. Several fuel supply procedures

will be deait with later _hich, though less expedient then the

already discussed methods_ are nevertheless quite interesting.

K.E.Ziolskoeskij who tried out several _eys of supplying

the engine in his works t suggested diverkin9 a part of the gases

C>_. from the combustion chamber and using their v_1ocity pressure in
a

_ _ special injector for the fuel supply from the tank into the

_0__." combustion chamber. This method is not advantageous for the net
9v

efficiency coefficient of the injectors is very low and therefore

a considerable amount of engine performance has to be used for the

supply of fuel.

Ib was suggested that the pressure of the vapors _hich form

_hen these liquids evaporate or are heated should be used for the ,,.'

supply of liquefied gases. This procedure is not essentially

cilfferent from the above (see fig. 54).

The suggestion of utilizing the reactive force to produce

pressure in the fuel tenk_ is quite ingenious. This is illustrated by

Fig. 55. The combustion chamber [3), is fixed on a piston (2) _llch

moves along the tank (5). The other tank (6) is separated from the tank

(_) through e movable piston (I) with e rod (4).
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As the engine is set in motion the reactive force exerted on the p_ston

(1) causes the propellant to flow from the tank (5) into the combustion

chamber, the oxidizer, on the other hand, is ejected from the tank

through the approaching pistons.

The calculation shows that only a very iow supply pressure can

be created by this method, very long tanks would be necessary to cr,_ate

a higher piston pressure.

Using the pressure of the air counterflow to produce pressure

in the tanks should also be mentioned. This method can be employed

at hight speeds in the lower strata of the atmosphere.

In rocket flight thes,_ two conditions are not likely to be found

together frequently.

Finally it was suggested that the inertia forces produced in

the accelerated focwerd movement of the rocket should be used.

The pressure obtained in this _ay in the tank is greatest at the i_
i

bottom of the tank and becomes greater the higher the level of the

liquid and the greater the specifSc gravity of the liquid and

the acceleration of the rocket. In practice this pressure does not

exceed several atmospheres and can therefore only be utilized

efficiently in connection with a pump mhlch supolies fuel from the tan_

to the pump cylinder.

By comparing the examined systems of supplying fuel to the

combustion chamber it eppesrs that for lo_-performance rockets and for

experimental research work it is most useful to apply a pressure

accumulator _lich ensures that the motor functions reliably.
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For high-performance rockets with a prolonged operation motor

and a long range of action the pressure accumulator is too heavy a

mechanism and in this case the required level of performance

can only be obtained by using a pump. The best results ere achieved

by using the gases of the motor itself to drive the pump.

3. The _reparation of the fuel

The quality cf the fuel is of major importance to the rocket

motor. The better the mixture of fuel components, the higher

the combustion rate and the more complete the combustion. The better

the system of preparation of the mixture the higher the net efficiency

coefficient of the motor and the smeller the required volume of

the combustion chamber.

It is pe_-ticulerly difficult to obtain a saEisfactory ,.,_^...-_-*,,-=-_f_.

fuel components in the rocket me,tot as the fuel consumption per second is

very high.

Two basic methods of preparing fuel have to be pointed out:

the r,lixingof fuel components outside the combustion chamber _
)

and mixing them inside the combustion chamber, li

Also a c_mbined system of mixing is practicable in _hich the partially imixed fuel is fed into the combustion chamber end the component

_hich is lacking is added separately.

From the point of view of obtaining a perfectly mixed fuel t

the engine in _hlch the components ere mixed outside the combustion

chamber I is without doubt more adveuntegeous. Fig, 5? shows this procc dur_

dlag_emmmticA11y. The mixture chamber (4) _hich can be celled the

ceurburettor is connected to the fuel tanks by the pipe (I) and with

the combustion chamber (2) by means of a tube with an injection

nozzle C3).
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In this method the combustion chambermay have a small volume for

the fuel is sufficiently mixed _hen it reaches the chamber.

However, it,is very difficult to apply this procldure

For ready-mixed liquid components are usually highly explosive.

Mixtures of nitric acid or nitrogen tetroxide with hydrocarbons

(panclastites) or mixtures of liquid oxygen and petroleum,

naphtha (oxyllquits) which are used _m_fere explosives, are of this type.

Such explosive mixtures explode most readily at the pressure produced

in the combustion chamber.

In order for such an engine to function regularly the supply rate

of the liquid mixtures from the c_rburettor to the combustion

chamber has to co;_respond e_actly to the _ropagetion velocity

of the combustion reaction in the fuel mixture.

Furthermore the oxidizer end the pzop_l_mt _._=t have the

capacity of mutual dissolution without chemicai interaction end of

remaining in the liquid state in the carburettor at the tmp_reture

at _hich they are mixe_ _f s liquid solution _ose combustion rate

can easily be regulated is qbtained the problem is solved.

Solid mixtures of this type are known.

For example, so-celled nitroglycerin _owder (cordite t beilistlte) can

be obtained by cLissolvlng guncrtton in nltroglycerln. It h_s the

capacity of burning at high pressure without detonatIDg _ha-eas the

two orlgirmi constituents explode vary easily.

The second method of _repmrlng the propellant mlxtu_, i.e.

the mixture of the constituents within the combustion chamber, axludes

the posslbllty of detonation under normal working conditions of the

(92) engine. This procedure is illustrated in Fig. 58. Each fuel

component is injected into the combustion chamber by suns of a

special injector nozzle. - 135
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In this case the mixture burns as it is produced t so that during the

operation of the engine not even the slightest quantity of unburnt

ready mixture oan be found in the engine thereby eliminating the

risk of detonation.

In order for the liquid mixture to burn at the rate it is produced_

the rate of combustion must slays be higher than the rate of the fuel

supply. If the _-sssure inside the combustion chamber is sufficiently

high the combustion rate may come within certain limits of the

detonation velocity. This is Hen this method of producing s propellant

is at its most efficient t for here we have a maximum combustion

rate with e minimum-sized combustion chamber and maximum fuel consumption

with a maximum coefficient of complete combustion and as a result

maximum coefficient of net efficiercyof the engine.

The combined procedure to produce the propellant, illustrated

in Fig. $9, deserves special attention. In this method a mixture of

the constituents is fed into the combustion chamber by means

of the injection nozzle (I). The constituents are chosen in such a

proportion that there is no risk of the mixture detonating. If

one component is not aved_able in sufficient quantity to ensure

complete and regular combustion more is fed into the chamber

through the injection nozzle (2). This facilitates the formation of "*

the mixture in the combustion chamber t the propellant mixture is

ameliorated and engine pm'-formance is thus improved. Of course,

this method is unsuitable in cases where the fuel constituent_ undergo

a chemical reactlon on mixing or when the constituents are in a different

state at the same temperature. Thus liquid oxygen previously mixed
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with any hydrocarbon with a high boiling point woulo

cause the hydrocarbon to solidify end would affect the re@ule_r

fuel supply.

The fuel components can be mixed in the combustion chamber

in different ways. Two liquids may mix when atomized but may

also mix in the form of jets without atomization.

In Oiesel engines without compressors the propellemt mixture

is obtained by injecting the liquid fuel by means of an atomizer nozzle in-

to a combustion chsmber filled with air which acts as an oxidizer.

The main difficulty is to obtain a sufficiently swift and complete

mixing of the atomized propellent with the air in the combustion

chamber in a uniform way. More than 30 years of industricus

work and a great number of interesting theoretical end e_perimental

endeavors have been carried out to overcome this difficulty. Success

was achieved _en a Diesel engine without compressors was constructed using

a very high injection pressure (up to 7BO kg per sq.cm).

The energy necessary to inject the propellant normally amounts to

3-5_/_of the performance of the Diesel engine. Taking into account that i
I

in the rocket engine not only the propellent but also the oxidizer has t

to be injected and that 4-6 times more oxidizer than propellant is

consumed, the energy needed to inject at such s high pressure

takes on considerable proportions.

(94) In this case the propellant anti the oxidizer are injected in the

liquid state and thus the mixi_ conditions differ considerably from those

in Diesel engines without compressor.
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Only after specially constructed rocket engines have undergone

a series c.fpractical examinations can it be determined whether the method

of producing propellent mixtures by atomization is efficacious.

The methcd of mixing fuel components without atomization will

now be exemined. It should be mentioned at this stage that the

combustion of a liquid mixture can also take place _thout previous

vaporization. This very important fact was established through a

series of examinations (the works of Alt, Wertenberg t Wollers and

Ehmke, Sass and others). What is more, as the ignition temperature of

the propellant in the liquid state is lower than its ignition

temperature in the gaseous state t it proves more advantageous

to maintain the working mixture in its liquid state. This is very

important for mixing and combustion can be affected on a very small scale,

i.e. in a light-weight combustion chamber I as atomization or vaporization

of the fuel is not necessary.

Many different devices have been suggested for the mixing of

liquid fuel components without atomization. Fig. 60 shows the

design of an engine by G. Obert. The combustion chamber is long

and cone-shaped at the bottom. The injection nozzles which introduce the

fuel in the form of a full jet are arranged in such a way that the two

jets meet at the point of the cone. Fig. 51 shows the second model of

G. Ob_rt's engine which is based on the same principle but has a

single injection nozzle. ""

These two models cannot be celled successful.

It is indeed difficult to imagine that the jet of liquid

[especially of a liquid with low boiling point such as nitrogen tetroxids,

liquid oxygen etc.) with a diameter of several millimeters can actually
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pass through the combustion chamber filled with combustion products which

move in waves with a high density and a temperature up to 3000-40b0oC

and still preserve its liquid state. There is no doubt that the jet

is if not totally, then to a considerable degree I vaporized and

that the liquid mixture suggested by the author of the design hardly

OCCURS •

A method of mixing _lere the jets of the fuel components meet

in small quantities as soon as they enter the combustion chamber

is much more effectual. It is indispensable in this case for the

liquid mixture to burn at the same rate it is produced. Fig. d2 illustrate_

the engine suitable for this process. The che0racteri_tlc feature of this

engine is the two-stage combustion chamber. The first part of the

chamber _hich is small and connected tc the fuel tar_ serves for the

mixture of the components and the combustion of the liquid mixture.

The second part immediately adjacent to the first and much larger

in size_ serves for the completion of the combustion of the fuel

in the gaseous state•

Hence the first chamber is the chamber of preliminary combustion '

and can therefore be called the _recombustion chamber.

The advantage of this method of _roducing the workin9 mixture

arises from the fact that the components are not fed into the I

combustion chamber as SeDarate Jets t but are mixed in a very limited

space occupied by the liquid fuel itself. This prevents the jet

from dividing and the components from being dispersed, which is inevitable Ii

iwhen mixing in a vast empty space. This process differs consld_rably

from the aforesaid method of mixln 9 the fuel components (see Fig. 57),
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for in this case the mixture burns as it is produced and no unburnt

mixture can be found in the engine _hlle it is in e_tion. Another

model of a precombustlon chamber engine is shown in Fig. 03.

An addition to the described basic methods of _roduclng the

mixture m a number of combined systems are practicable. Fig. _4

shews such a system m in _ich one of the fuel components reaches

the combustion chamber in the vaporized state after havin9 passed the

centre/ duct of the single injection nozzle, whereas the other component

after having passed the exterr_/ duct of the same injection nozzle

is injected into the combustion chamber in the form of a hollow

cylinder of liquid with stable Mills. The components mix immediately

on leaving the injection nozzle.

It appears from practical work with interns/-combustion engines

that the occurrence of intense eddying in the combustion chamber i

favors complete combustion of the fuel and considerably increases I

engine performance. The eddying whirl obviously causes a bett_r mixture

of the oxldiz_r and the propellant and produces a homogeneous

mixture,

Considerable success has been achieved by stirTing the

mixture in the combustion chamber, _hich e/so gives a better

mixture. For this purpose the injection nozzles eme mounted in the

combustion chamber st a certain degree (Fig. 65)m _l:Lch causes the working

mixture to rotate. The same effect is produced by a corresponding !

position of the duct connecting the precombustion chamber to t_e

main combustion chamber (Fig. d_). In order to move the mixture

in the combustion chamber in s regul_ _y, the chamber can be divided

by p_rtitlon vmlla with suitably arranged openlngsm into a aeries

of compemtments (Fig. d?). The p_rtltlon .mils have te be coolmd
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to prevent them from melting.

When applying different methods of disturbing the mixture

either in an organized or disorganized way Zt must to be t_en

into consideration that an abuse of these means may result in the reductiog

of the net efficiency coefficient of the engine. This more than

any other part of the rocket engine requires an all-round experlmentei

examination.

Although the liquid-_ropellant rocket engine is at _resent

in its initial stages, it is by nc means as inefficient as the internal-

combustion engines in their initial period. The vast experience

gained from the enormous amount of _rk with heat engines

_ provided the basis for a rapid and Fruitful development of t,le

4. The b_lavior of the fuel in the en_,ine

0_-- One of the most important factors in the o_eration of the rocket

angina is the ignition of the fuel on launching and the maintenance

of uninterrupted regular combustion.

The technical requirement of ignition is that it does not

fail at the moment of firing (launching) even if the supply of

(9'7) one of the fuel components is retarded and regs_-dless of the quantity

oT fuel supplied in the first instants.

The propertles of the fuel comporwnts may influence

the operation o? the ignition device conslderably. ThmreFore

the ignition systm depends dlractly on the nature of the fuel

used. In constant supply of fuel to the combustion chamb_ the

initial ignition at the moment of leunching is sufficient.

Subsequently combustion is maintained by the hot chamber wails and the

combustion products in the chamber.
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Dependlr._ ¢,, the function of the engi_ two essentially

dlff_rent types of utilization m requlring different ignition methods

and devices are practicable, The first type consists in a non-

recurrent firing in engines _hich consume _. the fuel supply

available in the ap_ratus in unlnte_upted combustion, This may

be the case in _ock_c missile8 and torpedoe_,

The second tyoe may requi_e interruptions of the engine action

with sBvere_ stops and starts t without Allowing the possibility

of approaching the engine between the individual stec_ting actions,

Mounting the engine in an airplane may be taken as an example,

Hence one can distinguish betwBen non-reout_rent and repeated

ignition,

It is quiffiunderstandable that mechanis_ sultable for repeated

ignition are also suitable for non-recurrent ignition m but not vies

versa, As a rule the r_u_ ignition mechanisms are much more

complicated end thei_ application in a non-reour_snt ignition

engine is therefore inefficient,

The _nition devices in the oomb_Cion chamber have to

withstand the oxidized (acidified) atmosphere and the high tamperatures

in the combustion cheNb_, m and have to furnish a sufficiently

powerful and steady ignition center.

When the engine starts ignition has to be simultaneous with the

commencement of the fuel supply to the combustion chembe_

and must even occur a little earlier to _revent the eccum_latlon

of liquid ful_ in the chamb_ as in a PlClmded ignition this

may result in a destructive exDioslon. After the engine has been _Jt in

motion ignition has to be malntelned untli the engine is in operation
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even if o_y et mlnIJmumcapacity, &.s. as long as the fled<of extinctionor

of the chamber ove_-flov_Lngwith fuel is present.

The ov_elmlng mBJorlty of r_0cketexplosions re_rt_ took _e_e at

the moment of sta_tlng tM engine. In • retarded Ignltlonm due to

insufficient intensity or an _l-tIJmed ignition e certain quantity

of the fuel mixture accumuletss in the combustion ch_b_ B thi_ mixture

explodes or detonates at the moment of ignition, Since liquid fuel

mixtures are the most po_ul explosive substances it is obvious that a

r_isblo ignition system is the moat important and indispensable

con_tlon for no_, s,efe usage of the engine,

The pro_ of ignition crevices has not yet been sufficiently

stu_leOm neither in gene_e_ nor in _ocuments dealing with

patents_ end the solution of" this p_oblem _i _equlre e very

long thorough and experimm_t_l uo_.

In his _pe_iments 8. _bert ignited the fuel _n the rocket

engine by means of an ignited gasollne-so_ed cloth _ich Is

wrapped around the end of a stick. The burning en_ of the st_ck
| -

m introduced through the nozzle _ntothe combustion chamber. It is j

obvious thst this p_oc_re is not even $_vla_ble for Isbormto_/ j_,
e_pe_iments for it is much too r_y. Ob_ also used enoth_

method, namely the Int_oductlon of a gasollne-so_ed cloth into the

oom_ustlon chamber m this cloth berg ignited by a B_ckfo_d fuzl.

This mr_hod is lus dangerous but very inoonvanient.

It m suggested that the ignition mm c_-_nlodout sft_ the fuel

8upl_y had begun by lighting the fuel Jet as it m_ged from the

nozzle by means of an _Lt_.
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This method is also dangerous for it may cause the fue_ to deto_teo

In numerous projects ordinary electrical ignition devices

sucn as spark plugs end resistors are use_. [hese devices perform their

task most successfully in internal-combustion engines and are very

convenient to handle but in the rocket engine they ere only

suiteble for certaln types of fuel and only for a non_recu_ent

stert, for they ususlly melt, burn end furnish an irregular small-

sized ignition center ,hlch can easily be inundated by the fuel jet.

Ignition through • slowly burning porkiercharge is more rellahle.

This charge is ioceted in the combustion chamber and is ignited by an

electric circuit, es we have already seen in the French p_tent

No. 502562. If this method is to be used for a repeeted start another

powder charge must be introduce_ into the combustion chamber and

for this purpose an automatic device to supply the powder charges to

the ch_ber hed to be constructed.

_.hemicsl ignition hy injecting an active liquid capable

of ignition on contact with one of the fuel components into the

chamber, is doubtlessly the moat convenient method of non-recurrent

end recurrent ignition. Sboh liquids ere known_e.g, the solution ot

phosphorus in cerbon dlsulfideJ ena they have been recommended many

times tot internal-combustion engines, dl

The _rotection ot engine perts ag_nst the destructlve effect of

hzon temperature wil.L be dealt wltn in the _ ,lowing section. I

...... • ...... b,. , .....
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This questzon also involves considerable difficulties due to

the fact that th__. temperature in the combustion chamber rvaches 350_o,3.

At tnls temperature all known end technicalzy ava_lah_e materials melt

and in most cases even coil°

The nozzle t especially its critical cross section is in s p_r_icule_-

ly dlfficult situstion t es it has to stand great heat and frlctior,

simultaneously due to the.gas flow passing through it under hlgh

pressure°

As the oxidizer is usually a highly active chemlcal substance

this is an additional factor _hi_h causes the engine p_rts to burn out. ;

The protection ot the rocket engine from destruction is

_lightly facilitated by the tact that, contrary to ordinary internal-

combustion enginesp its o_rs_1on is usually of short duration and

in some cases, e.g. li:m_ss_,es, non-recurrent.

In ordinary engines the Bir suppil zs increased (the so-called

reduction of strength of the mixture) and even _ter is injected !

to reouce t_e temperature in the combustion chamber. _oth of

these procedures are unauitab_e tot _ne rocket engine; the

first because the supply of oxzclzer necessary for c;om_Jstion is

stored in the appe_-etus itself and the canaum_tion o_ the

oxidizer tot Du_es, other than t homprovided for, _uld reduue the
|
=

range of the appmratus; the second because the supply of an inert

mmxLure would reduce en9_ _ _forff_ce t _al_s Of the fect the"

the _ter supply Sn the apparatus _ould reduce the carrying capacity.
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For this reason the usual circulating water cooling of the

external walls is inappropriate in the rocket engine, all the more as

it involves considera_ie heat losses s _hich in internal-combustion

engines may reach 3_ of the total heat produced in the cylinder.

From these statements it is evident that in the rocket engine t

specific measures have to be taken to avoid burning out and these

measures differ from those taken in ordinary engines.

A practicable measure consists in transferTin_ the heat

from the hottest parts of the engine. This can be brought about by

using metals mhich are good conductors. The most suitable material

is copper _hich resists burning better than steel although its

melting point is 306_-40C°C lower than that of steel. Practical

experience has established that a_togenous welding of copper is only

possible with thin sheets for its high heat conductivity causes great

_ifficulties in heating the metal to the rec_ired temperature.

However_ the welding of sheet iron of any desired thickness causes no

difficuity.

Obert and other research workers successfully used copper

as combustion chamber material even _hen working with mixtures with such

a high calorific value as liquid oxygen mixed _th hydrocarbons.
q-

Of the other metals chromium is worth mentioning as it has a high

melting point (I?00:C) in addition to a high level of chemical

stability and a high level of heat conductivity. Although metals

such as aluminum and magnesium have satisfactory heat-conducting

properties they are unsuitable for this purpose for they have a low

melting point (about 550°,":).

0RIGINAIP 'GI
OF POOR QUAI
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It is advantageous to use metals _ich are good cor_uctors of heat

in combination with an external continuous (regenerative)cooling flow for

the heated parts t the fuel constituents being used as coolants. This procedure

may improve the engine performance considerably and furthermore

it eliminates the superfluous load of the water. The heat transferred

from the walls to the fuel is not completely lost but is preserved in the

balance of heat of the engine t for the fuel fed into the combustion

chamber in the aforesaid state requires less heating to reach its

ignition temperature. Moreover the heating of the fuel reduces the

viscosity and sLrface tension and thus facilitates spraying and mixing

of the components in the combustion chamber.

However, the fact that the fuel should not be transformed into

a gaseous state before it enters the combustion chamber

must be taken into consideration, for this impairs the regular

combustion process in the combustion chamber. Therefore this

fuel component _hich has a high boiling point should be used

for cooling. From this point of view the use of liquefied gases

(e.g. liquid oxygen) cannot be r_onsidered appropriate for cooling.

Fig. C_ sho,_sthe design of an engine with continuous flow

regenerative) cooling. One of the fuel components is directly fed from the

tank into the combustion chamber, whereas the second component

first passes into the hollow space between th_ chamber and the

jacket and only then reaches the injection nozzle.

!
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The second method of prewentlng the engine from burnlng out consists

in _rotecting those parts _hich become hot by a heat insulation

blanket capable of withstanding the high temperatures produced in

the combustion chamber. Quite a number of materiels wlth a very high

melting point are known in technology. They may be divided into two groups i

accordilg to their chemical composition. To the first group belong the

so-celled carbides t i.e. alloys of carbon with metals and

me_.e/loids_ to the second the oxides of some metals.

Some carbides such as tantalum c_oide and niobium carbide have a

very high melting point (4100oc). Pure carbon and graphite have a

meltlfg temperature of 3600-3300°C.

However t carbide and carbon are unsuitable for rocket eng&ne cov_rings_

for superf2 uous oxide is Iikely to exist in the combustion chamber.

This will cause the carbon contained _ the carbide to burn out and the

insulation bla_=et will be destlroye_ Obert's experiments with

graphite_ carborundum and similar coverings prove this observatlon

conclusively, i

The use of metal o._Ides _hich _e difficult to melt is likely I

to yield much better results. Among them zlrconium ZiO2 with a II

melting point of Z_50°C t_kes first place, followed by magnesium

oxide MgO. _ich melts at 2800,_C.

It is _Ite s complicated und_taking requiring extenmive

research and _perlmantal work to _roduce a durable heat-lnsulatlon

layer _hich has a unlfo_m structure ,ind is not very thick in order'

to avoid it being too heavy and furtht'more _hich has a sufficiently
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smooth surface to reduce the destructive effect of friction due to

the gases.

To conclude this chapter the problem of choosing the material

for the engine parts will be dealt with.

For those parts subject to very high temperatures fireproof

material has to be used. In addition to electrolytic copper _hlch

has already been mentloned_heat-resistant steels "Energe 7"

from the "Elektrostal" plant are highly suitable.

For the fuel tanks, the jackets of the external cooling sys,:em

and the pipes, the use of aluminum and magnesium alloys is expedient.

The/withstand the destructive effect of the acids in e satisfactory

_y and do not lose their mechanical properties at low temperatures

(liquid oxygen).

For those parts which must he chemically stable t e.g. when nitric

acid, _trogen tetroxide etc. is used, "Energe o" type stainless

steel from the "EiQktrostal" plant or Krupp's V2A is the moat

suitable material. Also aluminum and its alloys can be used successfully

for the same purpose, but only for those parts which do not have to

stand high temperatures. If circumstances necessitate the use of a

material subject to corrosion it may be cov_ed with a protective

layer of material resistant to corrosion, e.g. by chrome plating, gold _,

plating and sc on.

To conclude this chapter it must be pointed out once more that

the construction of a powerful (efficient) reliable rocket engine

raises quite s series of new technical problems _hich are for the most part

in their initial stages. For the engineer, the experimentalist
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and the inventor this represents a field as yet unexplored.

Only their collective (joint) work is likely to result in a

successful solution of these problems.

C H A P T E R Vll

Liquid-propellant rocket construction

I. The ascent and descent of the rock.at

Contrary to powder rockets liquld-propeliant rockets are

characterized by a relatively long lasting operation of the

engine. Outing the operation of the engine the rocket is subject to

the effect of three forces: the force of reaction of the engine ,

(103) eirze sitance _nd the force of gravity. The energy expended to overcome

the last two forces cBpende notably on the acceleration of the rocket

during the operation of the engine. Therefore choosing the best

climbing acceleration is of major importance from the point of view

of rocket efficiency.

The energy expended to overcome air resistance depends on the

rocket veloclty end the density of the air, consequently on

climbing acceleration and finally on the shape of the rocket and

its transverse load.

The relative loss of velocity caused by the force of gravity is

e_presse_ as follows in comparison with flight in an environment e-

without gravity:

K = _ sin
I

J
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l
i

g- is the gravity acceleration on the _rounO, I
i:,

- is the climbing angle, j- is the acceleration of the rocket in the iL
absence of external forces, j_

I,

From this formula it appears that the losses are lo_r the higher

acceleration and the smaller the climbing angle. The highest loss

occurs in vertical flight, for in this case

sin_ - 1 and k " _ :
I

J iWhen, for instance, the acceleration of the rocket is 2g and the

climbing angle 45 ° the loss of velocity arising from the effect of

gravity amounts to _._; at an acceleration of 10g this loss is

9.I_. Tt does not exist in horizcntal flight when _ = O. However, in

horizontal flight the loss arising from air resistance increases

considerably and this type of [light is therefore very dis advantageous.

(104) It becomes clear that the effect of gravitation necessitates

e rather high acceleration whereas in order to reduce the losses arising

from air resistance the acceleration of the rocket has to be as low as

possible. As a result when designing the rocket, a form of construction J
I

and flight must be found which can achieve maximum range with minimum J_
!

fuel consumption. In other words, in each case the acceleration which !_

I
involves a minimum total loss arising from air resistance and

gravity must be calculated.

Table 11 illustrates the effect of acceleratior _n the height

of the rocket's vertical climb. In calculating this table the

ratio of fuel weight to remaining was as:,umed to bI 1.29, the propulsive

efficiency of the engine was assumed constant Curlng the whole !

period of its operation, m_d the acceleration values wars taken to _

multiples of gravity acceleration.
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The tranvBrse load at the moment of take-off is 0.5_5 kg per sq.cm.

The coefficient of form is taken as I. In the calculation the

modification of the transverse load due to the reduction of the rocket

weight due to fuel consumption was taken into account. A mixture

of petroleum and nitric acid wss used as fuel,

TABLE -11-

/

T ks/see e_.C km

&
3 Ie36 4668 2&,4 185 120

5 1,51 28, I 17,4 180 129

7 1,59 20o I 14, I 175 132 ?

172 _ 131 i9 1,64 16,6 11,3 ,

The following terms m-e used in this table:

j - initial velocity of the rocket with respect to the e_rth,

v - rocket velocity et the end of engine operation

hi- height of ascent at the end of engine operation

h2- total height of ascent of the rocket O_L[O[I_D_ PAG_ I_ *'_

tI- d_ratlon of engine operation OE _00_ __

t2- total duration of the rocket flight.

Fig, 69 shows the interdependence of the ecceleratlon j end the

height h2 and ms a result the maximum value of thr total height

of ascent cor_responde to the optimum scoeleration m _lich in this case ;_

is about 9g. At all other values of g the rocket reaches a low_

height, Hence for any given rocket design there is • $peolfic
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optimum engine performance. The great importance of sir resistance

appears clearly from the fact that in this case, for example, optimum

acceleration i$ only seven times higher than acceleration due to

gravity whereas in a vacuum optimum acceleration would be infinitely

greater.

During the ascent of the rocket when the engine is in operation

some parts of the rocket are subject to tension due to the accelerated

forward movement. For this reason to determine the stability of the

rocket parts one must start from the maximum acceleration at the end

of fuel consumption when the rocket mass is smallest.

At the beginning of the mo _ent the mass of the rocket is

w+p, at the end of the operation of the engine when ell the fuel has
g

been consumed the mass is _ . When the propulsive force R is constant

and acceleration at the beginning and the end of engine operation

represented by jo or jk respectively are proportional, on the basis

of Newton ts first law of motion wa can say :

_=_ Jo
g

R ,,-o ,Jk
g

by dividing the second equation by the flz'stone :

jo p )

From this equation it may be seen that the final acceleration

is higher than the initial acceleration the higher the relative fuel

weight. To obtain constant accel_-atl on an engine must be constructed

whose propulsive farce decreases at a certain rate, which raises

important constructional difficulties.
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Therefore t in general t the rocket attains its maximum acceleration at

the end of engine eperetlon,

To launch the rocket in a certain direction, a launching device like

that used in po_ rockets is necessary, The oth_ fucntion of the

launching device or mount Is to give the ro_.ketsufficient speed

before it begins free flight to pen,lt the normal operation of

the stabilizing devices which serve to maintain the desired direction

and steady flight, However e as liquid-propellant rockets have a

low eocaleration it may be necessary to use an extremely long

launching mount mhich may be difficult to construct, In these

cases it 28 advisable to eff6ot the acceleration of the rocket

from the mount by using the rocket's o_ engine and an 8uxilial_/ i

device simultaneously. The same techniques and methods can be used

as in the 8ccel_eted taxiing of airplanes: booster po_er _ckets,

catapults and the like. yffcthese auxiliary mechanisms must

separate from the rocket on its departure from the mount.

Rockets uhtch are not designed for war purposes have to be provided

in most cases, with brskes to be used in descent to prestmve the

casing and also the instru;.anteit contains, For the time being

this problem can only Jse solved by using the air resisten--e,i,e,

using parachutes. These Ixlet in various shapes; they ere the

object of an extrsordinerily groat number of patents but thelr

design will not be dealt with here, In ord_ to use such places of

equipment in the rocket t clocklol"ks set IGGordir_ tO the _metion

of the F_cket flight may be usedt but also mechanical end ¢hemir-81

appliances utilizing the chenge of position of the rocket in space

as wall am the effect of air rnistmnce t may be used. .
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It has often been suggBsted that braking should be cax_led out

with the help o£ the engine itself by bringing the rocket at a certain

point along its traJeotow into such s position that the gases exhaust

to_ds earth. Apmrt from in the Field of space travel this method is

totally unmJitable t For it requires a considerable stock of Fuel in the

rocket _ioh represents dead weight in climbing and therefore reduces the

range o£ the rooket.

To improve landing conditions it is advisable to make the

landing on _ter, Far in this case the permissible landing speed can

be considerably high, provlded that after Fuel consumption the

rocket Floats and is .atecClght.

In oth_ cases_ howev_ t the preservation of a part of the rxxcket

and not of the Hole rocket may be requJ_Ped, e.g. o£ the reoordinO

(measurlng) instruments. In these conditions it suffices to provlCU

only the useful part with a brake v_ich should be able to be

depended upon to separate From the casing at the requisite mommt°

2° Tke trim of the,,,rooketa_,d,directionalstab_lllty.

8eosuse liquld-_opellant rockets have a low inltlal aooelmPetion0

their engines operate for long perloda0 and bmcause the g_aduaily ircreas-

ing velocity of the rocket re_ohes a high value and becomes

supemsonic 0 and the rocket covers a considerable distance in h_vliy

x_meFied atmos_ic lay_ and later retUl-nato a dense medium

on descent0 thinpmobllm of the trim is ¢_Jiteimpo_tmnt and

complioated. It gob without Mying that the tri_ dir_tly ir_iumnc_

the :_mgo o£ flight and the accuracy of £t_e.
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Quring flight tM rocket may be affected by moments impairing the

trim, These moments _e called dmstablizatlon moments and can be classifi- "

into internal and ext_ moments,

IntermLl dmtabillzatlon moments may be caused by:

a) in_act mounting of the mglne 0

b) ircong_ulty of the cent_ of gravity of the _cket with its axis

of _m,t_ Cill-_].m._ed),

G} the 8uaying movment of the fuel :in the tanks 0

d) the J4-reguie_ oplration of some engines.

The exte_Ll destabillzstlon merits arise from the displecment

of air nm_m_ independent of the flight (movement) of the rocket, The

a_odynmic imbalance of the rocket body belongs here,

The dmtablizstion momen_a may be divided into those with a long

Imstlng end those with a 8ho_ effect, The moment caused by Inlxact

balancing of the reeker may be take_, am an example of the first type,

the momertt pl_at_ed by 8 gust as an _enple of the sicond,

Some cases of dmtab211zation moments occurring end the my

of elating er reducing them v_Lll be dealt with in the following

pe_oTephs,

OUting the uxamination of inclined ascent of the rock_ 0 the

_LlUe and direction of actual accole_tion of the rocket undem

the tnfiuerce of the propulsive power of the engine end the

grevitsttonsl for_e utll be dl_lrninedo

!
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The acceleration j cr,_respon_Lng to the propulsive power R of the

engine, and the acceleration g due to gravity are supposed to fo_.

an angle of 90" + _ {FIG. ?0}. Let us _Lvide g into two components: l_

into gl - the d_ectlon of ecoeZeration j_ end into g2-at _ight angles

to the formu,.

The component gl can be calculated algebraically f_ Jp we

finally obtain (J-gl) or (J- g sin _), The component g2 is g cos _,

J- the resultant nBcUbmdof the triangle ASO results from the formula:

= V- j2 + g2 - 2_ sin
f

being the angle of inclination of the f_rce R (i.e. of the axis of the

nozzle)to tke herlzentelplane.

From this formula we can conclude that the greeter the angle _ --m

Formed by the reactive Force and the horizontal plane the lower the

productive acceleration J. In vertical ascent

_= 90°; 3 m J - g m

and in horizontal flight:

. -

The angle formed by 3 and the hor_ontal plane is the angle

of accent of the rocket, It follows that the angle of ascent and

the rigging tangle of incidence of the engine only coincide in vm-tlcal

ascent, Fig, 71 iliustrltes this conclusion,
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_11enthe engine is adjusted to an angle _ with the horizontal

_Isne the angle of ascent of the rocket will be _. The interrelation

of these two angles can be expressed by the following f_muls:

This equation i_etes that the g_t_ J or _ . the

_all_ the diffuse h_wm_ the tangents of _l_ _ and _ and

consequently also between the angles th_s_v_. When t_ _ of the

engine coi_id_ with the axis of the rocket, the r_ultm_t of the

the rocket dellacts latm-ailyo When the center of gravity of the

rocket is situated in front of the aerodynamic center the rocket

will contimally bend downward and will finally nosedive.

l-low_ez-, when the cente_ of gravity is situated behind the

aerodynamic center the rocket will 81_ys fly with its nose Upo In

neither case will the flight follow a no_al nouz-set it _LII end in

a premature impact Cdive) of the rocket.

As the ascent acceleration is not high o the angle formed by the

rocket axis and the resultant of the accelerations is so great that

the rocket when launched at a certain angle becomes noemeavy under

the influence of air resistance soon after having left the launching

device, Hanceo to obtain maximum range the rocket must be launched

at an curie or 80-e5 • to the horizontal _lane. It is evident that long-

Mmge fi1"ingst such gT1mt angles Inevltsbly affects the scout-soyof

fire. Certainly 0 it would be possible to apply aarcdynmic control

systems in order to make the sun of the moments of air resistance

in relation to the center of gPevlty zero during the flight.
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However_ the rocket willt nevertheless, fly sldewey_ causing

very important aerodynsmlc losses.

The difference between the angle _ and _can oe reduceu by increuaing,

the acceleration of the rocket and the angle of ascent. This can

be seen from formula (19), In order to increase acceleration engine

p_-formance has to be inc1-eased and in addition the losses due to the

air drag have tc be reduced to a • _imum. For this pu:po3e streamlined

rockets should be used and the transverse load should be increased,

Hoeever these measures are limited I do not lead to a radical

solution of the _roblgn, The solution can only be found if a straight

climbing path can be accomplished,

Under constant acceleration of the rocket a straight path :an be

brought about by" mounting the engine at an angle of (_V _ f

to the rocket axis t thus making so the resultant of the accelerations

coincide Ith the rocket a_is (Fig. 72),

This demands that the center of gravity of the rocket p_-eserves its

positirn on the rocket axts independent of fuel consumption_ for

otherwiso a nos_=ov_- moment arises, If the :rocket changes its

acceleration this p_oblem becomes even mort ompllcated as it becomes

necessary to modify the angle of the engine continually to assure

(110) the coincidence between the resultant end the rocket axis 1).

1)
In all these investigations the rocket is supposed to have lateral

s_abilltxt i,e. all forces are in the vertical plane,
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For each of the rocket designs mentioned the angle - has a

specific value _hlch must be calculated with the help of formula (19).

When 0 for instance, the climbing anyle _ is 45 ° and the acceleration

4.5 gl the engine has to form an angle of 9° with the rocket axis.

In vertical _acent it is not necessary to provide fcr changing

engine performance i nor for an immovable center of gravity of the

apparatus or for an inclined adjustment of the engine with respect

tc the rocket axis, for in vertical ascent the direction of the

propulsive force and the direction of the gravitational force are

opposed to one another and their resultant coircides with the rocket
\

axis. In this case the displacement of the center of gravity along

the_ultant does nct produce unstable moments, It is therefore a

much simpler technical problem to effect a vertic_l ascent,

Consequently t in theoretical and practical studies solving the

problems of the vertical take off rocket is given priority as it is

the first end easiest stage,

There are other possible causes of unsteady rocket flight and it

.__ should be pointed out in this connection that the balancing of the

_, rocket, i,e. the locating of the center of gravity on the axisof symmetry deserves special attention. Furthermore care has to be

taken to prevent the fuel from moving in the tanks or at least to
|.

reduce the effect of this movement on the trim of the rocket.

To avoid this it is efficacious to di,_de the tanks into compartments

by means of radial longitudinally shearing wells, To avoid the

displacement of the center of gravlt) of the rocket due to fuel

consumption t specially constructed tanks with a stable or only

slightly moving center of gravity can be used successfully,
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A description of these tanks is provided further below. In a rocket

with an engine consisting of several chambers with nozzles one has

to ensure: the steady operation of the nozzies m in particular setting

them in operation simultaneously m the most favorable start, the uniformity

of the pressure in the supply systm and the chambers.

(111) Three different combinations are possible according to the _"

position of the engine with respect to the center of gravity of the

rocket:

I) the engine is located in front of the cents_ of gravity of the

rocket_ 2) the engine is behind the center of gravity m 3) the
F

engine is on the center of gravity.

In the first case the engine exerts e tractive force on the rocket

body. In this case the body is subject of tensile stress_ in the

second case the engine exerts a thrust and the body is subject to

compression pressure. In the third case e part of the body is subject

to tensile stress m the other to compression pressure.

In a firmly fixed engine mounting it ahead the center of grawty #_
mmL

of the body has no advantage over mounting it behind as far as the

trim is conoernec'. T. both cases incoz_rect mounting o£ the engine and l

incong_Jity of the center of gravity and the direction of the _

reactive force will cause a moment which sets the _cket rotating abou :
(

one of its transverse e6xts,This moment will be greater the i
r

further the engine is away from the cent_- of gravity of the ror.,_et_ !
!

for the arm of the moment is determined by this distance, i

Therefore it is of advantage to the trim to mount the engine near

the center of _ravity of the rocket,
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Mounting the engine on the hEadPiece involves important

constructional difficulties. The free space behind the nozzle which ensures

unobstructed flow makes the construction of the engine itself end also of

the rocket quite complicated. For this reason the engine is generally

located in the posterior part of the rocket.

To secure the trim the rocket body has to be provided with a

stabilizing device I usually in the form of several stabilizing

surfaces on the tail. The size o? this device is determined by the

fact that the aerodynamic moments and the force oF g_avity acting

upon the stabilizing surfaces and the headpiece of the rocket

have to be balanced. To reduce the oscillations of the rock_:

caused by burbulence the moment of the tail plane has to be slightly

greeter than the moment acting upon the heed of the rocket.

It should be pointed out that the.stabilizer in the for_ of a

tail unit is only capable of securin_ a steady rocket path when

the turbulence is of short duration t such as gusts. Ho_ever_

when a constant force is present t e.g. due ,to the displacement

of the center of gravity during fuel consumption or to inexact mounting

of the engine I a rigidly inserted tail plane is not adequate to

maintain a steady flight.

From this it appears that an automatically coi_trolled flight

corrector is n_ceasary during its entlr_ _uratlon to ensure the

trim. The best method of automatic stablization is the use of a

gyroacopa.

There are various types of gyros according to the principle

on which the stabilizing system operates.
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Gyros which themselves directly proouce a stabilizing effect

were recommended. In this case gyros of such a heavy weight are

requir,ed that the use of this stabilizing system is not economical.

a system in which the gyros are solely used to set the auxiliary motors,

kno_ as servomotors in motion whlch of their part set the rocket

control devices in motionj is much more eftectuale

(112) Usually reciprooating engines are used as servomotors; they

are d_iven by compressed gas and their switching mechanism is coupled

with the gyro axes, Sometimes electric motors with special gyro-
)

operated contact switches are used as servomotors.

For stabilization in two planes, two gyros connected s_parate_y to

their servomotor have to be used, This results in two independent

control systems m one of them correcting the height t the other

the direction of the rocket,

fhere are also staoilizing systems which ar_. not operated by

external means and are independent of the flying speed of the rocket.

The so-called gas-flow control system may be taken as an example]

in this system the gyr_-operated ._L._vomotorspump the combustion

products from the engine chamber into _ lateral nozzles mounted

at some distance from the center of gravity at right angles to the iongi- I

tudinal axis.

It was also sugguted that the whole rocket or a part of it such

as m artille_/ shell should Oe set rotatlng for the purpose of giving

the rocket stability. This technique involves important centrifugal

forces making oonstructlon difficult and complicated. It is therefore

not advisable to apply it to rockets.
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To conclude t the numerous designs should be mentioned which

use control systems for long-range rocket flight operated by transmitting

weves I light rays t infra-red waves I sound waves and so on. One has

to bear in mind that devices of this type are not adequate for

ensuring the stability (trim) of the rocket and that flight control

should be carried out by automatic control systems in order to

maintain stability,

[ 113) 3. Oeteils of rocket desiqn

For the time being the problems concerning liquid-propellant rocket

design and the individual elements cannot be considered as solved and

therefore no concrete forms can be given at present, The few rockets

constructed so far merely represent the first and not alweys

successful attempts and can by no moans serve as models.

Nevertheless a few general statements can be made to be taken as

a basis when choosing the design of the rocket, A rocket consists t

in general t of the following basic elements:

I) the body including all parts of the rocket,

2) the carrying capaclty,

3) the rocket engine

4) the fuel tanks with mountings m

5) the fuel supply system (pressure accumulators end pumps)t

8) the etabiliz_s and coi_'1_l _mrlces :

?) the braking system for the descent of the rocket,
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These elements may be arranged in various ways. Their arrangement

depends on stability requirements (the position of the center of gravity

and its displacement during flight i the direction of the propulsive

force of the engine I the position of the cente_ of air resistance)t

on construotlonal and functional conditions including: facility

of manufacture t composition of equlpmentt division of the rocket

and its individual mechanisms,

(113) It hem already been mentioned that the existing rockets can be

distinguished according to the point of mounting of their engine.

The most frequently found rockets ere those with the engine mounted

in their posterior half_ and the propulslve force acting in the direction

of the rocket axis (Fig. 93). The constz_ctlon of the rocket is much

more complicated when the engine is located in the central or headpiece

of the rocket body. In the case of a rotating body a part of the body

volume behind the engine will not be utilized men the engine is

mounted in the central portion of the rocket (Fig. 94) thus

resulting in an incremse in weight and a bulky construction. To avoid

this inconvenience it was suggested that the engine be provided

with sev_-al nozzles symmetrically arranged at an ang? e to the

longitudinal axis of the rocket (Fig, 75). Moreover such an angle of

inclination has to be chosen that the gas Jets do not touch the casing

of the body and the tail plane, ,_

The fact that the arrangement of the nozzles at an angle to the

direction of the resultants of the total ?mctive forces I:
i

results in a reduction of the propulsive force must also be considered. I'_

These losses are greeter w the greater the angle of inclination of the I

nozzles, [

-- I_

/

I
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Figs. 76-?8 show furth_ examples of engines mounted in the central

part of the body. They evidently also apply to the attachment of the

engine in the headpiece of the racket. In the design of Fig. ?_

the engines are mounted symmetrically outside the body. This ex_rangemenC

increases the cross-sectlonal area at the point of greatest width and

consequently reduces the transverse load of the rocket. It should

be remembered that several simultaneously stez_ing engines can only be

used in a rocket ,hen the uniform and congruous operation of all engines

has been ensured. Otherwise the resultant of the reactive forces will

not pass through the center of gravity of the rocket and the regularity of I

the rocket flight will be distmrbed.

Mounting the engine in the central pert of the body has the advantage ,

of reducing the distance between the engine and the renter of gravity

of the rocket and as a result, of also reducing the nose-over moment

"_ which may occur from an inexact mounting of the engine.

,<_-_G¢_ For purely constructional reasons, Obert prefer_red to mount

,_ _ the engine in the rocket heed *hen constructing -,rocket for

__ meteorological purposes designed to operate in the stratosphere. In

this model the problem of dropping parts of the fuel tanks as they

become empty car, be solved very simply, so that only the heed of the

rocket (Fig. 79) reaches the maximum ordinate of trajectory.

Figs. 80=83 show different rocket models designed by Obert end

ScherschewsklJ. In all these models the engine has a combustion

chamber provided with several symmetrically arranged nozzles.

It should be mentioned that in Figs. 82 and 83 the bending of the

nozzles for the purpose of making th_a petal] el to the direction of the

rocket axis endangers the casing of the rocket and furthermore results
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a reduction of the gas exhaust velocity due to the larger losses

in the nozzles. These models are therefore not _onomic_l. This applies

in particular to the design in Fig. 83. Fig. 84 shows another possitle

tec_hnique of constructing a combined rocket; according to it every

detachable part of the rocket is operated by its o_ motor.

It shouId be stated immediately that the principle of combined

rockets is only economical in rockets with _ extremely long rmnge I ,,

for their construction is very complicated.

To reduce the losses e_islng from air resistance as much as

possible the racket should have a high transverse load, i.e. e high

loading per unit area of the largest cress section of the rocket. In_

dependent of the position of the engine the rocket body should therefor_

have an elongated shape with a tapering anterior pert and a uniform

posterior part. Sharply projecting parts which increase the air

drag considerably are particularly undesirable.

It is apparently most expedient to utilize the anterior part for

the carrying capacity which may consist of wsrheads or of a series

of measuring instruments (recording instrumEffCs). The appliances

for switching on the instruments or fcr the timely operation of warheads

(time or percussion fuze t clockwork, parachute opening device etc.) _

have also to be mounted there.

The design of the engine itself end of the operating devices

was examined in the prece_in9 chapter. The de_Lgn of the fuel

tank will be dealt with briefly here.

L
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For the purpose of a light-weight construction end a maximum

transverse load of the rocket the fuel tanks and the pressure accumulators

are sometimes includes in the rocket body, As the fuel components ere i

consumed the center of gravity of the tank_ end consequently also of the

rocket itself may be displeced_ and in many _ases affect the stability

(trim) of the rocket. The value of displecemeTb of the center of g_avity

can be considerably reduced through an expediert arrangement of the

tanks within the rocket and through the use of specially constructed

tanks. Fig. 85 illustrates the displacement of _he center of gravity I

of a simple tank. As the tank is emptied its cents of gravity at

first goes down and reaches a maximum depth; then it begins to rise
I

again end reaches its original position at the moment when all the contents I

of the tank have been consumed. Compressed gas is introduced through

the side tube t it presses the liquid through the ascent tube into the

pump or directly into the chamber of the engine. Obert suggested

a tank construction t illustrated in Fig. 85, in which the center of

gravity is displaced upwards end not downwards during fuel consumption.

t:
This can be brought about by dividing the tank into two pm-_s through

e shee_ing wall, the liquid is pressL 'by the compressed gas

from the lo_er pert into the upper pert and then fed into the engine

chamber.

By mounting two tanks in the rocket_ one being constructeo

according to Fig. 86 and the other according to Fig. 86, the position

of the common or collective center of gravity may remain unchanged

throughout the whole duration of engine operation.

-,a
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To reduce the oscillating effect of the liquid in the tanks on

the position of the center of gravity it proved efficacious to use large-

diameter tanks with longitudinal sheerin9 walls CFig. 87) which in

addition increase the rigidity of the system.

As far as the choice of material for rocket parts is concerned t

it should be added to _hat was seld at the end of Chapter VIt that the

chosen materiel has to meet all requirements of a minimum weight of the

whole construction in addition to a high transverse load end sufficient

solidness. From this point of view it is not possible to give

preference to the light alloys such as duralumin and electrum,

On the contrary e in quite a number of oases it may become evident

that a rocket whose main parts are made of high-quality steel

is more advantageous then that made of light metals. Welded structures

which reduce the weight considerably and yield solidness and hermetic

sealing are use_ extensively.

suuuAnY

Let us summarize all that has been said concerning the main

oroblems of the development of rocketry.

The powder rockets have been experimented on extensively but

only in the rather limited field of pyrotechnics, Their large-scale

use depends exclusively on the production of an efficient powder and

the control of the combustion process in a seal-enclosed space.

The main field of application of the powder rocket is 8a light combat

apparatu% such as airplenes_ small sailing vsssels_ motor oars of

all types and escort ar_illu-y,

,=
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Exoerience in the field of liquid-propellent rocket construction is !

almost non-_istent, In this field the difficulties ere significant.

The most urgent problem is the construction of e powerful reliable

and steedlZy operating engine with e high net efficiency coefflcient.

The second task is the production of a technically accessible propellant

with a high calorific value end s high specific gravity.

The third task is finally to develop a steedliy flying rocket with

relatively high fuel content t low metal weight end high transverse load.

The meln field of application of llquid-propellant rockets is high-

aitltude flight and long-range firing.
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